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ABSTRACT 
A two-dimensional (latitude versus pressure) numerical model 
of the atmosphere is presented. The model is a reformulation of 
the model of Harwood and Pyle (1975) for tropospheric use. 
After reviewing previous modelling attempts and presenting 
the formulation and method of solution of the model equations, 
the parameterization of radiative transfer is considered in detail. 
At long wave (terrestrial) wavelengths it is found that 
simple broad band methods can compare well with more sophisticated 
techniques provided the temperature dependence of the transmissivity 
is retained. 	A parameterization is developed which splits the 
spectrum into three regions and represents the transmissivities, 
black body fluxes and pressure dependenc:.es by computationally 
quick polynomials. 	It is shown that on the inclusion of cloud, 
comparison of model produced fluxes with satellite observations is 
ambiguous,since two widely different cloud data sets yield similar 
results. 
At short wave (solar) wavelengths, it is found that published 
absorptivities of water vapour yield vastly different heating rates 
amongst which a consensus could not be found. 	Problems worsen 
on the inclusion of clouds owing to the factthat the cloud radiative 
properties are dependent on factors unlikely to be known in coarse 
climate models. 	A parameterization utilizing a simple broad band 
absorptivity and accounting for multiple reflections between clouds 
and the ground is presented. 	Comparison of satellite observations 
with this and previous models shows that theory produces albedos 
that are systematically different from those observed. 
Some initial integrations with .the combined radiative and 
dynamical model are reported. 	The embryonic state of the model, 
which neglects latent heating, clouds and large scale eddies, is 
emphasized. 	It is found that legitimate variation of a single 
coefficient (for the vertical turbulent exchange of angular 
momentum) has a large effect on the strength of the circulation. 
it is concluded that great care must be taken developing and 
interpreting models, and it is felt that the present generation of 
models is incapable of properly indicating climate sensitivity. 
CHAPTER 1: AN INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE MODELLING 
1.1 A preview 
This thesis presents the initial stages of an attempt to 
develop a numerical model of the earth's climate, with the intention 
of making a study of some of the potential influences on the climate. 
In this first chapter, the motivation behind climate modelling 
and the various different methods of modelling will be outlined. 
The rationale for the particular type of model used in this study 
will then be considered along with the principal a priori problems 
involved in such a formulation. 
The following chapter will then consider in detail the 
formulation of the equations which constitute the model and 
represent approximations to those that. describe the atmosphere's 
motions. 	The inclusion of some of the atmosphere's physical 
processes that receive rather scant attention will also be described 
in this chapter. 
A large bulk of the work performed on the model concerned 
the inclusion of the effects of radiation. 	Chapters 3 and 4 
consider the problem in some detail, the former focussing on the 
infrared radiation emitted by the earth and its atmosphere, the 
latter concentrating on the transfer of the sun's radiation. 	In 
chapter 4 particularly, some major problems in making simple 
representations for use in a climate model will be highlighted. 
Chapter 5 discusses a few of the preliminary runs performed 
with the model and comments on some problems encountered. Final 
conclusions are then presented. 
1.2 Climate modelling 
1.2.1 The motivation behind climate modelling 
It is known that the earth's climate has varied in the past on 
a variety of time scales ranging from the retreat and advance of 
the polar ice caps over periods of tens of thousands of years to 
shorter period variations over several years. 	There has been a 
desire to understand the underlying physical causes, much for their 
own sake, but also to gain some understanding of the possible 
future changes that the earth might experience. 	This interest has 
been accelerated recently due to fears that man's activities may be 
playing, or may come to play, an important part in determining the 
way in which the climate changes. 	Such conjectures have been 
communicated to the general public via the popular press often in 
a rather scaremongering fashion. 	It is feared that should some 
part of the earth-atmosphere system be disturbed in some way then 
there may be some dramatic effect on, for instance, the polar ice 
caps, the extent of the deserts or on the climate of the principal 
agricultural areas. 	As will become clear in this and the final 
chapter,, the present set of climate models are probably not yet 
capable of providing a reliable indication of possible future 
climate change. 
It is against the background of concern about climate change, 
both natural and man induced, that the field of climate modelling 
has expanded rapidly during the past twenty or so years. 	The 
basis of climate modelling is that if the physics of the atmosphere 
can be represented in some way (whether by a single analytic 
equation or by a vast numerical model) then by changing some aspect 
of this model, for instance, the sun's output, the composition of 
the atmosphere or the surface characteristics, then from the model 
response it is hoped to deduce the nature of the real atmosphere's 
response. 
A vast amount of work in the field of climate modelling is now 
being done as a glance through any recent copy of, for example, the 
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences will show.. The variety of different 
model types is far too large for any substantial review to be 
lightly undertaken. 	Consequently, only a brief review of the main 
model characteristics will be attempted. 	Zonally averaged models 
will receive a little greater attention in section 1.3. 
1.2.2 A brief review of climate models 
i) Introduction 
Perhaps the easiest way to differentiate between climate models 
is via the model dimensions. 	Schneider and Dickinson (19714) 
provided a major review of the "state of the art" of climate 
modelling and presented a hierarchy of climate models thus:- 
a) Horizontally averaged, one dimensional vertical 
co-ordinate models, (more commonly referred to as 
radiative-convective models), 
Horizontally, varying energy balance models (EBM's), 
Zonally symmetric dynamic models of the atmosphere, 
Atmospheric dynamic models emphasizing longitudinal 
variation, 
Zonally symmetric models of the earth-atmosphere system, 
Three dimensional circulation models of the atmosphere 
(GCM's), and 
Three dimensional circulation models of the earth-
atmosphere system. 
Most attention has focussed on types a), b) and f). 	The 
present attempt lies in the class e). 
Before a discussion of the different characteristics of these 
various models, some general comments need to be made on how climate 
models represent the many and complex processes that occur in the 
atmosphere - this is the subject of parameterization. 
ii) The art of parameterization 
All of the above model types, and.in particular the simpler 
ones, rely to some extent on the parameterization of processes that 
cannot be treated explicitly but are instead related to variables 
that are considered directly by the model. 	An example is in EBM's, 
where only the surface temperature may be explicitly calculated; 
since poleward transport of heat by atmospheric motions is important, 
this transport has to be parameterized in some way relating to the 
surface temperature, such as the latitudinal gradient. 	However, 
even the most advanced general circulation models cannot consider 
in detail-processes such as the exchange of sensible and latent 
heat from the surface to the atmosphere or the details of cloud 
formation; these processes must then be parameterized in terms 
of the larger scale variables. 	In a GCM, those processes that 
take place on scales too small to be resolved by the model are 
referred to as "sub-grid scale" processes. 	They can, and do, exert 
a massive influence on the atmosphere. 
The art of parameterization is at the very heart of climate 
modelling and can take many forms. 	The most trivial form is the 
null parameterization where a process is simply ignored. 	This 
obviously requires a knowledge of how important a process is likely 
to be. 	Next comes climatological specification, a form of 
3. 
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parameterization which pervades most. types of model. 	For instance, 
latitudinal heat transport and momentum transport in model types 
b), c) and e) can be specified. 	In general circulation models it 
is standard. procedure to specify oceanic temperatures (with a 
seasonal variation) and in some of these models the cloud field is 
sometimes specified as.a function of latitude only. 	This is a 
potentially dangerous procedure for climate sensitivity experiments, 
as will be outlined in more detail later in this subsection. 	Only 
slightly less dangerous. is the procedure by which processes. are 
parameterized by relating them. (e.g. cloud cover or heat fluxes) 
to some large scale parameter (such as relative humidity or 
temperature gradient). To obtain agreement with present day 
observations, the constants relating the parameterized process 
to its parameter are tuned to force agreement. 	The worst case 
would be where physically unrelated processes are tuned together. 
At best, it assumes that constants relevant to today's climate 
will still be relevant should some aspect of the climate alter. 
Fortunately, some relief may be found if processes tuned to annual 
mean conditions or to a particular season are capable of handling 
the seasonal variation of our climate. 	Indeed, seasonal variation 
can provide a greater range of conditions than various climate 
changing mechanisms are thought likely to provide to mean annual 
conditions. 
The most advanced parameterizations do have a theoretical 
justification. 	The most obvious example in the context of a 
zonally averaged model is the parameterization of the fluxes of 
heat and momentum due to baroclinic eddies, which will be discussed 
in subsection 1.3.4. 	The parameterization of radiative transfer 
is another example. Al]. that needs to be known is the vertical 
variation of temperature and humidity. 	Unfortunately these more 
acceptable parameterizations can run. into problems because another 
process of equal importance cannot be adequately treated. 	In 
the case of heat and momentum transport by eddies, the contribution 
to these fluxes from stationary waves forced primarily by the 
orography and the land/ocean contrast cannot be so easily considered. 
In radiation schemes, the parameterization of cloudy sky processes 
does not appear to be anywhere as advanced as clear sky radiation 
parameterization, as will be discussed at some length in chapters 3 and 4. 
Two more considerations need be made whilst on the subject of 
parameterization. 	The first concerns the detail to which processes 
are considered. In most models, the. crudeness of parameterization 
is often due to restrictions in the amount of computer time available. 
It is important that unnecessary computing time is not spent on 
processes that can be adequately represented in some simpler way, 
or on processes that have relatively little effect on the atmosphere. 
Secondly, parameterizations must be consistent with each other. 
For instance, as discussed-by Schneider (JOC, 1979b), if two 
processes give effects of opposite sign so that to some extent 
they cancel,. it is important that one process is not considered in 
the other's absence. 	An obvious example relates to the effect 
that clouds have on the radiative heating of the atmosphere. 	Long 
wave radiation causes a comparatively rapid cooling at the cloud 
top, while the absorption of solar radiation results in heating. 
As Schneider points out, to-consider the effect of clouds on only 
one of the two radiation fields is probably worse than neglecting 
the effect of clouds entirely. 
It is.easy to be very critical about climate models, and in 
what follows some of the main criticisms, will be indicated. 	As 
long as the limitations of the model are kept in sight when 
interpreting model results, they can be of use in helping us 
understand - the mechanisms which are of importance. 	The model 
results must not be taken at face value - the results merely show 
us how the model atmosphere behaves and no more. 	It must be 
accepted that climate modelling is still very much in its infancy, 
and I believe it to be far more profitable to both model and 
interpret models with this in mind rather than expect them to 
provide answers to the questions for which many of them were 
developed to investigate. 
iii) A hierarchy of models 
Returning now to a discussion of model types, the review of 
Schneider and Dickinson (1974) and the two volume report entitled 
"Report of the JOC Study Conference on Climate Models: Performance, 
intercomparison and sensitivity studies"(henceforth referred to as 
JOC, 1979a or b) provide convenient sources of information on 
climate models in general. 
_.1 • 
Radiative-convective models were pioneered in a series of 
papers by Manabe and several co-workers (Manabe and Möller, 1961; 
Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Manabe and Wetherald, 1967). 	In 
these models the atmosphere is considered as a vertical, column 
irradiated at the top by the sun. 	From a starting condition 
(e. g. an isothermal atmosphere) the radiative heating rates are 
calculated and used to calculate new temperatures. 	The model is 
time-stepped forward until it reaches an equilibrium temperature 
profile when the long wave loss at the top of the atmosphere 
balances the incoming solar radiation. 	The historical development 
started with Manabe and MJller calculating pure radiative equilibrium 
temperatures with .a climatologically specified humidity and cloud 
field. 	For radiative equilibrium it was found that the atmosphere 
was convectivély unstable, so Manabe and Strickler incorporated 
convective adjustment into the model, whereby, if the surface 
temperature field exceeds a given critical lapse rate, it is 
automatically set to the critical lapse rate; they proposed the 
use of a lapse rate of 6.5 Kkm 1 . 	Manabe. and Wetherald introduced 
the concept of maintaining constant relative humidity in the 
atmosphere as opposed to constant. absolute humidity, as had been 
done previously. 	On the basis of observations, the relative 
humidity was given by the expression 
RH - Q 77 (P"Po - 0.02 - 	
1-0.02 
where RH is the (fractional) relative humidity, p the pressure, and 
Po the surface pressure. 	Manabe and Wetherald assumed c2 	1.0 
whereas Cess (1976) introduced c in an attempt to account for the 
dependence of relative humidity on surface temperature so that 
1.0 - 0.03(T - 288.0) 
where T is the surface temperature in K. 
Manabe and his colleagues developed their radiative-convective 
model as part of a process of developing a radiative parameterization 
for a general circulation model; subsequently radiative-convective 
models have been developed in their own right. 	Since they are 
computationally relatively inexpensive it is possible to develop 
radiative-convective models with very much more complex radiation 
schemes than can be used in CCM's. 	Their principal use is for 
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investigating the effect that different atmospheric absorbers have 
on the equilibrium temperatures and, in particular, on the surface 
temperature. 	As such, they are important tools for indicating 
what radiative parameters are required to be included in more 
complicated climate models. 	Radiative-convective models have 
been reviewed in detail by Ramanathan and Coakley (1978). 
Radiative-convective models have been much used for studying 
the effect of increased CO 2 concentrations (see Schneider, 1975; 
Augustsson and Ramanathan., 1977) and of increased aerosol amounts 
(e.g. Reck, in JOC 1979b). 
The weakness of these models lies mainly in the fact that 
cloud amounts must be specified, so that any climate change 
experiment, has automatically to assume that the cloud amounts stay 
the same. 	In order to give a quantitative, feel to the uncertainties, 
take the example of the effect on surface temperatures of doubling 
the atmosphere's CO 2 content. 	Schneider (1975) reviews past 
estimates and shows that a globally averaged surface temperature 
increase of 2Kis typical. 	Schneider (1972) showed that if a 
single cloud layer was included in his model, then it was possible 
to achieve a 2K change by changing the cloud top height from 5.5 km 
to 6.1 km or by increasing the fractional cloud amount by just 8%. 
Augustsson and Ramanathan (1977) showed that if it was assumed that 
the specified cloud has a constant temperature instead of altitude 
then the surface temperature response changed from 1.98 K to 3.2 K. 
Schneider (1972) and Stephens and Webster (1981) both illustrated 
the sensitivity of the surface temperature to assumptions regarding 
cloud height amounts and optical properties. 
Another rather large objection to these models relates to the 
use of a critical lapse rate of 6.5.Kkm 1 . 	As Ramanathan and 
Coakley (1978) and Rennick (1977) point out, there is little 
observational justification for the use of this value. 	The 
atmosphere appears to be considerably more stable. 	More recently, 
Hummel and Kuhn (1981) have shown that if the critical lapse rate 
is taken to be the moist adiabatic lapse. rate (a more reasonable 
assumption judging from the observations) then the sensitivity of 
the radiative-convective model to changes is considerably reduced. 
In a doubled CO 2 experiment, the resulting change in surface 
temperature was 0.79 K as opposed to 1.94 K with a 6.5 Kkm' lapse 
rate. 
7. 
Energy balance models (EBM's) are also one dimensional, but 
now the temperature. is allowed to vary with latitude and the surface 
temperature is used to represent the climate, of a latitude. 	The 
pioneering studies for this class of model came from Budyko (1969) 
and Sellers (1969) who both developed slightly different models 
within the same general framework. 	They attracted considerable 
attention, because the models behaved in such a way that relatively 
small changes in the sun's output (about 2%) resulted in either 
total melting of the ice.caps or total.global glaciation. 	This 
was. due to. the parameterization of zonally averaged albedo in 
terms of surface temperature in order to simulate the change in 
surface albedo for changing snow cover. . Increased snow cover cooled 
the earth which increased the snow cover, etc., so that positive 
feedback resulted. 
There is still much work being done on this class of model. 
Schneider and Dickinson (1974) and Saltzman (1978) review EBM's in 
detail and North (in JOC 1979b) comments on more recent work. 
These models consider the energy balance of each latitude zone 
so that 
cDT/at = Q(1 - ) - I 	div(F) 
where C is the thermal inertia of the earth and atmosphere, 
the local rate of change of temperature with time, Q, the 
incoming solar radiation, a, the albedo,.iI, the net long wave 
radiation loss to space, and div (F), the net energy flux 
divergence in a latitude zone. 	AI is modelled in terms of an 
empirical relation. (based on the relation between observed outgoing 
flux and observed surface temperature) and the energy flux, F, is 
parameterized in a number of ways, but most commonly in terms of 
the latitudinal temperature gradient by tuiing to observations. 
The surface temperatures required to make the left hand side of the 
above equation zero are computed to give the "climate". 
Energy balance models do have an interesting range of 
solutions. 	For instance, it can be shown (see e.g. North in JOC 
1979b) that for a given solar constant, several different equilibria 
climates exist with the latitude of the ice line different in the 
different solutions - this is because the zonal energy balance can 
be achieved in more than one way, e.g. balance may be possible with 
a low albedo and high surface. temperature or else with higher 
surface albedo and lower temperature. 
The problem in this type of model is that many constants rely 
on empirical determination, as was highlighted by Warren and 
Schneider (1979). 	They considered the fractional change in the 
solar constant that would be required to lead to a totally ice 
covered earth. 	They found that, within the range of reasonable 
estimates for the surface albedo and the outgoing long wave flux, 
the required change in solar constant varied from 2 to 2190' ! 	This 
indicates that considerable care is necessary when formulating 
parameterizations. 	It particularly emphasizes that if 
parameterizations are too simple, they can render the models next 
to useless for the studies they were set .up to investigate. 	Also, 
though it may be reasonable to model surface albedos in terms of 
surface temperature, the planetary albedo is dominated by clouds. 
Consequently, the response of planetary albedo to surface albedo 
changes is-considerably muted (see e.g. Henderson-Sellers and 
Meadows, 1979). 
The lack of a hydrological cycle also means that the surface 
albedo parameterization makes the presumption of adequate 
precipitation mechanisms. 	As with most groups of models, they are 
also incapable of assuming much about the effect that cloud feedback 
may have on the climate. 
This class of models can be extended to include longitudinal 
variation where the energy balance of latitude-longitude squares is 
considered, and hence a parameterization.of zonal heat transport is 
required. 	Sellers (1973) has constructed such a model. 
The zonal nature of the atmosphere, with the tropical Hadley 
cell and the mid-latitude Ferrel cell, is obviously an important 
characteristic of the atmosphere, and one that the climate models 
discussed so far have not been capable of dealing with. 	These 
models have, in essence, considered only the thermodynamics of 
climate.. It is the atmospheric motions which redistribute the 
heat that is input to the climate system. 	Any detailed consideration 
of the dynamics requires both latitudinal and vertical resolution. 
On the next step up the Schneider and Dickinson hierarchy are the 
zonally symmetric dynamic models of the atmosphere. 	Since this 
class of model is closely linked with the model that is the subject 
of this thesis, more details will be given in section 1.3. 
The equations of motion can be zonally averaged and these models 
seek to represent the zonally averaged circulation in terms of the 
zonally averaged variables. 	The diabatic and momentum sources and 
sinks drive circulation which redistributes heat and momentum, 
so that these sources and sinks need be specified. in some way. 
The principal problem for zonally averaged models.is that it is 
observed (see subsection 1.3.2) that much of the transport of 
heat and momentum, particularly at extratropical latitudes, is 
achieved not by the mean meridional circulation but by the eddies like, 
for instance, mid-latitude.depressions. 	Thus, for a realistic 
simulation, these transports must be accounted for; parameterization 
ranges from simply using observed values to involved theoretical 
consideration of the baroclinic instability process that occurs 
when the mean meridional temperature gradient exceeds a given value. 
This type of model does allow for incorporation of the 
hydrological cycle, the vertical and latitudinal effect of the input 
of radiation and for some consideration of cloud feedback, though 
up to now only in a crude manner. 	Saltzman (1978) provides a 
detailed listing of all recent attempts in this field. 
The next class of models in the hierarchy is the "atmospheric 
dynamic model emphasizing longitudinal variation". 	It is well 
known that the variation of climatic variables around a latitude 
circle may be. as large as. the latitudinal variation. 	For instance, 
in winter at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, the strong 
Siberian and North American. anticyclones contrast with the warmer 
oceans; in lower latitudes, the monsoons representa large 
deviation from zonal mean conditions. . Such features are referred 
to as "quasi-stationary perturbations" to the mean flow. 	This 
type of model is used to investigate the mechanisms which influence 
these deviations. 	These longitudinal asymmetries result mainly 
from the presence of mountains and the influence of the differing 
thermal capacity of the oceans and continents. 
Essentially, these models subtract the zonal mean conditions 
from the equations that describe the mean state of the atmosphere, 
just leaving the zonal perturbations. 	They require many parameters 
to be prescribed such as the zonal wind, zonal temperature, 
meridional geopotential gradient, diabatic heat sources and 
transient eddy fluxes (Saltzman, 1978, section 6.3). 
The pioneering study came.from Charney and Eliassen (1949), 
who concentrated.on mid latitudes. Recent studies include Grose 
and Hoskins (1979),who investigated the global effect of orography 
on the flow, and Sankar-Rao (1970), who attempted to identify the 
important mechanisms concerned with the monsoons. 
Turning now to the zonally symmetric, models of the earth-
atmosphere system, little will be said. here in anticipation of 'a 
more detailed review in the next section. 	These. models consist 
of a convolution of the zonally symmetric models and the energy 
balance models. 	A detailed consideration of the surface and 
planetary energy balance is coupled to. a circulation model Which 
redistributes heat and momentum by the mean. meridional circulation 
and by the parameterized effect of the eddies. 
Historically, this class of model is the most recent and it 
represents a. simplified version of a general circulation model. 
Representing the circulation by a two dimensional flow drastically 
reduces the amount of computer time required (which is a major 
restriction of GCM's) and so enables longer, or a greater number 
of experiments to be performed. 	As mentioned earlier in this 
section, these models require a representation of the eddy fluxes. 
They also either ignore the large. longitudinal variations that 
occur that are obviously important to the zonal heat balance, or 
are only able to consider them crudely. Further, it is questionable 
whether such,localized phenomenon as cloud formation can ever be 
satisfactorily parameterized in terms of zonally averaged 
statistics. 
The principal model in this group is the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory Zonal Atmospheric. Model (see Potter et al. in JOC 1979b). 
The parameterization of the eddy processes in terms of larger 
scale variables means that this class of model is often referred 
to as being a "statistical-dynamic" model as opposed to a 6CM, 
which is an "explicit-dynamic" model. 	Statistical-dynamic models 
need not be two dimensional. 	LIing a coarser grid 3D model 
than GCM's and parameterizing the synoptic scale processes in 
terms of larger scale variables may be the only way to integrate in 
11. 
3 dimensions over periods of time longer than a few years (see 
e.g. the discussion by Smagorinsky in JOC 1979a). 
The general circulation models represent by far the most 
involved class of climate model. 	They seek to resolve processes 
on the scale of about 100 km over the entire globe. 	The models 
attempt to represent all the synoptic scale processes that are 
important. to the general circulation. 	Thus, for example, the 
mid-latitude cyclones are explicitly modelled, so that parameter- 
ization is only necessary on scales smaller than the grid size. 	All 
non-linearities in the equations of motion are treated. 
The development of GCM's has gone hand in hand with the 
development of computers and they utilize the most powerful 
machines that are available.. An entertaining description of the 
evolution of computing power in the British Meteorological Office 
is provided by Hinds (1981). 
General circulation models grew out.of the numerical weather 
forecasting models that began. to be developed in the late 1940's. 
The fact that the differential equations describing the atmospheric 
flow could be used to predict the future state of the atmosphere 
has been recognized from early in the century. 	In the early 
1920's, L..F. Richardson (1965) laid down the framework for numerical 
prediction. 	Richardson could not have possibly envisaged the 
electronic computer and, as is so often recalled, he estimated 
that it would require 64,000 individuals using the then available 
calculators to keep pace with the weather if a 200 kin square grid 
was used over the entire globe. 	It is now possible to-produce 
forecasts of the weather up to a fortnight ahead in a few hours, 
and the big GCM's take a few days of computer timeto simulate a 
whole year. 
Only a handful of groups in the world have GCM's, most of 
whom contribute briefly to the. excellent JOC (1979a,b) report. 
Several report in somewhat more detail in Chang (1977). 
Most models use the finite difference method, whereby the 
values of atmospheric variables are held at a number of grid points.. 
Typically, these may be spaced at 50 intervals and there may be 
between 5 and 20 levels in.the vertical. 	The model may have at 
least six. prognostic variables (e.g. three wind components, 
temperature humidity and pressure); there will then be somewhere in 
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the region, of 100,000. numbers to represent the atmosphere. 	Each 
of the variables is linked to a prognostic equation which allows. 
the time advanced value to be calculated. 	Stability problems 
(that will be referred to in chapter 2) limit the time step to 
the order of ten minutes. 	The differential terms in the equations 
are represented by finite differences between neighbouring grid 
points. 	The use. of finite, differences introduces errors into the 
models which can be reduced by increasing the complexity of the 
finite differencing method (see e.g. Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976, 
or Haltiner, 1971). 
To the dynamical framework are added the-physical processes. 
All models will include a parameterization of the surface heat 
fluxes, the convective heat flux, the boundary layer, latent heat. 
release and radiative heating. 	Most GCM's specify the ocean surface 
temperature and some run with climatological (and zonally invariant) 
cloud fields; most models now include-the-surface energy balance 
of the land in a reasonably detailed way. 	Similarly, most models 
now deal with the cryospheric processes of snow and sea ice 
formation. 
The JOC (1979a) report is full of analyses of model produced 
fields of temperature, wind,., surface pressure, eddy fluxes, etc., 
along with comparisons with observed fields. Although many of 
the major features of the circulation are reasonably well simulated, 
it is difficult to know. whether it-is the model-weaknesses that 
should be highlighted instead. 	For example, figure 1.1 shows the 
geographical distribution of surface pressure using the NCAR third 
generation model for January and July, along with observed fields 
(from Washington et al., JOC 1979a). 	Both the January and July 
integrations produce entirely fallacious high pressure regions 
over Greenland. 	The Aleutian and North Atlantic low pressure 
cells are poorly simulated. 	For the January simulation the 
pressure gradient over Scotland, for instance, would indicate 
mean south-easterly winds instead of the observed - outh-westerlies, 
and in summer the model would seem to. indicate mean north-easterlies. 
In January, the Siberian anticyclone is almost entirely missed, 
and in July, the monsoon low over the Himalayas is far too deep. 
In the Southern Hemisphere the distribution is a little better, 
but bears little detailed examination. 
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Figure 1.1 Geographical distribution of surface pressure (nib) for January and July. 
Comparison of fields produced by the NCAR third generation model with 
observations. (from Washington et al in JOC, 1979a) 
This is not the place to do a detailed critique of GCM's. 
While the comments made earlier in this section, indicating that 
it was considered that climate modelling was still in its infancy, 
should be kept mmmd, nonetheless there are undoubtedly 
considerable problems with the GCM's. 	As the example above 
indicates, the model's ability to. predict climate locally can be 
very deficient. 	Since most of them run with specified sea 
surface temperatures, a considerable part of the climate must be 
considered as specified. 	If the sea temperatures are given., then 
to a large extent so is the meridional temperature gradient and, 
via geostrophy, so. then is the vertical wind structure. 	If the 
models do not specify the cloud amounts, the.prediction is generally 
made via relationships with relative humidity that are tuned to 
observed values. 	Since a relative humidity of 100110' is unlikely 
to occur over an entire grid square, a relative humidity at which 
condensation is deemed to have taken place must be specified. 
Consequently, since much of the .climatic. field would seem to be 
specified, it should be of great concern .that some of the main 
features of the circulation are not well represented. 
A principal objection to this class of model is that they are 
quite incorrectly driven. 	Even though quite complex radiative 
transfer schemes are now being used, the models run quite oblivious 
of whether there is a net radiative surplus or deficit over the 
globe since the invariant, sea surface temperature has no freedom 
to respond to a. net . energy imbalance. 	This is obviously of 
tremendous significance when climate change experiments are 
performed. 	A further problem arises in these experiments since 
it is no simple task when analysing the new model produced climate 
to ascertain whether any.change in climate has in fact taken place. 
As elucidated by Leith (e.g. in JOC 1979a), the model produced 
climate is subject to a noise level due to the fact that the mean 
and standard deviation of a sampled time series are in general 
different to those of a continuous field. 	This in turn means 
that the climatic change "signal" must be distinguished from the 
noise level.. Further, the models are so complex that it becomes 
difficult to analyse what mechanisms are causing either a model 
deficiency or are responsible for any climate change. 	For-instance, 
if there is a poor simulation of a particular aspect of the surface 
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temperature field, then the process responsible could be anything 
from the surface heat fluxes, the radiation fields (and hence 
the cloud specification) or the large scale temperature advection. 
The very size of the models precludes the possibility of merely 
changing parameters., rerunning the model and comparing the results. 
They are, then, rather poor tools for investigating what mechanisms 
are responsible for what deficiency. 	Another problem with models 
of this complexity is that a straightforward human error that 
results in a programming mistake can never be ruled out (see, 
e.g., Manabe and Bryan, 1969, for an admission!). 
There are two alternative techniques to finite differencing 
that are now attracting some attention. 	The first is the spectral 
method, and the second is the finite, element method. In the former, 
the model variables are represented by a sum of spherical harmonics, 
i.e., the variables vary continuously. To integrate in time, it 
is the spectral components that are predicted. 	In order to 
incorporate the diabatic and momentum sources and sinks it is 
necessary to transform the harmonics onto a. regular grid and then 
transform back to. the harmonics after the physical processes have 
been taken into account. 
Bourke et al. (1977) describe the development of a forecasting 
and general circulation model using spectral methods. . They report 
that the spectral method is numerically, more accurate and stable 
than finite differences, and is also computationally more efficient. 
Manabe, Hahn and Holloway (in JOC 1979a) compare a spectral model 
with a finite difference model. 	They show that the performance 
of even low resolution spectral models can compare favourably 
with conventional models and can run several times faster. 
The finite element method (as discussed by Cullen and Hall, 
1979) represents the model variables by low order polynomials 
over the "grid square". 	Although not significantly faster than 
conventional GCM's they do have better stability characteristics. 
Cullen and Hall conclude that model deficiencies (e.g. in pressure 
patterns) are "unrelated to numerical techniques ... (and) cannot 
be improved by a practical increase in resolution". 	They feel 
that the faults lie with the parameterization schemes. 
At this stage it is perhaps worth pointing out that while 
many criticisms can be levelled at CCM's when they are used for 
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climate, study, the same objections cannot be raised when these 
or similar models are used to forecast weather. 	Since the prime 
object of weather forecasting is "success" (however this is to. be 
measured') it would seem legitimate to tune any parameter that 
improves the forecast; specification of slowly varying parameters 
such as ocean temperature of surface albedo would seem legitimate 
if changes are likely to be small over the forecast period. 
In recent years there have been attempts to incorporate ocean 
models into atmospheric GCM's. 	This, is the top of the Schneider 
and Dickinson model hierarchy. The. inclusion of an oceanic model 
greatly increases the model's computational burden, but if self 
consistency of climate models is to be improved, then it is an 
essential step. 
The simplest step in including an ocean is to use what is 
decoratively called "a swamp". 	This allows for surface temperature 
variations due to local heat balance variations, but does not 
include the advection of temperature by ocean currents. 	A . 
feature of the ocean is the "mixed layer.", which is a constant 
temperature layer at the surface, whose temperature depends mainly 
on the local heat balance. 	Thus the first step-in ocean modelling 
is the inclusion of a mixed layer model which is described by two 
parameters - its temperature and its depth, the latter of which 
depends on the wind induced surface. stress. 	For short period 
modelling (less than a decade) the temperature of the underlying 
water (which may be entrained by the mixed layer) is specified. 
Mixed layer models are discussed by Schneider and Dickinson (1974), 
and used by Wells (1979). 
The advection of heat in the oceans is clearly important. 
Wells (1979) allows for advection in the mixed layer due to Ekman 
layer currents driven by the wind. 	Such currents are known to be 
important in the tropics. 	Towards mid-latitudes the heat fluxes 
due to diffusive effects and larger scale motions become more 
important and so oceanic general circulation models have been 
developed in much the same way as GCM's.. 	The group most advanced 
at coupled ocean-atmosphere models.are at the Geophysical Fluid 
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) (see, e.g. Manabe, Bryan and Spelman, 
1979). 	The importance of oceanic transports on the atmosphere 
(in particular on such quantities as the meridional temperature 
gradient) has been reviewed by Gates (1979). 
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The disparate time scales between oceanic and atmospheric 
processes makes straightforward coupling of the two model types 
impracticable. 	This is because the time required by the ocean 
to come into equilibrium with its forcing is of the order of 
thousands of years, whereas the atmosphere takes about a year. 
Manabe et al (1979) report that the atmospheric 6CM takes about 
200 times more computer time to run than the oceanic 6CM, so it is 
prohibitively expensive to run the two for the same period of time. 
This problem is solved by letting the two models interact on 
different time scales. 	In the early experiments of the GFDL group 
(see, e.g. Manabe and Bryan, 1969), using a mean annual insolation, 
the atmospheric model on the 0th, 0.5th and 1st year was coupled 
to the oceanic model on its 0th, 50th and 100th year, i.e. the 
ocean model ran for its first 50 years with the initial atmospheric 
boundary.conditions. 	At the end of 50 years, the newly calculated 
sea surface temperatures were input, to the atmosphere at its 0.5th 
year; the 0.5th year atmospheric conditions were used to drive the 
ocean model out to 100 years, when it is allowed to interact with 
the year old atmospheric circulation. 	In later experiments 
(Manabe et al, 1979), a seasonal. cycle was included and 4.2 years 
of atmosphere were coupled to 1200 years of ocean. 	A running 
mean of monthly mean temperatures and energy fluxes are kept; 
the atmospheric model is run for a day, updating monthly means at 
the end of each month; the ocean model is run for a year using the 
most recent monthly mean atmospheric data; the atmosphere is 
then run for another day using the newest monthly mean ocean data. 
Although the upper levels of the ocean took "only" 10 years to 
reach an equilibrium, the lower layers took several hundred years 
and the deep ocean temperatures (at 2-3 km depth) were still 
increasing after 1,200 years. 
The models do produce many of the observed features of the 
oceanic circulation (which, due to observational inadequacies, is 
poorly known in any case) and the ocean is seen to have a substantial 
influence on the atmospheric 6CM.. . However, the different time 
scales of the two model types does raise some important questions. 
In particular, since a given atmospheric situation is used to drive 
the ocean for 50. years (in the non-seasonal case), what effect 
would small changes in the flux parameterizations have on the ocean 
circulation? All, the GFDL experiments assume zonally invariant 
climatological cloud field. 	If the ocean temperature was seen 
to be dependent upon this cloud distribution (and it does not seem 
unreasonable toexpect that it would be), then it may well be that, 
with the disparate time scales, a different cloud field may result 
in a substantially different climate. 
Coupled ocean-atmosphere CCWs are, as-yet, in very much 
an embryonic state, for there are still a large number of problems 
in the field of oceanography (see, e.g. Holland, 1979). 	The 
considerable limitations imposed by computational economy also 
mean that comprehensive experiments are likely to be , a long time 
in coming. 	Nevertheless, they do mean that atmospheric tiM's are 
more correctly driven, and, for shorter period investigations., the 
mixed layer approach (e.g., Wells, 1979),. may provide an important 
contribution to our understanding. 	However, the reservations 
expressed about the atmospheric GCM's.mean that it is essential 
that the weaknesses in these. models', climates be pinpointed. 	if 
an ocean model is driven by an incorrect atmospheric wind field 
(as results, for instance, from the NCAR model shown in figure 1.1), 
it cannot be expected that the ocean will respond satisfactorily. 
In view of the fact that the model ocean is likely to be critical. 
to the driving of the earth's hydrological and cryospheric processes, 
and consequently to driving of much. of the circulation, the danger 
of setting up complex and quite incorrect, feedback loops would 
seem to be a major worry. 	To diagnose any climatologically 
incorrect feature of a coupled model would be very difficult given 
the economic constraints imposed an this type of work. 
In summary, the major classes of climate models have been 
briefly reviewed in order to set the present attempt in perspective. 
A rather critical approach has been taken.. 	The potential problems 
stemming from climatological specification of what are likely to 
be important parameters (cloud fields,. heat fluxes, ocean temperatures, 
etc.) calls into question the ability of these models to gauge 
climate sensitivity. 	At the top of the model hierarchy, the general 
circulation models would seem to urgently require more work in 
establishing the reasons for model deficiencies when attempts are 
made to simulate present climate. 	Until this is done, they will 
remain of questionable quality and possible somewhat misleading 
when coupled to oceanic models. 
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1 .3 The zonally averaged; circulation 
1 
 
.3 ,. 1'. .Introduction.' 
Before embarking on a detailed description of the formulation 
of the model it is as well to become acquainted with the principal 
features of the zonally averaged circulation and to indicate what 
mechanisms are thought to be responsible for these features. 	It is 
also of interest to discuss the sort of circulation that might be 
expected in the absence of any of these mechanisms. 	These matters 
will be discussed in the following two subsections after which the 
previous modelling efforts in this field will be reviewed. 
Firstly, it is necessary to be a little clearer on what is 
meant by the zonally averaged circulation and eddies. 	Any 
atmospheric quantity may be averaged with respect to longitude to 
yield its zonal average. 	Since the atmosphere undergoes considerable 
day to day changes, the main features of the circulation are 
only revealed by averaging over a given period. 	This can be done 
on an annual basis, or else the circulation at a particular time 
of year can be averaged over several years to yield the intra- 
annual variation of the main features. 	Interannual variations 
are also of significance particularly in assessing the representative-
ness of single year averages. 
A quantity can be resolved as follows:- 
a = a+a' 
[a] + a* 
[] + [a]' + 	+ a' 	 (1.1) 
The notation differs from that more generally used (in,e.g. 
Lorenz, 1967). 	Here, an overbar () denotes the zonal average of a, 
the prime (') denotes the departure from this zonal average, 
brackets ([]) represent the time average, and an asterisk (*) 
represents a departure from this time average. 	Thus, in the 
bottom line of Eq. (1.1) the four terms represent, respectively, 
the time averaged zonal circulation, the stationary perturbation, 
the transient zonally averaged circulation and the transient 
perturbation. 	In reporting the averages in the next section 
it is the first of these terms that is of concern. 	The departure 
from the zonal mean would be of little concern in the calculati7' 
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of the zonal mean circulation since, by definition, the zonal 
average of a perturbation is zero if the quantity a is continuous 
around a latitude circle; i.e., 
1/271 f 0 adA 
- = 1/ 	
j' 0 a'dX 	0 	 (1.2) 
where A is longitude. 
However, if the instantaneous local product of two quantities 
is considered, then, if the perturbations are correlated, there will be 
a non-zero contribution when they are zonally averaged. 	For two 
quantities, a and b, the zonal average of their product is found 
as follows, 
/2,n f o 	abdx 
1/2f ( + a')(6 + b')dx  
2 TE  
1 /2J 	(6+b' +6a' +b'a')dA 
6 + ab' 
since, from Eq. (1.2), all other terms are zero. 	Hence, the zonal 
mean of ab can be split into a term representing the mean 
circulation and one representing the perturbations. 	This. second 
term is the eddy term. 	In particular, if a is the northward 
velocity and b the temperature (for example, or momentum or water 
vapour, etc.) then if the perturbations from the zonal mean of the 
velocity and the temperature are correlated (in space or time) 
there will be a non zero transport of temperature by the eddies. 
This situation is very much the case in. the atmosphere where 
transports. by the eddies (both meridionally and vertically) are 
important. 
1.3.2.. Observations 
There are several excellent sources of zonal and time 
averages of the principal variables. 	Lorenz (1967) reviews the 
earlier compilations which used data sets. ranging from one to 
several years. 	Oort and Rasmusson (1971) made an extensive 
compilation of five years (1958-1963) statistics derived mainly 
from radiosonde data for the latitudes 1005 to 75 0N. 	They present 
diagrams and tables of monthly, seasonal and annual averages of 
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the zonal averages of, for instance,, all velocity components, 
temperature and humidity, along with estimated transports of these 
variables due to the mean circulation, and the transient and 
stationary eddies. 	Newell, Kidson, Vincent and Boer (1972a,b) 
also present a multitude of zonally averaged statistics. 	Unless 
otherwise specified, the data shown here are taken from this source. 
All three sets of authors discuss how the data sets are compiled and 
how they compare with the estimates of other workers. 
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show the zonal mean temperature and the 
zonal mean wind respectively for December - February and June - 
August. 	To illustrate the meridional motion, diagrams of the 
meridional and vertical velocity components could be shown. 	A 
more illustrative way is to show the meridional stream function 
which gives the mass transported by the mean circulation. 	As 
will be shown in the next chapter, the zonally averaged form of 
the mass continuity equation in pressure coordinates allows a 
stream function to be defined. 	Newell et al use the forms 
- 	-g 
2itacos 	 (1.4) 
- 	g 
- 2ta 2 cos 
where [] and [] are the meridional and vertical velocities 
respectively, a is the earth's radius, 0, the latitude, g, the 
acceleration due to gravity, and j, is the stream function. 
Figure 1.4 shows the mass flux derived using the above equations 
for each season.. 
Two quantities that are of considerable importance in two 
dimensional modelling are the meridional transports of angular 
momentum and heat (both sensible and latent) and of particular 
relevance is the way these transports are partitioned between the 
mean and eddy motions. 	Figure 1.5 shows the vertical integrals 
(from 1000 to 0 mb) of the. momentum transports due to the mean 
motion and due tothe transient and standing eddies for each 
season. 	Figure 1.5 (from Oort and Rasmusson) shows the vertical 
integrals (from 1012.5 to 75 mb) of the transports of potential 
energy and the sensible and latent heat for both mean and eddy 
circulations in January and July. 
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Figure 1.2 Observed zonally averaged temperature (°C) for 
Dec-Feb and Jun-Aug (from Newell et al, 1972a) 
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Figure 1.3 Observed zonally averaged zonal wind (m s') for 
Dec-Feb and Jun-Aug (from Newell et al, 1972a) 
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Figure 1.4 Observed meridional mass flux (1012 g s'). for 
Dec-Feb and Jun-Aug (from Newell et al, 1972a) 
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Figure 1.5 Vertical integral (0-1000 mb) of the meridional 
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 split into 
mean motion and standing and transient eddies for 
Dec-Feb and Jun-Aug (from Newell et al, 1972a) 
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Figure 1.6 Vertical integral (75-1012.5 mb) for the mean and eddy 
fluxes of latent heat, sensible heat, potential energy 
and total energy (10 19 cal day') for Jan and July 
(from Oort 'and Rasmusson,' 1971) 
1.3.3. A discussion on the maintenance of. the general. 
circulation 
The conventional view of how the features which characterize 
the general circulation are maintained can be found in many standard 
textbooks (e.g. Holton, 1979; Houghton, 1977). 
As figure 1.3 shows, the principal feature. of the zonal mean 
wind field in the troposphere is the strong westerly jet in lower 
mid-latitudes, with peak winds at 200 mb which are stronger in 
the winter hemisphere. 	In equatorial latitudes, easterly winds 
prevail throughout most of the depth of the atmosphere and small 
areas of easterlies are found at each pole. 	The temperature field 
(Fig. 1.2) is inextricably linked to. the wind field by geostrophic 
balance which means that the latitudinal temperature gradient is 
related to the zonal wind shear in the vertical via the thermal 
wind equation (Eq. (2.18)). 	Significant features of the 
temperature field are the magnitude of the equator-pole temperature 
difference (about 40-50 K), the lower tropospheric polar inversions 
and the cold equatorial tropopause. 	At higher levels the equator- 
pole temperature gradient reverses direction. 
The main characteristic of the stream function (Fig. 1.4) is 
the strong equatorial Hadley cell which is always stronger in the 
winter hemisphere and can give cross-equator flow. This cell is 
referred to as direct, since it transports heat from warm to cold 
regions. In mid-latitudes there is an indirect Ferrel cell 
and there is also a weak direct polar cell. 	However, these diagrams 
alone do not give a full impression, and figures 1.5 and 1.6 show 
that only in low latitudes does the mean meridional circulation 
dominate in the transport of heat and momentum. 	At higher 
latitudes the transport due to transient and stationary eddies 
becomes more important, apparently relegating the mean circulation 
to a secondary role. 
Figure 3.1 shows that in low latitudes there is a net input 
of radiation and at high latitudes there is a net deficit. 
Therefore, to balance this deficit there must be a transport of 
heat from ldw..to-,high latitudes. 	Similarly, the zonal wind 
fields of Fig. 1.3, with equatorial easterlies and higher latitude 
westerlies, means that angular momentum goes from earth to atmosphere 
in the tropics and from atmosphere to earth away from the tropics. 
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To maintain this flux of angular momentum between earth and 
atmosphere there must be a net poleward flux away from the tropics. 
In both these cases cause and effect are intermingled. 	It is 
not satisfactory to say that net radiation variation requires. a 
poleward flux. 	It would seem equally satisfactory to state that 
the poleward heat flux is responsiblefor the net radiation 
characteristics. 	It is not a priori obvious why each latitude 
should not be in radiative balance with the incoming solar 
radiation. 
Holton (1979) discusses, qualitatively, the mechanisms by 
which the wind, temperature and stream function fields are 
maintained. 	The diabatic heating field generates an equator- 
pole temperature gradient which is baroclinically unstable. 	The 
resulting baroclinic eddies then transport heat polewards to reduce 
the latitudinal temperature gradient, at the same time transporting 
momentum. 	The convergence of this momentum is-responsible for 
maintaining the mid-latitude jets against the dissipative effect 
of surface friction. 	In low latitudes, eddy activity is small, 
and the circulation is forced primarily by the gradient of latent 
and solar heating, the result being the strong Hadley cell. 	The 
mid-latitude meridional circulation is, however, driven by the 
gradient of eddy heat and momentum convergence and results in the 
Ferrel cell. 
Holton provides some theoretical justification for the 
resulting meridional cells which is of some interest, and so will - 
be briefly discussed. 	He uses a simplified quasigeostrophic 
model. 	Physical processes are represented simply, by Newtonian 
cooling of the temperature field (i.e., the cooling rate is directly 
proportional to the deviation of the temperature from its 
equilibrium value) and Rayleigh friction for the momentum field 
(i.e., the momentum loss is linearly proportional to the wind speed). 
Then, from the zonal vorticity and thermodynamic equations (given 
in section 10.4 of Holton) and using the stream function given 
by equations (1.4), it can be shown that 




Where M is the momentum flux, B, the heat flux and R, the diabatic 
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heating rate. 	This is a simplified form of the stream function 
expression (Eq.(2.26)) in section 2.3. 	Making an. assumption that 
is zero at the equator (i.e., there is no cross-equator flow) 
then the sign of 'p will give the sense of the circulation. 	For 
instance, a negative 	gives a Vat and w, in Eq. (1.4), as negative 
so. that the motion is up at the equator and down at the poles. 
Thus evaluating the sign of the terms on the right hand side of 
Eq. (1.5) will give some indication of the different circulations 
due to different forcing. 	These terms are: 
The vertical, gradient of eddy momentum convergence. 	To 
maintain the jets requires the momentum flux convergence to be 
positive and increasing with height so that this term will be 
positive and an indirect cell results. 	Convergence of eddy 
momentum aloft means, from thermal wind balance, that there must 
be an increasing latitudinal temperature gradient. 	In the absence 
of diabatic effect, vertical motion requires rising motion (and 
adiabatic cooling) to the north of the jet and sinking motion to 
the south. 	The meridional velocities resulting from continuity 
requirements give a Coriolis drift which, along with internal 
friction, tends to offset the momentum convergence. 
The latitudinal gradient of eddy heat convergence. 	Where 
there is maximum eddy heat flux this term will be negative, ip will 
be positive and an indirect cell will result. 	North of this 
maximum there will be convergence of heat and to the south will 
be divergence, so reducing the latitudinal, temperature gradient. 
For thermal wind balance to be maintained in the absence of 
momentum fluxes and diabatic heating, it is only through Coriolis 
torques that the upper level wind can be reduced. 	Consequently, 
there will, be upward motion to the north, downward motion to the 
south and the-,resulting adiabatic heating will counteract the eddy 
heat convergence. 
The latitudinal gradient of diabatic heating. 	Usually 
this term will be less than zero with larger heating in equatorial 
latitudes. 	Thus, p < 0 and a direct cell results.. Physically, 
an increase in the equator-pole temperature gradient requires an 
increase in the thermal wind. 	In the absence of any other sources 
this can only be achieved by meridional motion, so that Coriolis 
torques feed westerly momentum into the upper layers, i.e. poleward 
motion aloft. 	Continuity requires upward motion to the south, 
downward to the north and then adiabatic effects oppose the diabatic 
heating. 
Thus, qualitatively at least, it can be seen how the momentum 
and heat sources act to drive the circulation from geostrophic 
considerations and, from the observed fields of eddy momentum and 
heat fluxes (Figs. 1.5 and 1.6), the mean meridional circulation 
(fig. 1.4) may be explained to a certain extent. 
The imposition of vertically varying diabatic. heating or 
realistic friction would complicate a qualitative analytical 
analysis like the one described above. 	Numerical models, as will 
be discussed in the next subsection, can be used to deduce 
circulations resulting from more complicated fields of the various 
sources and sinks, as well as the importance of different combinations 
of these sources. 
Although it is possible to render the observed fields as 
consistent, it is entirely a different matter to explain why the 
atmosphere produces such fields. 	Why, for instance, could there 
not be a single Hadley cell with upward motion at the equator and 
downward motion at the poles? Physically, such a circulation 
would seem feasible, particularly if the downward transfer of 
angular momentum prevents the upper level winds from increasing 
indefinitely as the air is carried northwards (as angular momentum 
conservation would otherwise require). 	Laboratory experiments 
with rotating fluids indicate that under certain conditions (e.g. 
of angular velocity or temperature gradient) single Hadley-type 
circulations break up into baroclinic eddies. 	This may be of some 
relevance to the nature of the earths general circulation (see, 
e.g., Holton, 1979). 
1.3.4 Previous zonal atmospheric models 
In this section only those models referring to the tropospheric 
circulation will be considered. 	For the purpose of a review, the 
models will be split up into three categories depending upon the 
use to which they have been put: 
• a) Models used to investigate the circulation in the absence 
of large scale eddy heat and momentum fluxes. 
wo 
Models used to study the sensitivity of the model's 
circulation to the parameters used. 
Models used for climate sensitivity experiments. 
Each of the models can be used for any of the above three 
categories, but in order to discuss the main results it seems 
preferable to make the distinction via model usage rather than 
model type. 	In between discussion a) and b) the problem of 
treating the eddy transports in terms of zonally averaged quantities 
will be outlined. 
i) Models used to investigate thecirculation. in the absence 
of eddies 
It was stressed in subsection 1.3.3 that it was likely that 
the large scale fluxes of eddy heat and momentum played a very 
important role in determining the circulation. 	It is of some 
interest, though, to consider the type of circulation that would 
result if these eddies were to be absent. 	Some experiments of 
this type, performed with the model described in this thesis, will 
be discussed in chapter 5. 
Hunt (1973) used the zonally averaged primitive equations. 
Compared to most other 2-0 models, he used a rather high resolution 
with 18 levels in the vertical and 40 points from pole to pole. 
Radiative forcing was achieved using annual-mean Northern Hemisphere 
conditions and a "swamp" was used at the lower boundary. 
Although Hunt neglected transfer due to large scale eddies, 
he included what he termed 'sub grid scale diffusion' both 
horizontally and vertically. 	Vertical diffusion of momentum was 
dependent upon the vertical wind shear, a feature included in most 
models, but the horizontal diffusion formulation used by Hunt 
differs from that most generally used.- In GCM's it is necessary 
to include a horizontal eddy momentum transport of angular momentum 
on small scales to simulate the cascade of energy from larger to 
smaller scales. 	Hunt used a non-linear eddy viscosity where the 
momentum flux depended upon the gradient of the angular velocity. 
He performed two sets of experiments - a dry one and one with a 
hydrological cycle so that latent heat release could be included.. 
In the dry experiment, the most startling result was that the 
wind maximum occurred at the top of the atmosphere over the equator, 
with maximum wind speeds of 110 m s'. No equatorial easterlies 
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existed. 	An equator to pole temperature difference of about 70 K 
was present. 	The resultant circulation not only had a strong 
tropospheric Hadley cell but also an indirect Ferrel cell at high 
latitudes, with rising motion at about 70 0S and N. 	In the 
equatorial stratosphere there also existed a strong indirect cell. 
Hunt reported that he also performed experiments where the non-
linear horizontal diffusion was replaced first by a linear 
formulation (i.e. the flux depending on the meridional wind shear) 
and then by no diffusion at all. 	He achieved quite different 
wind fields with jets forming at 38 0 N and S and 50°N and 5, 
respectively, i.e. closer to what is observed. 	It is worrying 
that the formulation of this diffusion should exert such a strong 
influence on the model results, especially since there seems 
little theoretical justification for using any one type of diffusion 
in preference to any other. 
On including latent heat release the circulation included a 
strong indirect cell at the equator as well as a Hadley, Ferrel 
and direct polar cell. The moist and dry models had different 
convective adjustment schemes, and in the moist case there was 
some coupling between the vertical sub-grid scale diffusion of 
momentum. Hunt concluded that this was the dominant mechanism 
in determining the nature of the model's response. 	As Hunt 
indicated in his conclusions, the fact that the model produced a 
climate so different to that of the earth, meant that it was 
questionable whether it was valid to use climatological radiation 
to drive the model. 
Schneider (1977) also performed experiments with a model 
which did not include the large scale eddies. 	The prime 
importance of his paper was to show how important latent heat 
release in deep convection is to the circulation.. The surface 
temperature was specified as a function of latitude and the 
radiation was specified as Newtonian cooling. 	Schneider showed 
that the xnclusiinof cumulus heating and cumulus friction was 
sufficient to produce a three cell circulation, which included a 
weak Ferrel cell. 	Further, the features of the zonal wind field 
were qualitatively similar to those observed, with an equatorial 
band of easterlies and a westerly upper jet. 	This jet has a 
speed of about 130 in s', which is 4 times that observed, but of 
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the same order of the instantaneous jet. speed. 	Schneider concluded 
that the basic state of the atmosphere in the absence of eddies 
is similar to the observed one, and the role of eddies is to modify 
this circulation whilst retaining its main features. 	This is 
contrary to Hunt's (1973) conclusion; his model, in the absence 
of eddies, had a quite unrealistic zonal wind field. 	Indeed, 
Schneider's conclusions contradict the conventional belief in 
the necessity of large scale eddies in producing the observed 
flow. 	He maintains that the main, role of the eddies is reducing 
the magnitude of the zonal wind maximum by allowing increased 
momentum output from the jets. 	Schneider's model forced the 
circulation to adopt the observed surface temperature gradient. 
Therefore, although his results are of considerable interest, they 
fail to answer the question of what circulation would develop in 
the absence of eddies since part of their assumed role has been 
taken into account implicitly. 
Taylor (1980) developed a hierarchy of models specifically to 
investigate how large scale eddies affect the circulation. 	Of 
interest here are the differences between his. zonal dynamic models 
with and without eddies. 	His model had just two layers in the 
vertical. 	The surface had zero heat capacity and the radiation 
was parameterized so as to give good agreement with observed fluxes 
given observed temperatures. 	This meant that it implicitly assumed 
the observed cloudiness distribution. 	Latent heat release was 
neglected. 	The equator-pole temperature difference achieved in 
the absence of eddies was about 90 K compared to a 50-60 K 
difference with the eddies. 	Taylor's results show that the 
temperatures with the "eddy-less" model are little different to 
those when each latitude is assumed to be in radiative-convective 
balance. 	The only sizeable difference occurred near the equator, 
where the Hadley cell "flattened" the meridional temperature gradient. 
Only a single Hadley cell was produced and Taylor comments that' 
the existence of a Ferrel cell in, for instance, the results of 
Schneider (1977), is. likely to be sensitive to the value of the 
vertical diffusion coefficient. 	Taylor concluded that eddy 
momentum fluxes are. required if a Ferrel cell is to be driven. 
The; parameterization of eddy, fluxes 
Although the model as presented in this thesis has not included 
a parameterization for the large scale eddy fluxes of heat and 
momentum, that such a parameterization is possible is a pre-requisite 
for attempting to model the atmosphere in two dimensions. 
Consequently, it is felt necessary to review the basic concepts of 
the methods used. 
The simplest way of representing the eddy fluxes is, of course, 
to specify them from observation; but this. does not allow any 
feedback between the changing mean state and the eddy fluxes. 
Thus it is necessary to.attempt a model dependent representation. 
Schneider and Dickinson (1974) review these methods in some detail. 
In general, eddy transport parameterizations are based on 
the idea of large scale mixing, whereby a particle with a certain 
property (such as temperature) is moved a typical mixing length 
to an environment of different temperature and is then assumed to 
mix with its environment. 	The formalism of this mixing is given 
by Reed and German (1965). It is only really applicable to 
quantities that are conserved as they move with the flow. 	In the 
present context this applies to the potential temperature. 
Representing the eddy fluxes by simple diffusion would give 
u'v' a KM au/3Y 	 (1.6a)  
V'T' a K   
3T/
ay 	 (1.6b) 
i.e. the fluxes of eddy heat and momentum are directly related to 
the gradients of the mean quantities by the diffusion coefficients 
KM and  KH. 	Though such a formulation is plausible for heat 
transport, eddy momentum flux is transported from low to high U, 
so a negative diffusion coefficient would be required. 
Williams and Davies (1965) argued that since transient eddy 
fluxes are the result of baroclinic instability, the eddy momentum 
flux should be parameterized in terms of the mean temperature 




They fitted observed fluxes to the observed gradients to 
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derive a set of KM'S  and  KH's. 	It is then to. be expected that 
their model should produce realistic eddy fluxes given a reasonable 
temperature gradient. 	However, such a parameterization is 
unsatisfactory unless a more rigorous theoretical justification 
of the reasoning is provided. 	As was discussed in subsection 1.2.2 
the danger of these parameterizations is that quantities that are 
only weakly related in reality are strongly linked in parameteri- 
zation schemes that are tuned to observations. 	Hence, it seems 
more satisfactory to find a theoretical justification for expressions 
like (1.6) and (1.7). 
By considering models of baroclinic wave development, Stone 
(1973) and Green (1970) have been able to derive the form of the 
eddy heat diffusion coefficient KH. 	It is inappropriate to discuss 
their theories in any great detail here, but the general framework 
is as follows:- a perturbation in the temperature field 1' 
can be related to a perturbation in the meridional velocity field v' 
by assuming that this perturbation velocity advects the mean 
temperature field. 	This relation requires knowledge of the growth 
rate of the baroclinic wave which can be deduced from theory. 	The 
eddy heat flux v'T' is then found to be related to both the mean 
temperature gradient and the mean square of the eddy velocity, 
Since the growth rate of the waves is related to the vertical wind 
shear, and by hypothesising that the eddy kinetic energy is 
comparable to the mean flow kinetic energy, and, finally, by using 
the thermal wind equation, Stone showed that 
K1 
i.e. the diffusion coefficient, as well as the flux, is related to 
the meridional temperature gradient. 	Green used a different 
argument to achieve a similar result. Stone and Miller (1980) 
have shown that the seasonal variation of heat fluxes is reasonably 
well simulated by the theory. 
As has been mentioned, stationary eddies are known to play 
a role in transporting heat and it might be expected that a 
parameterization based solely on baroclinic theory may underestimate 
the observed flux. 	However, Schneider and Dickinson (1974) cite 
CCM experiments in which the presence of mountains seemed to have 
little effect on the total eddy flux., with an increased transient 
flux compensating for the decreased stationary wave flux. 	Stone 
and Miller (1980), who correlated observed eddy fluxes to observed 
meridional temperature gradients, seem to support this view since 
the. correlation with. the total eddy flux is better than with either 
the transient or stationary components alone. 	They concluded 
that there must be negative feedback between the magnitude of the 
two fluxes. 
The upward sensible heat flux due to eddies, w'T', is also 
important, particularly in middle and high latitudes, where the 
important mechanism for maintaining the lapse rate would appear 
to be these fluxes (see subsection 2.5.2). 	It seems sufficient 
to model these fluxes by a linear (latitudinally dependent) 
proportionality to the horizontal, heat flux (Oerlemans, 1980). 
The modelling of the eddy momentum fluxes is not so straight-
forward because horizontal divergences mean that momentum is not 
conserved as it moves with the flow. 	This fact effectively 
precludes the use of any approach based directly on the use of 
expressions. like (1.6a). 	Potential vorticity is far more suitable 
for treatment by eddy mixing theory since it is more nearly conserved. 
Green (1970) and Wiin-Nielsen and Sela (1972) have shown that the 
momentum flux can be derived from a knowledge of both eddy potential 
vorticity and eddy heat fluxes. 
iii) Models used to study the sensitivity to changing 
parameters 
It is always instructive and important to find out how sensitive 
a particular model's circulation is to a. change in any of the 
parameterizations or to changes in the constants used in the 
parameterizations. In subsection 1.3.4.i Hunt's (1977) model was 
seen to be very dependent upon the parameterization of the small 
scale eddy momentum transport. 	Several other models have been 
used to investigate this sort of sensitivity. 
Kirichkov (1978) used.a.model formulation almost identical 
to the one presented in this thesis but with a Newtonian cooling 
and with specified surface temperatures. 	The eddy fluxes were 
parameterized using the method of Williams and Davies (1965). 
Kirichkov varied the coefficients in the-eddy parameterizations. 
For eddy momentum transport he considered transport due to both 
large scale eddies (as in Eq. (1.7)) and to small scale eddies 
using a diffusive approximation (like Eq. (1.6a)). 
Considering first the large scale contribution, he found that 
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on decreasing the diffusion coefficient there was a weakening of 
the indirect cell accompanied by a strengthening of the direct cell. 
For sufficiently high values of the small scale eddy coefficient an 
indirect cell, with downward motion over the equator, appeared and 
the direct cell moved further north in a similar way as in Hunt's 
(1973) experiments. 	This would appear to have occurred because 
the increased momentum flux into equatorial latitudes caused an 
increase in upper level winds which in turn required an increased 
meridional temperature gradient. 	This is achieved by adiabatic 
redistribution. 	Kirichkov also varied the vertical turbulent 
heat and momentum transport coefficient, and found that on 
increasing it, there was an intensification of the indirect cell. 
He offers no explanation for this behaviour but presumably this 
effect could only occur if the heat flux change has the greater 
effect. 	Since the vertical potential temperature gradient is 
greater in low latitudes, the increased coefficient will decrease 
the meridional temperature gradient, requiring a decreased vertical 
shear in the zonal wind, which is achieved by advecting air 
southwards into the jet. 	The zonal wind and temperature fields 
proved most sensitive to the horizontal eddy heat coefficient. 
Egger (1975) varied the vertical diffusion coefficient and the 
surface drag coefficient in his two level zonally averaged model. 
The model is a steady state model, with the equilibrium climate 
determined by iterating the governing equations until a solution is 
obtained that satisfies each of them. 	Eddy terms are not evaluated 
by K-theory, but instead each of the eddy terms is written in 
terms of the variances of other variables (which are assumed to 
have a normal probability distribution about the zonal mean). 
Egger uses a very complex set of equations which, including all 
the variances, has 18 variables. 	The diabatic heating formulation 
assumes the climatological cloudiness distribution. 
On increasing the vertical diffusion coefficient, Egger 
found that the intensity of the Ferrel cell decreased and there was 
decreased vertical motion in the Hadley cell. 	These results are 
contrary to Kirichkov's. 	The difference would seem to lie in the 
fact that the vertical exchange of heat is not affected by Egger's 
change. 	Now, a decrease in upper level wind shear requires 
decreased temperature gradient which is achieved by smaller vertical 
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motions. 	The weaker Ferrel cell then causes a stronger jet - 
since, the upper level equatorward Coriolis drift is decreased. 
On varying the surface drag coefficient, Egger found that an 
increase led to decreased equatorial and polar easterlies with 
little effect on the mid-latitude westerlies. 	There was negligible 
change in the upper level (400 mb) wind. 	Though no explanation 
was offered, presumably the westerlies are more influenced by 
momentum transport from above, since they occur in regions of 
higher vertical shear. 
Wiin-Nielsen and Fuenzalida (1975) used a zonally averaged two 
level quasigeostrophic model. 	It was a time dependent (as 
opposed to an equilibrium) model and used two prognostic equations 
in potential vorticity to integrate forward in time. 	From the 
field of potential vorticity, the wind and temperature fields can 
be deduced. 	All diabatic heating terms (radiational and 
condensational) were included using the. parameterizations of 
Saltzman (1978), as was the determination of the surface energy 
balance. 	The model was used to compare two representations of 
the eddy flux of potential vorticity. 	The first used time 
independent exchange coefficients based upon observationally deduced 
values; the second calculates the exchange coefficients 
interactively on the basis of the model's meridional potential 
vorticity gradient which the authors considered to be the most 
important factor in determining the baroclinic stability of the 
atmosphere. 	The effect of changing the eddy flux representation 
had little effect upon the temperature field but there was 
considerable improvement in the predicted zonal wind fields, with 
the jet being more realistically located. 	Stronger seasonal 
changes were apparent in most variables in the second experiment. 
A three cell circulation was generated, though the Hadley cell was 
far too weak, being no stronger than the Ferrel cell. 	The 
principal conclusion is that model dependent coefficients improve 
the simulation of seasonal variations and, it seems reasonable to 
assume, should also improve attempts at climate simulation. 
iv) Models used. for. climate sensitivity. experiments 
In a series of papers, Saltzman, and Saltzman and Vernekar 
(see Saltzman, 1978, or Saltzman in JOC 1979b) have developed a 
zonally averaged model that includes a large number of atmospheric 
processes. 	The model has just two levels in the vertical and the 
equations are solved for equilibrium conditions for both summer 
and winter. 	The model is quasigeostrophic and includes parameteri- 
zations for surface temperature, and radiational and condensational 
heating. 	All eddy flux terms are considered. 	The surface 
energy balance takes into account the variation of surface types 
around a particular latitude circle. . The main use to which the 
model has been put is to the study of ice age climates. 	Saltzman 
and Vernekar imposed. present day ice amounts and found that the 
equilibrium climate varied little when the orbital parameters 
that dictate the solar input were changed to. those thought to 
exist in the last ice age. A different equilibrium climate was 
found when ice conditions appropriate to the peak of the last 
ice age (17,000 years ago) were imposed. 
Ohring and Adler (1978) used a model based on the Wiin-
Nielsen and Fuenzalida (1975) formulation. 	In comparison to all 
the previously mentioned zonally averaged models, a , far more 
complex representation of radiative processes was included. 
Solar radiation was modelled by the. method of Lacis and Hansen 
(1974)(see chapter 4), long wave radiation by the method of Sasamori 
(1968)(see chapter 3). 	Other diabatic heat sources and surface 
energy budget components use the parameterizations of Saltzman 
(1978). 	Further, Ohring and Adler included a crude ocean which 
was allowed to transport heat. 	Relative humidity was based on 
climatology. 	Some parameters were tuned to give agreement with 
observations and then various experiments were. performed where 
various components of the climate system were changed. 	All 
experiments were performed both with and without ice-albedo 
feedback. 	The ice-albedo feedback parameterization was based 
upon the observed seasonal changes in sea and ice 	and the 
attendant surface temperature changes. 	Both the solar constant. 
and the atmospheric CO 2 content were altered. 	For solar constant 
changes, their model showed changes smaller than those predicted 
by EBM's and more in line with CCM results, with a 1.5 K change 
for a variation of 1% in solar constant. 	Similarly, the changes 
in temperature due to doubled CO 2 were considerably less than 
those from radiative-convective models, even with the ice-albedo 
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feedback; a change of just 0.8K occurred compared to the usual 
2 K, but. Ohring and Adler reconciled the differences between the 
two results. 	The prescribed cloud amount was also varied and it 
was found that. the increased albedo effect of increased cloud 
dominates the increased long wave opacity. 	Consequently, the 
planet cools. 	They acknowledge that this. conclusion does depend 
on assumptions made about cloud height. 
Finally, in this. section comes the Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tory Zonal Atmospheric Model, which,. like the Ohring and Adler 
model, includes a relatively complex radiative parameterization 
(MacCracken and Luther, 1974; Potter et al in JOC 1979b, pages 
852 and 995). 
This model is a primitive equation model (i.e. it is not quasi-
geostrophic). 	It has 9 levels in the vertical and is global in 
extent with grid points at 10 0 intervals. 	Each latitude is split 
into ocean, sea ice, sea level land and mountains. 	Since the 
primitive equations are used, the inclusion of mountains, which 
block the meridional flow, is possible.. The radiation schemes 
(see MacCracken and Luther,. 1974) are shown to compare favourably 
with more involved methods. 	Eddy momentum transports are modelled 
crudely on the basis of a constant exchange coefficient; eddy 
heat transport is based on Stone's (1973) formulation. 	A 
hydrological cycle was included and cloud cover was predicted 
through a parameterization which related climatological cloud cover 
to observed relative humidity. 	The ocean was treated as being 
isothermal of depth 50m and oceanic heat fluxes are prescribed 
from observation. 
One of the main uses to which this model has been put is for 
an investigation of the effect of albedo changes that may result 
from increased desertification (Ellsaesser et al, 1976) and tropical 
deforestation (Potter et al, JOC 1979b, page. 995). 	The 
experiments were performed with.annual average solar flux. 	They 
found that if an increased surface albedo is specified in a given 
latitude band then a chain of events is set up which starts with 
reduced surface absorption and subsequently leads to global cooling 
and reduced precipitation. 	The actual response of the Hadley 
cell depended on whether the albedo change was under the ascending 
or descending branch of the cell. 	Increased albedo at the equator 
reduced the Hadley cell intensity and*. vice versa, for increased 
subtropical albedo. 	They consider that positive feedback may 
result, with increased albedo leading to increased desertification 
or deforestation, etc. 
1.4 Summary of. the. model development. 
The following chapters will describe in detail the features 
of the model that has been under. development. 	Before this is 
done it would seem useful to provide a brief overall description 
of the model, so that the details can be placed in a broader 
perspective. 
Firstly, some comment. will be made on the philosophy behind 
the construction of the model. 	In the course of development 
some decision must be made as to which processes are to be included 
first, and it will become clear that within the scope of this 
thesis many important mechanisms have, as yet, either been 
completely neglected or else have received scant attention. 
During the development of a model, various philosophies can 
be adopted. 	For instance, parameterizations can be adopted "off 
the shelf" in a relatively uncritical manner at first so that a 
more complete model can be produced more quickly. 	Once such a 
model is running, the physical processes can be investigated one 
by one and, if necessary, improvements in the representations can 
be made. 	An alternative approach, and the one adopted in this 
study, is to examine in some detail the parameterizations at an 
early stage. 	As will be seen, a large amount of effort has gone 
into the consideration.of radiation to the exclusion of practically, 
everything else. 	A pitfall of this approach is that far too much 
time may be spent parameterizing processes which have either a 
limited effect on the climate or for which rather cruder representa- 
tions would be sufficient. 	Equally, though, blind acceptance of 
"off the shelf" parameterizations may make it difficult to pinpoint 
any model deficiency, particularly when there may be many interacting 
processes. 	The possibility of tuning certain parameters may 
allow agreement with observation to be. forced and potential 
problems overlooked. 	For instance,. obtaining agreement with 
satellite observed planetary albedos or long wave fluxes may be 
achieved by changing, e.g., surface albedos, cloud types or cloud 
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heights. 	The resulting model output cannot then be interpreted 
unambiguously. 	Similarly, problems may arise from constraining 
the lapse rate to agree with present day observations. If no 
physical mechanisms are involved in the lapse rate maintenance, 
then little, confidence can be given to sensitivity studies when 
other factors are changed. 
Although, in retrospect, it is regretted. that a model containing 
at least some crude representation of most of the important 
processes has not resulted from this study, it is nevertheless 
felt that a detailed look at individual processes is justified, 
even if it only confirms that cruder parameterizations are 
sufficiently accurate. 	A consequence of this approach has been 
that no substantial experiments have been performed with the model. 
The model dynamics assume the atmosphere to be in geostrophic 
balance, so that a thermal wind relation relates the vertical wind 
shear to the latitudinal temperature gradient. 	This thermal wind 
balance is perturbed by the effect of eddy transports of heat and 
momentum and by the condensation and radiation. 	To maintain the 
thermal wind balance against these perturbing influences, a 
meridional circulation is deduced. 	From this circulation and the 
momentum and heat sources and sinks, the fields of temperature 
and zonal wind can be stepped forward in time to give new fields 
that are ingeostrophic balance. 
Thus, the model can be seen to have three facets. 	Firstly, 
the dynamics, which allow heat and momentum to be moved around; 
secondly, the eddy flux representations which try to relate eddy. 
fluxes to mean conditions, and finally, there are the diabatic 
sources and sinks. 
Eddy flux parameterization has received little attention in the 
present model, although crude physical representations of surface 
friction and the vertical transfer of angular momentum have been 
included. 	Likewise, condensational heating has not been included, 
so that the only diabatic terms result from the transfer of solar 
and terrestrial radiation. 
The model resolution has to be decided at some stage, but the 
programs have been written so that the vertical and horizontal 
grid spacing could easily be altered. 	For development purposes, 
the model has been used with 10 x 100 mb slabs in the vertical and 
15 x 12 0 slabs in the horizontal. 	A time step of a tenth of a 
day was used. 
CHAPTER 2: THE DYNAMICAL FRAMEWORK AND NON-RADIATIVE 
PARAMETERI ZATIONS 
2.1. Introduction —  
In this chapter the basic equations. constituting the equations 
of motion, the thermodynamic equation and the mass continuity 
equation will be cast into a form which will., provide the main 
prognostic and diagnostic equations, for a zonally averaged model. 
The formulation and method of solution are almost identical to 
those used by Harwood and Pyle in a two dimensional model used for 
studies of the stratosphere and mesosphere (Harwood and Pyle, 1975). 
The present model is intended to. be an adaptation of that model 
for tropospheric use. 	The principal change has been to use 
pressure, instead of its logarithm, as the vertical coordinate. 
This circumvents problems about imposing a lid on the atmosphere. 
In the second half of the chapter the parameterization of non-
radiative processes will be considered. 
2.2 Approximations used in the formulation 
The principal approximations. to be adopted are the hydrostatic 
and geostrophic approximations. 	The main effect of these 
approximations is to filter out sound and inertial gravity waves 
which the equations of motion would otherwise allow to be present 
(see, e.g., Haltiner, 1971). 	This is desirable from the computa- 
tional point of view since, as will be discussed later, the presence 
of these waves would require small timesteps to be taken to 
maintain computational stability, since they have speeds large 
compared to normal atmospheric motions. 
The hydrostatic equation, which states that the pressure at 
a point is determined by the mass of the air above it, prevents 
vertically propagating sound waves which would appear to be of 
little meteorological significance. 	The atmosphere is, in fact, 
to a very good approximation in hydrostatic balance (see, e.g., 
Holton, 1979) and this is assumed in practically every type of 
model of the atmosphere dealing with large scale flow. 
The geostrophic approximation, which states that the Coriolis 
and pressure gradient forces. exactly balance, is responsible for 
the filtering out of inertial gravity waves. 	These waves do 
have a role to play in keeping the pressure and wind fields in 
geostrophic balance via the geostrophic adjustment process (see 
Haltiner, 1971). 	The approximation is.used to derive a thermal 
wind relation which relates the vertical shear of the zonal wind 
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to the meridional temperature gradient, and this is used in place 
of a prognostic equation for the meridional velocity. 
The use of the. geostrophic approximation is more questionable 
than the hydrostatic approximation, particularly in tropical 
latitudes where the Coriolis parameter is small. 	Consider the 
approximate equation of motion 
Dv 	 1 = -2c....v - - v 
7t- - p 
where v is the wind velocity, Q, the earth's angular velocity, 
p, the pressure, p, the air density and t is time. 	A measure of 
the validity of geostrophy is provided by the Rossby number, Ro, 
which is formed by the ratio of the acceleration to the Coriolis 
term. 	The smaller the Rossby number, the greater the validity 
of the approximation. 	Ro is typically 0.1 in mid-latitudes, but 
is of the order 1, or larger, closer to the equator. 	As discussed 
by Harwood and Pyle (1975), the validity depends much on the 
strength of the zonal wind. 	For instance, at 200 mb a zonal wind 
of at least 13 in s' is required for the geostrophic approximation 
to be accurate to 10%. 	Many of the. models discussed in the 
previous chapter assume geostrophy. 	The general coarseness. of 
representation of the flow in the present model means that the 
tropical region is not modelled in detail in any case. 
The alternative to using the geostrophic approximation would 
be to use the primitive equations which include the meridional 
momentum equation. 	This would require either shorter timesteps 
to deal with the gravity waves or the use of the more involved 
implicit methods of timestepping which facilitates longer timesteps 
(see, e.g., Haltiner, 1971), 
2.3 The basic equations 
Ri A coordinate system is 
defined as shown in figure 2.1, 
where x is directed towards 
the east, y, towards the north, 
and z is vertically upwards. 
i,j and k are unit vectors 
along the x,y,z directions, 
respectively, and the 
components of the velocity V 
Figure 2.1 Definition of co- 
ordinate system 
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are u,v and w in each of these directions. 
The equations of motion in this coordinate system must take 
into account the fact that the axes change with position on the 
sphere (see, e.g., Holton, 1979; Houghton, 1977). 	The equation 
of motion for the zonal velocity u is 
Du - 3u 	au 	au 	au 	-uw 	uvtanc 
	
±U--4-V---4-W- -+ 	 +.2w1cosq+2vsinp 5ETE ax ay r r 
30 
---- + Fx 	 (2.1) ax 
Here, Y is the latitude, 0 , the geopotential, r the distance from 
the centre of the earth, and Fx represents the effect of friction. 





where g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
As discussed by Lorenz (1967), in order to keep the horizontal 
equations of motion consistent in the presence of hydrostatic 
balance, all terms containing r in equation (2.1) must be replaced 
by a, the earth's radius. 
Since zonal averaging will be performed later, all terms 
containing a/ax  will be neglected henceforth. 	(Strictly, the 
term - in Eq. (2.1) need not disappear if there is a discontinuity 
ax 
in the field of geopotential. 	This happens in the case of mountain 
barriers where the geopotential may be different on the eastern 
and western sides. 	Consequently, they exert a torque on the 
atmosphere which can be of the same order of magnitude as the 
frictional forces (see Z.K. Jao, page 151, in Newell et al, 1971a). 
If need be, the effect of - this term may be reintroduced via the 
frictional force term, Fx, at a later stage). 	Further, since the 
main coordinate system of the model will use the pressure, p, as a 
vertical coordinate, the total derivative becomes 
D  
~ .v— + W- Ut - it 	ay 	ap 
where 	 Dp 
- Dt 
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Hence, Eq. (2.1) becomes (ignoring the friction term for now) 
au 	au— - au — 	uvtanp 
- + + 	 a 	
+ 2vsinp (2.3) 
The mass continuity equation in pressure coordinates is given 
simply by 
9w 0 
P — a  
and converting to spherical coordinates 
av - vtancp 	.. = ü 	- 	 (2.4) 
ay 	a ap 
which can be written as 
avcosq, + 9wC05 	 0 	 (2.5) 
ay 	ap 
The first law of thermodynamics can be written 
Ft 
= q(P/p,) 	 (2.6) 
where q is the rate of heat addition due to diabatic influences, 
, is the potential temperature, p the surface pressure and K is 
0.288. 
Eq. (2.3) can be simplified considerably by rewriting it in 
terms of the zonal angular momentum, -r, where 
-r = (u + acosp)acosp 
Considering each of the terms in Eq. (2.3) in turn, 
au 1 - 
at 	acoscp at 
V 
au 
 = v 
3 	T — ( - cacosq). 
ay 	ay acoscp 
(2.7) 
- 	V 	3 	VT Siflp 
- + - 	+ vs1np, 
- acosq ay a cosp 




- uvtanp - -rvtancp - cvtanpcosq, - 'r
a2cosq
vsinq - vasinci. 
a 	a2cosy 
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As noted by White (1979), to achieve an energetically consistent 
formulation of the thermal wind equation, the meridional component 
of the momentum equation must. be written 
— tang + 2Qusinp:.+ 	= 0 	 (2.16) 
whilst the zonal angular momentum equation is expressed as Eq.(2.3). 
Since the hydrostatic equation and the perfect gas law gives 
- 	RI 
ap - p 
and, since potential temperature is given by 0 = T( P ,,/P)
<
, then 
taking 	of equation (2.16) gives 
K-i 
2 	 , a 	R P 	 0 	 (2.17) (-- tang+ 21sincp 	- 	K ay 
Po 
Substituting for u using Eq. (2.7) then 
aU - 	1 	aT 
and 
- 	- acoscp ap 
2u  
— tang 	2tanq,(_ 	- 2acoscp) 
a 	 acosp 
2-rsincp 
2 	2 -2czsincp a cos p 
so that Eq. (2.17) becomes 
- 1-K a 	a 3 Rc 3 3 
2?sp 	— 	 (2.13) 
ap K ay 
Po 
where s = sing and c = cos y . 
The continuity equation (2.5) is in a convenient form for 
the introduction of a stream function 4,. 	If 
- 
vcosq' = - 
3
-4, 	and 	cosp IL 
ap - ay 
as is generally used, then the continuity equation would be 
satisfied. 	However, one of the boundary conditions on the flow 
is that there should be no flow across the poles. 	4,  constant 
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would not ensure this since cosy = 0 here also. 
The following would therefore seem more satisfactory 
- 	 1 	CQSq 	 (2.19a);(219b) V - - ap 	' 	cosy ay 
It is convenient at this point to non-dimensionalise the 
equations. 	If a dimensional variable is denoted by an asterisk 
then 
q* = q5 q 
where q 5 is the scaling factor. 	The variables used in the model 
should be then more nearly the same magnitude. 	The main equations 
will also be more tidy! 
To derive a consistent set of scaling factors, consider the 
thermal wind equation (2.18). 	(From now on, dimensional quantities 
will be denoted by an asterisk.) 
	
- 1-K 1-K s a
- 	
a3Rc3 as  a 




= 1000 mb so that 
T
- 1-K. t a 	
- a'Rc35 
30 
2p 	- sap - 	•r 2 y 	I s  
-3t  ac 3 	 c 3 	a. 
and 	
TF 	1-K 
. - 	1-K 
(2.20) 
sp y5 sp 
if welet = --- 	and y = a, the earth's radius.. 
It is necessary to specify several of the scaling factors 
so that the others can be derived. Let t = ca 2 , the earth's 
angular momentum at the equator and t s = 100 days. 
Then from the momentum equation (2.9) v s 	yss , 
Ps/ts , 
and from the thermodynamic equation (2.10), q 5 
This leads to the following set of scaling factors: 
= 2.959 x 10 ° m ' s -1  
S 
PS 	1000 mb, 
y = 6.371 x 106 m, 
47. 
t5 = 100 days, 
749.952 K, 
vs= 0.7378 m 
W 	= 1.1574 x 10 mb s 
q: = 7.4952 K day -1 , 
and 	u 	= 464.45 m s' 
S 
With this choice of scaling factors Eq. (2.7) becomes 
= (u i- c)c 
and also 	ay = 
To summarize, the main equations are then 
a - 	a -- 	a -- - tc +- tvc +- rwc = H 	 (2.21) 
at ap 	ap 
5c 	
-K- + p qcosp 	(2.22) 
at 	+ -- c + ap 
T9ap 	0 	
(2.23) 
1-K - a 2p 	st- 	c -i— 	 (2.24) 
=-...±. 	. 	= !! ±.. 	 (2.25) 
ap ' cap 
The method of solution is as follows:- The timederivative 
can be eliminated from equations (2.21) and (2.22) using the thermal 
wind equation (2.24). 	This leads to a second order partial 
differentiation for , 
FT 	 -2 
Ypp 	p 
il
pp 	p pp 	sc 	p p 	p P 	P 
(2.26) 
{(Q + p_Kc)/c} - {FHt/c} 
where F = 2sp1_I</c3, t = tang ,.and the subscripts p and p denote 
differentiation with respect to. that variable. 	A detailed 
derivation of this equation is given in appendix 1. 	The right hand 
side of this equation consists of the diabatic heating term and 
the eddy flux convergence terms. 	These terms act so as to disturb 
thermal wind balance. 	Solving for iIJ yields the circulation 
necessary to maintain this balance and this 't. field is, via Eq. (2.25) 
MI 
substituted into the prognostic equations (2.21) and (2.22) to 
step forward in time. 	The new p  field is then found and the 
process is repeated. 	Eq. (2.26) is solved by sequential relaxation 
as will be discussed in subsection 2.4.3. 
For a solution of equation (2.26) to be found, it is necessary 
that the equation be elliptic. For a general. second order partial 
differential equation 
a2u___ 	a 2 u 	3 2 u . 	au 	au 
ax , ~ D—+E—+Fu + G = 0 + 	 + 	 ax ay 
ellipticity requires 
B 2 - 4AC < 0 
Considering equation (2.26) this condition is, using (2.24) 
(2F 	)2 - 4F 	< 0 	for ellipticity 
P 	 cp.p 
which can be written 
8 -5 aT 	a -r-  a0 < 0 for p> 0 
ag ap 
> 0 for p< 0 
Since the vertical temperature gradient and the meridional 
angular momentum gradient dominate in the atmosphere, the second 
term in the above equation is the most important. '1€ implies that 
for a statically stable atmosphere (i.e. - negative) the angular ap 
momentum must decrease towards the pole.. Physically this must be 
the case otherwise the atmosphere would be inertially unstable 
(see e.g. Holton, 1979). 	Thus for a solution of equation (2.26) 
to be found, the model atmosphere must be both statically and 
inertially stable and, most importantly from the computational 
viewpoint, such instabilities must be prevented from actually 
appearing. 	The method by which this is done will be described 
in subsection 2.5.2. 
The boundary conditions on the flow are that 
= 0 	at 	g = it /2, 	/2 and 
'I' 	0 	at 	p = p0, 0 
These conditions ensure that there is no flow across the poles or 
out of the top. or bottom of the model. 
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Equation (2.26) has a removable singularity at both equator 
and pole, but since will not be. calculated at either of these 
points no steps need be taken to alleviate the problem. There 
is also a singularity should r = 0. This could only occur with 
massive easterlies (e.g. at 84°N, they would have to be 49 m _1) 
which are unlikely to occur. 
2.4 Computational method: 
In this section the numerical methods used to solve the basic 
equations derived in the last section will be described. 
2.4.1 Model resolution 
The choice of the number of horizontal and vertical grid 
points to be used is, to some extent, arbitrary. 	At present, the 
model has 16 horizontal grid points with 11 in the vertical. 	This 
gives 15 x it/15 slabs in the horizontal and 10 x 100mb slabs in 
the vertical. 	The desirability of being able to resolve both the 
jets and the stratosphere and also the need to perform reasonably 
accurate radiation calculations were the main considerations which 
led to this configuration. 	However, all programs were written in 
a general form to cope with any model resolution so that a change 
could be accommodated if required. 
2.4.2 Finite difference forms of the basic equations 
Figure 2.2 shows the arrangement of model variables. 	A 
staggered grid is used and interpolation used should any values be 
required at intermediate points. 	The stream function values are 
held at box corners and the vertical and meridional velocities 
are found at the midpoints of the box sides using a finite difference 
form of equations (2.25), 




+ 1 0 	 C = + 	++ (p c 	- 0,0 c,)/(p 	 (2.27b) 
(Overbars denoting zonal averaging will be dropped in this section) 
It is essential that the finite difference representation 
conserves mass (Eq. (2.23).). 	This can be shown as follows:- 
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Figure 2.2 Arrangement of model variables on 





Figure 2.3 Arrangement of subscripts, i, for 





Consider box (+,+) in figure 2.2, then 
cothp + -;• W COS9 
in finite difference form becomes 
+ (.- 
- ( 	, 	 0 c( 	
0 + 	 , 	~ 
+ c( 	,, 	0 	-4) 0,0  +4) 0 , )] 	 0 
as required. 
The zonal velocity and potential temperature are stored at 
the box midpoints. 
The zonal momentum equation (2.21) includes advection terms 
which require knowledge of the momentum between the stored values 
of U. The interpolation is performed first be averacing the u's 








1 + 	 2 0 	0 
which ensures that the true angular momentum is obtained should the 
zonal velocity be zero at each grid point. 
The finite difference form of equation (2.21) is then 
u 	+u 	 U +U 
u' c 2 	_i_E'(_ c )c 2 v 	— ( 	+ c)cJv0 ~ ) 
+ 2 + +-i- ++ -i---,± 	 2 	0 




+ c )c (A) 	 c - (_ 	+ c )c u 	c 
) + + 	-i- b 	+ 	 2 	 + + -i-,—i-~ + 
(2.28) 
where the prime, in this context, denotes the rate of change with 
time 3 /at. 
In order to simplify the notation a little, a set of 
coefficients is introduced that give the "average" angular momentum 
at each box edge. 	Introducing a set of subscripted variables, A 1 , 
where the subscript i denotes the box edge that is being considered, 
52. 
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then by reference to figure 2.3 
A 3 = (u±+.+ u_ , _ + 2c0) 
and 	A 2 = (u 	+ u 	+ 2c 
+ 
). 	etc. 
Equation (2.28) then becomes 
- 	 1 	1 u' 	= - 	 [c A v 	- cA1v01 	j - - [- A 2 w~ ,0 c 	A w 	C 
1 
+ s- +i-i-i -+J +1+ 	 6. 26p c
+ 	 + 
+ H 	/c2 	 (2.29) 
+1+ + 
where c 	 Co 
C, 	+-4-/ , c 2 	/c 
+ 
+ 




. = 	--/C_ 
For the thermodynamic equation (2.22), a similar set of coefficients 
to the A coefficients are introduced, the B coefficients where 
B 1 r. ( 	+ 	)/2 +1+ -1+ 
B 2 = ( 	+ +,- )/2 	etc. +1+ 
The finite difference form of equation (2.22) is then 
15 1 
	 1 - ..]. 	 — c2B1v0 ;+] — -s
1
-- [i B2w +10 c  + — 1 B 5w +'++c  +J - AT p c + 	 + 
I + 
+ 	+q 	K 
C 	 1 
 p-
+ 	 (2.30) 
+ 
Writing equations (2.29) and (2.30) with v and I given in terms 
of the stream function using Eq. (2.27) gives the full prognostic 
equations for u and o in terms of the model variables. 
A finite difference replacement for the thermal wind equation, 
(2.24) is required. 	On the grid of figure 2.2 this is written 
down around (0,0) as: 
T - 	 - 
0 t 01 + 	K-i 	+10 	_O- 
2s0t00( 	A 	= 	0 
 c0( 	Aq 
25 0rU -  I - 	
U ' ,u 	+u U- , 	 . 	 .., ,u 	+u 	+u 	+u. -_. + C2)..( +i~ I ' + 	C)J. 
0 ( 	+1+ 	+_ -1 + 	+C 2 2 0 2 4 	 0 
c3 r 0 1'O . 	+ 	 .. ~ 




(u 	+u-u 	I -u 	)(u 	+u 	 -  i-u 	+4c,) 
+ ++ 	1+ 	+'+ 	+ '+ 	f 
+ 	— 	- 	) 	 (2.31) ++ +— -1+ 	•-I- - 
2 	•. 	Co.. K-i where F,0 	
A - Po 	and Po  is the pressure at (0,0). u 	S 0 
Differentiating (2.31) with respect to time gives 
F 
A,(u' 	+ u' 	) — A 1 (u' 	+ u' 	) = 	O0(+I 	+ 	 - 	 — 
1+ 
(2.32) 
By substituting into equation (2.32) from (2.29) and (2.30), 
the finite difference analogue of Eq. (2.26) can be derived. 	The 
resulting equation is extremely cumbersome and is derived and 
stated in detail in appendix 2. 	This equation will be referred 
to as (A2) and takes the form 
+ 	D 
l) j 	RHS 	 • 	(A2) 
i=1 
where D1 coefficients are given in the appendix. 	The equation 
consists of a 4, 	related to the eight surrounding values of q' 
0 1 0 
on the grid by the D coefficients. 	The next subsection describes 
how this equation is solved. 
2.4.3 Solution by relaxation 
In order to deduce the meridional circulation so that the time 
advanced field of temperature and zonal velocity can be found, 
equation (A2) must be solved. 	This is done by the method of 
sequential relaxation. The values of D 1 and RHS are known and 
initially a guessed 'p field is used which will not satisfy (A2) 
but where 
8 
D1 'R1 = RHS 	R 
i=1 
where R is called the residue. 	Using the superscript N to denote 
the new let 
N - = 	-R 
00 	0 to 
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This process is repeated for each grid point. 	Of course, 
after one sweep of the p field, equation (A2) will still not be 
satisfied since for each grid point the term 	will have changed. 
However, provided that the ellipticity conditions are satisfied 
(see subsection 2.4.1), repeated sweeps of the g field will yield 
a convergent solution. 	In sequential relaxation the newly calculated 
is used for subsequent calculation of the D iq)i 
 term at the 
neighbouring points. 
Convergence can be made more rapid by the process of over-
relaxation (see e.g. Haltiner, 1971). 	Here 
N 	
= 	'o,o 	
R(1 +, a) 
where a is the over-relaxation factor, a number between 0 and 1. 
In practice the optimum a can be found experimentally. 
At the first timestep the initial guess ii field is taken to 
be p= 0.0 everywhere, but at subsequent times the initial guess 
is taken to be the io field from the previous timestep.. 
Relaxation is repeated until. the residue R becomes smaller than 
some pre-specified value d anywhere on the grid. 	The number of 
iterations required to reach this state is highly dependent on the 
value of d used. 	In practice, the value of d was chosen so that 
in the presence of hemispherically symmetric diabatic and momentum 
sources a symmetric circulation was. produced (see chapter 5). 
The process of relaxation was found. to be computationally 
the most time consuming part of the model, taking between 80-90% of 
the required central processor time. 	It is also the part of the 
program where model failure is most likely .to occur. 	This happens 
when the ellipticity conditions are not satisfied and the 4' field 
fails to converge. 	A maximum number of iterations is specified 
(500 were used) such that if convergence has not occurred then the 
model is stopped. 	Also, since the non-dimensional values of 
are typically less than 1, if a 4 value somewhere on the grid 
exceeds an unrealistic amount. (say, a few hundred) then the 
integration is halted so that the temperature and zonal wind fields 
can be inspected for signs of instability. 
2.4.4 Time stepping method 
In subsection 2.4.2 the principal prognostic equations were 
stated. 	Once equation (A2) has been solved and the v's and u's 
obtained from Eq. (2.27), the u and 	fields at the next time step 
can be found from Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30). There are a large number 
of possibilities open for different methods of forward time stepping 
(see e.g. Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976). 
If /at = f(u,t), then the simplest method of forward time 
stepping is to use the Euler forward scheme. 	If superscripts 
denote the time, then 
t+1 	t 
U 	- U 	 f(u,t) At 
and 
u t+1 = u t + Lf(u,t) (2.33) 
This scheme is quite unsuitable for long term integration of 
the equations for stability reasons. 	A more accurate and stable 
time stepping scheme is the Adams-Bashforth method which is a three 
level explicit scheme (three levels, because values of quantities 
at three different times are used). 	Effectively, it consists 
of extrapolating forward the time rate of change between times 
t and t-1 to the (t+½)th step so that 
U 
t+1 = U + t 	f' 
To find f 
t±½ consider the rate of change of f between times 
ft - ft- 1 	 t~½ 
t and t-1. 	This is given by 	 . 	 Then f 	is found by 
f tA2 = ft +t( 	
- ft_i = 3f   - f t_i 
-i- At 	 2 




t 	t(3ft - f t_1 )/2 
	
(2 . 34) 
However, (2.34) cannot be used at the first time step since 
no ft_i  exists; instead an Euler forward step, using (2.33), is 
used. 	It is also convenient to include an Euler forward step at 
intervals during the integration so that it is possible to stop 
and restart the model using only one field of f's. 
As discussed in:.chapter 2 dfMesingerand:Arakawa (1976), it 
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is possible to perform an analysis of stability of various time 
stepping schemes by considering simple equations such as the 
friction or advection equations. 	However, a stability analysis of 
the system of equations in realistic atmospheric models cannot be 
lightly undertaken and is not even attempted. 	It will become quite 
obvious if the present scheme is unstable! 
However, when choosing the maximum allowable time step it is 
necessary to take heed of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) 
criterion (see e.g. Haltiner, 1971). 	This states that the time 
step used must be less than the time it takes for the fastest 
motion to go from one grid step to the next, i.e. 
At< max 
where Ax is the grid size and v max 
 the fastest velocity. 
To get some idea of the allowable magnitude of At, the maximum 
meridional and vertical velocities from Oort and Rasmusson (1970) 
are v 	= 2.8 m s 1 at 10 0S and 200 mb in August, and max 
= 5.2 x 10' mb sec' at mid levels at 5 05 in March. 	With 
max 
100 mb and Aq E 1.3 x 10 km this leads to 
At max (v) 	 max 5 days 	and 	
t 	(w) = 2.2 days. 
The inclusion of terms to simulate the eddy diffusion of heat 
and momentum will cut the allowable time step down considerably 
and mean that in practice a time step of only a few hours will be 
practicable. 
The above figures illustrate why it is desirable to filter 
out sound and gravity waves in the system of model equations. 
Typical wave velocities are some two orders of magnitude greater 
than v max 
 and this would place severe limits on the allowable 
time step. 
2.4.5 Summary of general model organisation 
Figure 2.4 shows a flow chart which illustrates the way in 
which the model is organised. 
In box 1 of the flow chart the required constants that are 
often used are precalculated. 	This mainly concerns the tri- 
gonometrical functions and the values of 
p<. 	These values are 
required at every grid point and each mid-point. 	The constant 
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Figure 2.4 A flow chart of the model organisation 
Ik 
F 00 from equation (2.31) can also be precalculated here. 
In box 2. the average potential temperatures and angular 
momentum at the points, given by the A and. B. coefficients in 
equations (2.29) and (2.30), are calculated. 	In box 3 the model 
dependent terms on the right hand side of (A2) are evaluated; 
these are the diabatic and momentum source and sink terms. 	In 
box .4 the D coefficients and the RHS term of equation (A2) are 
found and relaxation is then performed in box 5. 	Now that the 
circulation has been found the new u and 0 fields can be found 
(box 6) using equations (2.29) and (2.30). 	However, since thermal 
wind balance is a requirement, it is not necessary to timestep 
forward the whole of both.fields. 	In the present model, the entire 
u field is forward timestepped and the temperatures up the equator 
and along the bottom level of the box are calculated. 	In box 7 
the rest of the 0 field is filled in using the thermal wind equation 
(2.31). 	Not only is it computationally more economical to find the 
field in this way, but if both fields were calculated explicitly 
the cumulative effect of truncation error may mean that they would 
no longer be strictly in geostrophic balance. 
Of course, it is possible to calculate the 0 field and then 
fill in the u's but the presence of terms in u 2 in Eq. (2.31) makes 
the present method simpler. 
It now remains to return to box 2 and repeat the calculation. 
2.5 Some physical processes 
2.5.1 Introductory comments 
In this section some preliminary attempts at including some 
non-radiative processes will be discussed. 	These parameteriza- 
tions were adopted in a fairly uncritical manner at this stage and 
merely represent an attempt to get the model running. 	It was 
intended to investigate the sensitivity of the model to these 
parameterizations at some later stage where, if necessary, more 
sophisticated methods could be introduced. 
First, the processes necessary to maintain the atmosphere in 
inertial, and convective stability are considered. 	In a more 
realistic model these instabilities would be wiped out by the model 
physics but at this stage more artificial methods are used. 	Then 
the parameterizations of both the surface fluxes and the surface 
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temperature are considered. 	It was felt. desirable to give the 
model the freedom to determine its own surface temperature. The 
vertical transfer of eddy momentum is then described and, finally, 
the method of determination of the relative humidity, required by 
the radiation schemes, is noted. 
2.5.2:: Maintenance: of elliptici•ty conditions:: 
i) 	Inertial stability: 
As was mentioned in section 2.3, it is. necessary that the 
angular momentum decreases polewards. if ellipticity is to be 
maintained. 	This means that the meridional wind shear must not 
exceed a given value so that its gradient is reversed. 	In the 
real atmosphere inertial instability is only likely to occur on the 
equatorward side of a strong jet. 	The motions would then mix the 
flow until stability returned (e.g. Holton, 1979). 	In the model 
it is necessary to prevent inertial instability from occurring at 
all. 	This requires the specification of a critical angular momentum 
gradient which, if exceeded, allows momentum to be transferred 
equatorwards. 
The formulation of the inertial stability flux is as follows:-
The relevant terms in the momentum equation (2.21) are 
UC 2 	 ... -a' 	\' 1 T a/at 	 ' 
I 
Referring to figure 2.5, the above can be written in finite 
difference form as 
Vat j-1 T 	j-1 c 	= -(F. 	 j/ - F. ) c. = -F. 	c., since only -2 
a flux F. 
J 
will be considered, and 
j 
r 	cj 	F. 	c. at +l 	~ l J/Aq J 
A quantity X is defined where 
X 	= 	- 
Since it is required.that ar/3<0,  then X must be greater than 
zero in the Northern Hemisphere and less than zero in the Southern 
Hemisphere. 	Then 











Figure 2.5 Flux of eddy angular 
momentum, F i l, required 
if boxes j - 1 and 













Figure 2.6 Variation of earth's angular momentum 
with latitude for mean annual zonal 
winds taken from Oort and Rasmusson 
(1971) at 200 mb and 1000 mb. Angular 
momentum is given in units of the earth's 
angular momentum at the equator 
The flux F is taken as being proportional to the difference 
between X. 
j 
and. X crit 	j 
when X. 	cri < X .. t 
 , i.e. 
Fs a X j - X crit in the Northern Hemisphere. 
It is specified that X be returned to Xcrit  is.a timesteps 
so that 
X' = (X 
j 
.-X 	)/t crit 
Using equation (2.35) the inertial stability flux is given by 
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(X .-X crit 
,  
C 
1 	+ 1 \ Ztt 
j-1 C. -1 	J+1 
O 
and 
cp  F 	 (X.+X 
+ 1 )t. 	
crit 
1 
J-1 	j+1  
x.<x 
j 	crit j  for the Northern 
Hemisphere 
V;¼ I 
x.> -x  
j 	crit ) for the Southern 
Hemisphere. 
I 
To determine a value for X crit , consider figure 2.6. 	The 
figure shows the total angular momentum as a function of latitude 
using the annual mean wind from Oort and Rasmusson (1971). 	Values 
at 1000 mb and 200 mb are shown. 	In the absence of any zonal wind 
this graph would be a bos 29 profile and the closeness of the 1000 mb 
profile to this illustrates the dominance of the earth's angular 




From this and the definition of X, say.that for solid body 
rotation 	 . 
X 	= 2cpsinq 
	 (2.36) 
Since, over reasonably long time periods, the zonal wind does 
not cause vast departures of -r from its value for a motionless 
atmosphere it would not seem unreasonable to say that the critical 
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gradient Xcrit  should be like (2.36). 	At present a single value 
of Xrjt  is being used, instead of it being latitudinally 
dependent. 	The smallest value of Xcrjt  is between the equatorial 
box and its neighbour where 
X = 2(/15)sin 6 0 = 0.044 
and this is used as a lower limit on X crit 
It has been found necessary to apply strong time smoothing 
to these momentum fluxes. 	The fluxes used are 
	
F. 	0.1 F + 0.9 F' 1 
3 3 	3 
1 where F i . s the flux calculated at the present time step and 
the value calculated at the previous step. 	The purpose of 
this smoothing is to prevent the fluxes from switching on too 
quickly. 	Such a simplistic formulation means that only the interbox 
flux, and not the fluxes going into or out of the two box system 
shown in figure 2.5, is considered. 	If the two boxes are returned 
to stability it can cause the neighbouring boxes to become unstable 
with respect to them. 	The above smoothing resulted from experiment. 
ii) Convective stability 
Maintaining the convective stability of the model atmosphere 
proved frustratingly troublesome and of the work performed so far 
this is undoubtedly the part of the model that most urgently needs 
further consideration. 
The question of how the lapse rate is maintained is an 
important one in modelling. 	As was seen in chapter 1, in radiative- 
convective models (and in some other models) the lapse rate that is 
not to be exceeded is specified, so removing a degree of freedom 
of the model. 	But it is necessary to know what mechanisms are 
responsible for the observed lapse rate. 	This boils down to 
determining what causes the upward heat flux. 	It seems well 
established (see e. g . Palmen and Newton, 1969; Stone and Carlson, 
1979) that at low latitudes it is moist. convection and at high 
latitudes it is the upward heat flux in baroclinic eddies. 	Thus 
there are two separate mechanisms atwork. 	However, figure 2.7, 
using the annual mean data of Oort and Rasmusson (1971), shows that 
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versus pressure for mean annual conditions 
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Figure 2.8 Flux of eddy heat, 
p., required if 




seems close to having 	"ap  constant (as opposed to 	constant). 
Rennick (1977) made a. more thorough analysis of the Oort and 
Rasmusson data and showed that 	ap constant was the best approxima- 
tion for the lapse rate. 	It is unclear whether the similar lapse 
rates at equatorial and higher latitudes are a coincidence or not. 
Hence, in a more satisfactory model it would be necessary to 
include the above physical mechanisms in some way. 	However, the 
maintenance of the tropical lapse rate by moist convection does 
raise another problem, namely, that it would seem that the Hadley 
cell should implicitly be performing this function. 	Palmen and 
Newton (1969) quote Riehl and Malkus (1958) as saying "... virtually 
all the heat and mass transfer upward in the equatorial zone takes 
place in tall cumulonimbus clouds'. 	They go on to reason that 
uniformly slow upward motion in the ascending branch of the Hadley 
cell is impossible, and what we are seeing as the mean circulation 
is the statistical result of the cumulonimbus activity. 	Should the 
effect of tropical convection not then already be modelled by the 
Hadley cell? 
In the absence of the required physical processes it is still 
necessary to maintain static stability for computational reasons. 
This is achieved using similar considerations to those used for 
maintaining inertial stability. 
The relevant terms in the thermodynamic equation (2.22) are 
34c/ at = .. - 3 /ap w''c 
Considering figure 2.8, if the lapse rate is given by 
r = 	j.-1 - j+1 
AP 
then a critical lapse rate r   is specified such that if r > 
heat is pumped upwards. 	This flux is made proportional to the 
difference. 
If P = w'9' then, in finite difference form 
a 	•. 	C. 	-P. 	a 	c. 	P. 
j +1 = J. c. 
	
AP AP 
From these equations 
3/ 	
i'C 
= -2F. OZAP 
It is required that r be returned to r c  in a time at where . a is 
the number of timesteps, i.e. 




-(r - r )p P 	 C 	 (2.37) .  
2a At 
On the basis of the observations shown in Fig. 2.7, a critical 
laspe rate of potential temperature of -4.25 K per 100 mb was chosen. 
Problems were encountered with this scheme because it was hard 
to strike a balance between turning on the convective flux fast 
enough to overcome the destabilizing mechanism and making it slow 
enough to prevent neighbouring boxes from being rendered unstable 
by the interbox flux. 	It was found that using a six hour timestep 
allowed r to exceed r c  by too much and it was impossible to maintain 
stability. 	As a consequence, the timestep was reduced to 2.4 hours 
and using a = 2.0 the following time smoothing 
P. 	= 0.7 PT ., ± 0.3P T-1 
J.. j.-: 
was found to maintain stability after much frustrating experimenting. 
As will be seen in chapter 5, this scheme only just manages to 
maintain static stability. 	It cannot be overemphasized that it is 
considered that this scheme is very unsatisfactory and merely 
represents a computational fix until some better parameterization 
can be developed. 
2.5.3 Surface temperature parameterization. 
i) Surface heat flux determination 
The fluxes of sensible and latent heat from the surface are, 
of course, most important as they provide the atmosphere with much 
of its energy after the surface has absorbed the incident solar 
energy. 
The standard method of calculating surface fluxes in models 
is by bulk aerodynamic formulae of the form 
F X.  a cDIvILx/z 
where F x is the flux of some property x, c is a surface drag 
coefficient, v is the wind speed close, to the surface and AX/  AZ 
is the vertical gradient of x at the surface. 	This approach 
assumes that surface fluxes are forced by the wind (forced convection) 
as opposed to being free convective, which requires static 
instability. 
In the model, a mixed forced and free convection formulation 
is used, based on the method of Corby, Gilchrist and Rowntree 
(1977). 	The formulation ensures that there is still a surface 
flux should the wind speed be zero but the atmosphere be statically 
unstable at the surface. 	Corby et al write the heat flux 
F s = p + c  p c D I [v +A( 
where 	the surface air density, 	the specific heat of air at 
constant pressure, VT,  the wind at the top of the boundary layer, 
the virtual potential temperature and 	its change across the 
boundary layer. 	A is a constant representing the strength of the 
free convection. 
Since only sensible heat fluxes. are presently being considered, 
potential temperature is used instead of virtual potential 
temperature. 	The wind speed is taken as being the 950 mb zonal 
wind, and the temperature gradient is taken between the surface 
and 950 mb. 	Hence, in finite difference form, the surface sensible 
heat flux is given by 
F S  = P+cPcD[u1 + 	- 
	(W 	2) __________ 
+ 
where 	A = 70 m s 	if * > 
0.0 otherwise. 
The density, p, is taken as 1.0 kgm 3 , c as 1004.0 .Jkg'K'. 
The subscript 1 indicates the value of the variable at the lowest 
model level (950 mb). 	The value of A given by Corby et al is 
50 m s; this is multiplied by about 12 since the gradient is 
being taken over a smaller vertical distance. 
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The value of CD,.  the surface drag coefficient, can be shown 
by theory (see e.g. Louis, 1976) to be dependent upon the nature 
of the surface, the wind field and the static stability. 	At 
this stage only a simple representation is appropriate and a drag 
coefficient for a neutral atmosphere overlying an ocean is assumed. 
For such a situation (see e.g. McIntosh and Thom, 1973) 
c 	
= (K/ ln(Z1/z,)) 	 (2.38) 
where K is von Karman's constant ('v.0.4), z 0 is the surface roughness 
length (about 0.55 mm for the ocean) and z 1 is the level at which 
the wind is measured. 	950 mb is taken as being at about 500 m, 
which gives c0 = 8.38 x 10. 
If the latent heat flux is required to be included then simple 
methods would include using a Bowen ratio approach (where the ratio 
of sensible to latent heat is assumed constant)(see e.g. McIntosh 
and Thom) or else by using the bulk aerodynamic formula with the 
virtual potential temperature, which requires knowledge of the 
water vapour content of the atmosphere. 
ii) Surface temperature determination 
From the radiation schemes and the surface flux scheme described 
above, the net surface energy flux can be calculated, and from this 
the surface temperature can be found. 	The change is surface 
temperature is given by 
g 
	_c a T 4 al/at = - 	+ L'1 + S'(1 - 	 (2.39) 
where Cg is the heat capacity of the surface, and the terms on the 
right hand side represent, respectively, the longwave flux emitted by 
the surface (c is the surface emissivity, a is Stefan's constant), 
the upward sensible and latent heat flux, the downward longwave 
radiation from the atmosphere and, finally, the net solar radiation 
at the surface (S' is the incident flux and 	the surface albedo). 
If c 
g 
 is zero, the surface heat balance would have to be 
instantaneously satisfied. 	When this was used in the model it was 
found that so rapid changes in surface temperature resulted that 
the lower atmosphere could not be prevented from going unstable. 
The above formulation would allow a simple oceanic 
representation to be included at some stage. 	Presently, a heat 
rp 
capacity appropriate to a one metre deep ocean is assumed. 
(cg = 4.2 x 106 JK'). 	If a too deep ocean is used then the thermal 
capacity becomes so great that its temperature changes only slowly 
and it takes a long time for the model to reach an equilibrium. 
In the initial testing of the model a shallower ocean is desirable. 
The time stepping of equation (2.39)is achieved by using the 
Adams-Bashforth scheme described in subsection 2.4.4. 
2.5.4 The. ver.t.iai: transfer; of. angular momentum 
Surface friction. 
As for the surface heat flux,.the exchange of angular momentum 
with the surface is modelled using the bulk aerodynamic formula. 
The flux of angular momentum is given by 
Fa = pacD u,.Iu,Icos(p 
	
(2.40) 
where p is the air density, a the earth's radius, c 0 , the drag 
coefficient determined in subsection 2.5.3, u,, the zonal wind at 
the lowest model level and)the*latitude. 	Since the wind speed 
at the surface must be zero, the value of u, also gives the gradient. 
The sense of Fa  must be such that for easterly winds angular momentum 
is transferred to the atmosphere from the surface and vice versa for 
westerlies. 
In the model, .the density in equation (2.40) is calculated 
from the equation of state and so depends on the lower box 
temeprature. 	In finite difference form the flux Fa  across the 
surface is given by 
Fa = 2 p/T 	Jicoscp 	(kg in _2) 
where R is the gas constant for dry air, and p, Tj and u, are 
the pressure, the ',3ctual temperature, and the wind speed, 
respectively,, all at 950 mb : . 
Transfer in the. free atmosphere 
A standard formulation for the flux of angular momentum in 
the free atmosphere (see e.g. Newell et al, 1974a) is 
F a  (z) 	zz K 	
3T(z)/az 
where K is the eddy diffusion coefficient for the vertical transferzz 
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of angular momentum. 	The change of angular momentum due to this 
term is then given by 
3, K 	at(z), 'at 	'az zz /az 
To convert this approximately to pressure coordinates, the 
hydrostatic equation is used so that 
K
pp 	zz 	 zz 	 zz 
K (pg )Z 	K (P/1 )a 	aK p. 2 
The constant a = g/RT assumes that T is constant (at 260 K) 
in comparison to variations in p  so that 
Kpp 	 zz 
1.7x10 8 K p 2 (2.41) 
Newell et al state that estimates for K zz 
 vary from 1 to 
20 m 2 s. Initially 10 m2 sz 1 was used but the effect on the 
circulation of varying this coefficient is investigated in chapter 5. 
2.5.5 Diagnostic determination of the atmospheric water vapour 
Although the hydrological cycle is not explicitly modelled, 
in order to use the radiation schemes in a way such that is some 
feedlBck between temperature and humidity, a simple determination of 
the water vapour content is needed. 	The method of Manabe and 
Wetherald (1967) is used, where the fractional relative humidity 
is given by 
RH = 0.77 (P/n - 0.02)/(1 - 0.02) 	(2.42) 
In order to convert relative humidity to mass mixing ratio, 
the saturation pressure is required. 	This is found by an 
analytical fit of saturation vapour pressure data to temperature. 
This fit was provided by Dr. R.S. Harwood of this Department. 
e(T) = 6.105 exp s 
where 	s = 25.22(T-273)/T - 5.31 1og 10 (T/273) if T>253 K 
= 15.87(T-273)/T - 2.31 log 10 (T/273) if 1<253 K 
where e is the saturation vapour pressure in mb and T is the tempera-
ture in K. 	The mixing ratio, q, is then found using the standard 
formula 
0.622 RHe 
(p-e) 	(kg kg') 
A minimum mixing ratio of 6 x 106 kg kg 	is set on q. 	This is 
approximately the value of the stratospheric mass maxing ratio (see 
e.g. McClatchey et al, 1972). 
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CHAPTER 3: PARAMETERIZATION OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
I: Terrestrial Radiation 
3.1 Introduction 
It is only through the emission of long wave radiation that 
the earth-atmosphere system as a whole can balance the input of 
energy from the sun. 	Although averaged over a long period (say, 
a year) and over the globe the net radiation at the top of the 
atmosphere is zero, at any one latitude there may be a net input 
or deficit of radiation. 	Figure 3.1 (using the data of Stephens 
et al, .1981) shows the variation of net flux with latitude. 	As 
can be seen, low latitudes receive more radiation than they emit 
while higher latitudes emit more than they receive, and hence the 
atmosphere and oceans must transfer energy polewards. 	This is the 
main driving force behind the general circulation. Also, the 
radiative heating of the atmosphere is not constant in the vertical 
and is dependent upon the temperature, humidity and cloud distribu- 
tion. 	The circulation is, to a greater or lesser extent, dependent 
on this vertical distribution of heating. 	Consequently, a model's 
radiation scheme must be capable of simulating the variation of the 
fluxes of short wave, solar radiation and long wave, terrestrial 
radiation with both height and latitude. 	Further, many of the 
proposed mechanisms for climatic change are via direct radiative 
effects, e.g. changes in the solar constant or increased greenhouse 
effect due to enhanced CO 2 levels, so that the radiative transfer 
scheme must be capable of taking into account these changes. 
However, as with all physical processes modelled, there is a 
need to compromise between accuracy and computational speed. 
There is almost no limit to the. sophistication possible in numeri-
cally calculating the fluxes of radiation but the resulting increases 
in accuracy are not always well marked. 	Further, there are so 
few reliable measurements of flux profiles that it is not always 
possible to check the sophisticated schemes against observation. 
Radiative parameterization requires the comparison of the simpler 
schemes against the more sophisticated on the assumption that our 
knowledge of the physics of radiative transfer is good enough for 
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Figure 3.2: a) Curves of black body energy B 
as a function of wavelength for 
temperatures typical of the sun 
(5750 K) and the earth (245 K) 
b) Representation of absorption of 
radiation in a clear vertical 
column. The gases responsible for 
the absorption are shown (from 
Houghton, 1977) 
The sun emits at about 5750 K and the average temperature of 
the earth is about 245 K and, as figure 3.2. from Houghton, 1977, 
shows, the black body curves for solar and terrestrial radiation 
are almost completely separate. 	This means that the two can be 
treated independently with 4irn as the approximate wavelength 
between the two regions. 
Figure 3.2 also shows the radiatively important gases. 	Solar 
radiation is absorbed primarily by ozone (at ultra-violet and 
visible wavelengths) and by water vapour in the near infrared and 
to a lesser extent by carbon dioxide and oxygen. 	Scattering of 
radiation by molecules (Rayleigh scatter) is also of some importance 
towards the ultra-violet end of the spectrum. 	Clouds and surface 
albedo also affect the radiation. 	The large disparity between the 
sun's and the atmosphere's temperature means that there is no 
subsequent re-emission at the same wavelengths at which the 
absorption takes place. 	This greatly simplifies calculations. 
However, this is not true for terrestrial radiation, where both 
emission and absorption are taking place at the same wavelengths. 
This means that the exchange of radiation between different atmo- 
spheric layers, as well as the surface, must be considered. 	The 
principal absorbers at these wavelengths are water vapour, carbon 
dioxide and ozone. 	Clouds profoundly affect the radiation field. 
The presence of aerosols will also affect both radiation 
fields, particularly solar radiation, due to both increased 
scattering and absorption effects. 
To give a general idea of the magnitude of radiation effects, 
figure 3.3 (from Dopplick, 1974) shows total heating rates in both 
wavelength regions, together with the effect of each gas separately. 
It must be remembered that the solar heating curve is strongly 
dependent upon the sun's zenith angle and upon ground albedo. 
In this chapter the long wave, terrestrial, radiation will be 
considered. 	Firstly the theory will be briefly considered and 
then the various approximations used in calculating the radiation 
field will be reviewed at some length. 	The different methods of 
representing the atmospheric transmissivity will be discussed and 
it will be shown that the simpler methods can, if carefully used, 
produce. very good results. 	The parameterization scheme used in 
the model will then be introduced and compared with more detailed 
74. 
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Figure 3.3: Radiative heating rates 
for solar (NIR) and terrestrial 
(LW) wavelengths for each of the 
principal gases for the equator 
and mean January conditions 
(from Dopplick, 1974) 
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schemes. 	The uncertainties resulting from the inclusion Of 
cloud will then be discussed and, finally, the effect that zonally 
averaging of the atmosphere has on the representativeness of the 
radiation field will be investigated. 
The parameterization of solar radiation in the atmosphere will 
then be considered in chapter 4. 
3.2 Review: of: theory: and: tehniques; 
3.2.1 Simple theory 
To facilitate later discussion, the theory of the transfer of 
radiation in a. non-scattering medium will be outlined. 	Many 
texts include this theory in more detail (e.g. Goody, 1964a; 
Paltridge and Platt, 1976). 
Consider a slab of absorbing gas of thickness dz. 	If the 
incident radiance is 1(0) then the law of absorption gives 
dl 
V 	 V 
= -I (0)k V  pdz 
	
(3.1) 
where 	 I is the radiance (Wm 2 ster 1 ), 
k is the mass absorption coefficient of the gas 
v is the frequency of the radiation (s') 
and 	p is the density of the absorbing gas (kgm 3 ) 
Kirchoff's law states that a good absorber is also a good 
emitter and so the slab emits radiance given by 
B' (1) kpdz 
where B' (1) is the Planck black body function (Wm- 1 ster -1 ) and 
I is the temperature of - the emitting gas (.K). 
Applicationof Kirchoff's law assumes that the gas in question 
is in local thermodynamic equilibrium - that is, the distribution 
of the occupied electron energy levels in the molecules follows 
the Boltzman distribution. 	This means that the excitation and 
de-excitation of molecules is due principally to collisions between 
molecules. 	The alternate method of changing electron energy 
levels is by absorption and emission of radiation. 	Where this. 
process dominates, local thermodynamic equilibrium breaks down. 
In the atmosphere this happens at mesospheric altitudes (see e.g. 
Houghton, 1977). 
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The overall radiative .balance of the slab is given by 
dl 	-1 k. pdz + B'(T)k. pdz 	 (3.2) 
V VV 	 V 	V 
Now consider the atmosphere, with reference to figure 3.4: 
If z 0 is the ground then 1. (0) = B,(T 9 ), where T is the 
ground temperature (This assumes that the surface has an emissivity 
of 1, i.e. it behaves like a perfect black body. 	As will be shown 
in section 3.4 this can be a poor assumption for certain surface 
types). 	The actual path length now becomes dz'sec. 	Equation (3.2) 
now becomes 
dI(z) = _I(z)kPdz'sec + B V Z'• \) 
'(T )k pdz'sec3 
dl 
dz -- 	---,(z,') + I(z,' 9 )kPsec 	
= B'(T,)kpsec 
Using an integrating factor, exp[ ' k vpdzttsec, where dz" 
denotes somewhere between z and z', te above expression can now 
be integrated. 	Thus 
92 V(I(z)exp f kVPdz"sec) = (B (T,)kvPsec)exp(rkvPdz"sec) 
and integrating from z 0 to z and replacing I(zo,)  by B, (T 9 )
gives 
I(z,)= B(Tg )exp(_ 	kdzt'sec)+f B(T,)kPSeC exp(_fk vPdz' tsec)dz' 
Transmitted from 	emitted from 	transmitted by 	(3.3) 
ground 	 slab dz' overlying atmo- 
sphere between 
Z' and z 
The physical significance of each of the terms in (3.3) is 
shown below the equation. 	Hence, the upward travelling radiance 
at z (denoted by +) is the sum of the radiance emitted from the 
ground and transmitted by the overlying atmosphere and the radiance 
emitted by a slab of atmosphere and transmitted by the intervening 
atmosphere. 	The exponential terms in Eq. (3.3) are the slab 
transmissivities (i.e. the fraction of the incident radiation 
transmitted) and can be written 
Tr(z,z) = exp (-r_, 
 kodz"secO) 
so that 
dir (z,z',)/th' = ksec exp(.J kpdz"sec) 
Substituting these two expressions into equation (3.3) leaves 
I 	(z,) 	B'(Tg 	
J 
)ir (z 0 ,z,) + I 	
dz' 
B' (Ta,) dir. (z,z,).dZ, 	(3.4) 
V \) 	
zo 
The downward travelling radiance is given by a similar 
expression except that there is no radiation incident from outside 
the atmosphere (at these wavelengths) so that 
rt
op 	dTr(z,z',)dz' 	 (3.5) 
I V (z,) 	- 	B\)'(T z  ,) dz' z 
where z top 
 is the top of the atmosphere. 
For the model, the quantity of interest is the total radiative 
energy flux at a given level so that the atmospheric radiative 
heating rates and surface energy budget can be computed. 	To 
obtain this flux it is necessary to integrate equations (3.4) and 
(3.5) over all zenith and azimuth angles for the downward and 
upward facing hemispheres, respectively, and then to integrate over 
all wavelengths at which there is significant energy exchange. 
Formally, the upward travelling flux density at height z is given by 
prfr/2F(z) = .2-,, , 	B(T 0 )T(z,,z,)sin&cosddcpdv 
•V 2 4Tt WL Z 
I 	I 	I 	I 
J J J , 	B(T,) 	 dz'sin&cosd8dpdv 
Vi a 	o 	Z 0 dz' 
with a similar expression for the downward flux F+ (from equation 
(3.5)) 
Thus, equation (3.6), if it can be solved, will yield the flux 
density. 	However, in order to evaluate these integrals several 
approximations will have to be introduced, as will be shown in 
the following sections, and the greater the constraints on computing, 
the more sweeping these approximations will need to be. 
In the model, the vertical co-ordinate is pressure, p. 	The 
net flux density at a level p will be given by 
F(p) 	F(p) - F + (p) 







F(p) 	 (3.7) 
where 	H (p) is the heating rate (Ks'.), 
g is the acceleration due to gravity (m s 2 .) 
and 	c is the .specific heat at constant pressure 
p 	 for dry air (3 K'kg) 
3.2..2 The. nature of spectral. lines 
The most fundamental parameter in the flux calculations is 
the transmissivity of a given slab of atmosphere in a given spectral 
interval. 	Once this has been found, the calculation of the fluxes 
is relatively straightforward. 
Each absorption band is made up of a large number of over-
lapping spectral lines. 	To facilitate later discussion on the 
parameterization of atmospheric transmissivity over broad spectral 
regions it is helpful to discuss, briefly, the absorption by single 
spectral lines. 	Most of what follows can be found in more detail 
in standard texts such as Paltridge and Platt (1976) or Houghton 
(1977) 
In the lower atmosphere it is acceptable to consider spectral 
lines to be collision broadened, i.e. to have the Lorentz line 
shape. 	At lower pressures the lines must be considered as being 
Doppler broadened or having an intermediate (Voigt) line shape. 
Rodgers and Walshaw (1966) showed that it is only above 40 kin 
that it is necessary to consider Doppler broadening and so for 
studies concentrating on the lower atmosphere it can be neglected. 
The absorption coefficient for a Lorentz line shape is given 
by 
k 	= 	Sa 	 . 	 ( 3.8) 
V rc((- + 2) 
where s = 10 kdv is the line strength, 
a is the half width of the line, 
and 	v 0 is the frequency of the line centre. 
The half width is given by 
a = a (p
s
,T5)p T5/T 	 (3•9) 
where c(p 5 ,T5 ) is the half width at some given standard 
temperature and pressure. 	Hence, the dependence of half width on 
pressure can be seen to be strong. 
79. 
The transmissivity, as was shown in the last section, is given by 
Ti' 
V 	 V 
= exp(-k u) 
where u is the optical depth (= ødzsec) 
The equivalent width of the spectral line (also referred to 
as the integrated absorptance) is given by 
S 
- exp(_ku)) 	 (3.10) 
As is shown in figure 3.5, as the optical path increases the 
transmissivity of the line centre eventually reaches zero,i.e. 
there is total absorption. 	Two important limits exist depending 
on whether the line centre is blacked out or not; 
the weak line limit.: Here, the line centre is not fully 
absorbing and ku in equation (3.10) is small. 	The exponential 
can then be expressed as the first two terms in a Taylor expansion 
so that 
= Jkv udv 	Su 	 (3.11) 
i.e. the equivalent width is independent of half width (pressure 
changed the line shape but not W), and, 
the strong line limit: In this case there is total 
absorption at the line centre. 	If a is ignored in the denominator 
of Eq. (3.8), the absorption is increased, but near the line centre 
this is of no consequence and for ( - ) >> ct 2 this increase is 
small. 	The equivalent width is then given by 
W = 2(sctu) 2 
	
(3.12) 
It can be seen that W is now dependent on pressure via the half 
width. 	This is due to the wings of the line responding to increased 
pressure while the blacked out line centre undergoes no compensa-
tory decrease. 
Between these two limits the line centre may just be black 
but there can still be considerable transmission close to the centre. 
Under normal atmospheric conditions it is found that the 
separation of the line centres is small compared to the half widths 
in the regions of important absorption. 	Consequently, the spectrum 
is made up of a complex combination of overlapping lines and the 
absorption coefficient k vv15  rapidly with wavelength. 	For 
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Figure 3.5: The changing shape 
of a typical spectral line as 
absorber amount increases. The 
order of magnitude of absorber 
amount (in g cm -2 ) is shown 
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Figure 3.6: Principal gaseous absorbers for terrestrial wave-
lengths and their relation to a typical black body 
spectrum. (The bands in the lower part of the figure 
will be referred to in subsection 3.2.6.iv) (From 
Roach and Slingo, 1979) 
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Figure 3.7: Atmospheric transmission for a 10 km horizontal path 
at 12 km in the CO2 band between 13-15um (McClatchey 
and Selby, 1972) (taken from Houghton, 1977) 
I  
V 
 (z) 	I (o)exp(-J kpdz) 
which is Beer's law of'absorption. 	This law would hold for very 
narrow spectral intervals (less than' 0.01 cm -1 ) but. for most 
applications it is necessary to average k 
V 
over rather larger 
intervals and then it no longer holds. 	The computationally 
expensive line by line integrations (as the very fine resolution 
methods are called) can be performed and are important as a check, 
on the accuracy of parameterizations (see e.g. Chou and Arking, 
1980). 
3.2.3 The important spectral. band 
In most radiative transfer models the only gases considered 
are water vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone. 	Figure 3.6, from 
Roach and Slingo, 1979, shows the important absorption bands of 
these gases and their relation to the black body function for 
typical atmospheric temperatures. 	Figure 3.7, from Houghton, 1977, 
shows the detailed variation of absorption in one of these bands 
(the 15um'CO 2 band). 
As well as its absorbing strength., a band's importance obviously 
depends upon its position relative to the black body curve. 	In 
the range of temperatures likely to be encountered, say 200-300 K, 
application of Wien's displacement law shows that the wavelength 
peak of the Planck function ranges from 14.5m to 9.71Lm. 	At 
250 K only 0.41'0' of the total energy lies at wavelengths less than 
5um and 0.1% •beyond 150iim (Goody, 1964)'. 
From figure 3.6 it can be seen that the region from approxi-
mately 8-12'm is the most transparent and that this region lies 
close to the peak in the Planck function. 	This region is often 
referred to as the "atmospheric window", as it allows a sub-
stantial loss of radiative energy directly to space from the 
lower troposphere. 	However, the region is subject to a continuum 
absorption quite different to the spectral absorption in other 
bands. 	This important absorption will be discussed in more detail 
in subsection 3.2.6v. 
The effect of the various absorption bands upon the radiative 
cooling of the atmosphere is dependent upon the height distribution 
of the gases concerned. 	Water vapour amounts decrease rapidly' 
with height especially across the tropopause and hence the strong 
H 2 0 bands can emit to space without much subsequent re-absorption 
in the stratosphere; this results in. strong cooling in the upper 
troposphere. CO., on the other hand, has a nearly constant height 
distribution. 	Consequently, in the troposphere, most of the emitted 
radiation at 15m is re-absorbed and subsequently re-emitted in 
all directions. 	There is then little net loss of radiative energy 
and CO  has only a small (0.1 K day-') cooling effect. In the 
stratosphere, the opacity of the overlying atmosphere begins to 
decrease and the gas can then produce a strong cooling effect of 
several degrees per day. Ozone has a height. distribution such 
that about 80% of it lies in the stratosphere. 	Since the 9.6Mm 0 3 
band lies within the window region, energy can be emitted relatively 
unimpeded from the lower troposphere where temperatures are high. 
It is then absorbed in the lower stratosphere which can be 80-100 K 
cooler. 	Hence, the amount of energy re-emitted is smaller and this 
gives rise to a heating which can be of the order of 0.5 K day-'. 
In the upper stratosphere there can be strong cooling for reasons 
similar to those for CO 2 . 
Figure 3.6 shows that there are regions where different bands 
overlap, the most important being between the 15m CO  band and the 
vibration-rotation band of H 2 0. 	It is standard practice to 
account for this overlap by treating transmissivity in the presence 
of the two gases as the product of the transmissivities of each gas 
separately so that 
Tr (H 2 0 + CO,) 	Tr (H 2 0).Tr (CO 2 ) 
VV	 V 
This is often assumed to be an obvious fact in the literature 
but since this property would not hold fora combination of two 
different quantities of the same gas (i.e. Beer's law does not hold) 
this result is only true if the absorption lines in each gas are 
distributed randomly with respect to each other. 	It also assumes 
that the line widths of one gas are. not dependent upon the presence 
of the other. 	It would appear, nevertheless, that the multiplicative 
property does hold. 	Ackerman (1979) evaluated the transmittance 
in this spectral region using a high resolution technique for each 
gas separately and then in combination. 	Comparing the latter with 
the multiplied transmissivity of the separate gases he found 
differences of less than 1% everywhere. 	Howard et al (1956i). 
considered the overlap of CO2 and H 20 at 2.74m and showed that 
the multiplicative property holds to within 2% experimentally. 
Some authors also consider the effect of other minor 
atmospheric constituents. 	For instance, Ellingson and Gille 
(1978) include methane at 7.66um and nitrous oxide at 7.78zm in 
their calculations. 	Comparing observed radiances with those 
computed, they found that in the interval 1200 cm 1 - 1400thrrr' the 
inclusion of the two gases reduced the difference from 00' to 
just 0.031%. 	Various other gases have absorption bands in relevant 
regions. Although they may have apparently small effect upon the 
total absorption there is an interest in them since there is 
potential for significant increase in their concentrations due to 
man's activities. 	Consequently, they could contribute to 
enhancing the greenhouse effect. 	These gases include chioro- 
fluoromethanes and ammonia (see Ramanathan and Coakley, 1976). 
3.2.4 Transmission along an inhomogeneous. path 
The expression for the absorption coefficient of a spectral 
line, and for half width, Eq. (3.9), are for a sample of gas at 
some constant temperature and pressure. 	If the pressure and 
temperature vary along a path then both these parameters will also 
vary. 	Obviously such a situation exists in the atmosphere. for 
vertical integrations. 	It is a standard procedure in most models 
to split the atmosphere. into a set of slabs (ranging from 5 to a 
few hundred) which are considered internally homogeneous. 	However, 
for the composite transmissivity of two or more of these slabs, some 
method of taking into account the inhomogeneity along the path must 
be employed. 
If such an inhomogeneous path through the atmosphere can be 
characterised by an absorber amount, temperature and pressure, 
and, respectively, where the tilda denotes some sort of 
averaging along the path, then the path can be considered as being 
homogeneous with these characteristics. 	This is equivalent to 
assuming that superposed spectral lines with varying widths and 
strengths can be characterised by a single line of the same shape 
and width as the superposed set. 	As Goody (1964) points out, 
this cannot be done exactly. 
Methods designed to obtain these average properties are known 
as "scaling approximations", and the exact form used depends on how 
the transmissivity is calculated. Consequently, the exact details 
will be left until the form of the transmissivity parameterization 
is discussed in subsequent subsections. 
The basis of most of these methods is that the absorber 
amount should be weighted in some way by the pressure, since under 
the strong. line approximation the absorption is directly 
proportional to pressure. 
3.2.5 Integration over angle.; use of the diffusivity factor. 
Equation (3.6) for the flux density must be integrated over 
all angles to calculate the flux. 	If the source function is 
considered isotropic and given by the Planck function, then it is 
only the transmissivity that varies with angle. 	It is possible 
to evaluate the radiance explicitly at different angles and then 
obtain the flux by integrating the radiance over all angles. 
Instead, a large amount of time can be saved by calculating a flux 
transmissivity by integrating the transmissivity over all angles. 




dJ 	exp (-kvpsec)cossind 
2J exp 
where 	sec 
This integral is termed the third exponential integral and 
denoted 
r,)(z) = 2E1 3 (kpz) 
The band transmissivity T(z) is given by the integral of 




The most popular approximation is to say that the band's 
flux transmissivity is related to band transmissivity by 
T(z) = Tr(Dz) 
where D is called the diffusivity factor, i.e. the transmissivity 
of the slab of depth z when averaged over all angles is said to be 
equal to the transmissivity of D times the vertical depth of the 
slab. 
There is widespread use of a diffusivity factor of 1.66 
which was first suggested by Elsasser (1942)... 	Goody (1964a) 
refers to earlier work which shows that the use of D.= 1.66 
results in errors of only a few.percent. 	Of more recent work, 
Armstrong (1969) states that this value of 0 is typically accurate 
to 1 or 21%, though errors of up to 9% are possible in certain 
circumstances. 	Apruzese (1980) questions whether 1.66 is optimal 
and shows that D = 1.81 is more accurate though not substantially 
better. 	Several models test the use of 1.66 against numerical 
integration over angle. 	Rodgers and Walshaw (1966) find a maximum 
cooling rate error of 1.5%, Ellingson and Gille (1978) back up 
this work and point out that errors due to its use are a half to. 
one order of magnitude smaller than those caused by uncertainties 
in the input data, and Chou and Arking (1980) find cooling rate 
errors of less than 0.05 K day' due to its use. 	However, 
Hunt and Mattingly (1976) prefer numerical quadrature on the basis 
of Armstrong's most pessimistic results. 
For most purposes it must be considered that 0 z 1.66 is 
sufficiently accurate. 
3.2.6 Parameterizations of transmissivity 
i) Band models 
There is a hierarchy of methods for representing the 
transmissivity which range from splitting the spectrum into several 
tens of intervals to broadband methods which use a single spectral 
interval. 	The most popular high resolution technique is the band 
model where the statistical properties of the distribution of 
line strengths and line separations within a band are used. 	The 
spectral interval is typically 100 cm'. 	The simplest band model 
is the Elsasser regular band model (Goody, 1964a) where lines 
are equally spaced and are of equal intensity. 	This model can be 
used for representing the CO 2 15iim band under certain conditions. 
Of far. more general use are the random band models, the most common 
being due to Goody (1952). 	The principle here is that a given 
MN 
spectral region contains N lines which are randomly distributed, 
having a mean line spacing ofs with some specified statistical 
distribution of line strengths, s, within the region. 	Goody's 
idea came from studying the irregular appearance of the H 2 0 
rotational band. 	It turns out that a.Poisson distribution of 
line strengths works well in practice, i.e.. the probability P(s) 
of a line having strength, s, is given by 
1. 
P(s) 	— exp(-
s / s 0 ) 
0 
where s 0 is the mean line strength. 
This leads to an expression for the band transmissivity (see 
e.g. Ellingson and Gille, 1978) 
Tr. 	exp- 
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is the width of the band. 
The parameters .- and so must either be determined from 
flcL0 
experiment or from detailed quantum mechanical calculations. 	In 
the earlier uses of band models (e.g.. Rodgers and Waishaw, 1966) 
there was heavy reliance upon empirical data to determine the 
band parameters and equation (3.13) was little more than a 
sophisticated interpolation formula. 	Later models use theoretical 
data that have gradually become available. 	In the following 
discussion, three band model schemes will be extensively referred to 
and will be denoted by the following abbreviations: 
RW = Rodgers and Walshaw (1966). 
HM = Hunt and Mattingly (1976) 
EG = Ellingson and Glue (1978). 
Line strength and half width are both temperature dependent, 
the latter being dealt. with easily via equation (3.9). 	The 
temperature dependence of line strength is somewhat more complex, 
depending on changes in populations of electrons in the molecular 
energy levels. 	Figure 3.8 shows the complex variation of this 
temperature dependence with wave number. 	The biggest variations 





Figure 3.8: Temperature 
dependence of the water 
vapour rotation band, 
from Bolle 1965 (taken 
from Paltridge and Platt, 
1976) 
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Ozone 960-1180cM 1(120) 4(40) 21(5) 
(10.4-8.5p))  
Table 3.1: Comparison of spectral characteristics of 3 random 
band model radiation schemes (see text for meaning 
of initials). First number gives number of spectral 
intervals used, the figure in brackets refers to the 
band width in cm -1 . Because of overlap, spectral 
intervals are not additive. 	RW(1) refers to full 
model, RW(2) refers to use of economized spectral intervals. 
- -• Rodgers .WIsh 	log,.p'cOi 
----Hunt.Mattingly, tlog,.p 0.05 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of cooling rates for H20 in a 
tropical atmosphere for the Rodgers and Waishaw (1966) 
model and the Hunt and Mattingly (1976 model using 
two height resolutions. 
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absorption is so strong in any case that the temperature effect 
is less marked:. 	Again quantum mechanics allows an accurate 
representation. 
There are large differences in. the spectral resolution of the 
three quoted models as is shown in Table 3.1, particularly between 
EG and the other two. EG showed an impressive agreement with 
observation. 	HM presented graphs which compared observed trans- 
missivities with those calculated. 	For H 20 and CO., 'errors were 
within a few per cent. However, in the 9.6 1km 0 3 band, they show 
large errors whereas, with the use of a far higher. resolution, EG 
quote 3% accuracy compared to. line by line computations. 
In order to calculate the variation of fluxes and cooling 
rates with height, the vertical resolution of the calculations needs 
to be considered. 	This will be seen to. be important when radiation 
schemes for dynamical models are developed since these often have 
a coarse resolution. 	Obviously the computer time required is 
very dependent upon the number of vertical levels. RW considered 
the effect on heating rates of a change in vertical step from 0.1 
to 0.2 scale heights (about 0.75 - 1.5 km) and showed rather small 
(<0.03 K day') errors. HM considered the effect upon the H 2 0 
rotation band and the CO  and 0 3 bands. 	For H 2 0, changing from 20 
to 5 levels in the troposphere generated differences of over 100% at 
some levels. 	The effects on CO  and 0 3 were felt only above 100 mb. 
Changing. from 18 to 9 levels had a small effect, though reducing 
to 4 levels generated differences of 100%. 	EG used very high 
resolution, with 99 levels. 	HM recommended 20 levels for the whole 
atmosphere for CO 2 and 0 3 and a similar number in the troposphere 
for water vapour. 
To take into account the effect of an inhomogeneous path the 
Curtis-Godson approximation is used. 	As quoted by EC, mean 
pressure p and absorber amounts are given by 
11. = f , M du 
UP =j p(T)pdu 
where 	





T o  is some standard temperature.. 	Hence, the absorber amount 
u is weighted by the variation of band strength ,s 1 (T) along the 
path and the pressure is weighted by both band strength and half 
width. 
Goody (1964b) considered the accuracy of the Curtis-Godson 
approximation and concluded that it was ("surprisingly") accurate 
with errors compared to an exact calculation of less than 0.5% 
for H 2  0 and CO 2 . 	For ozone, errors in fluxes were several percent 
but it was considered sufficiently accurate by RW to be used in 
their cooling rate calculations. 
Thus, to implement a band model calculation, the parameters 
required are s(T) and [s(T)T)]-2  for each band. 	A compilation 
of such parameters has been produced by McClatchey et al (1973). 
(This information is found more conveniently in Houghton, 1977.) 
To use the Curtis-Godson approximation and to account for the 
temperature dependence, the functions (I) and 'p(I) in equations 
(3.14) must be known. 	EG have expanded on the approach of RW by 
using values of s(.T) and (s j (T)ctj'T)Y at discrete temperatures 
and interpolating between these temperatures using expressions of 
the form 
ln(T) = a(T - T 0 ) + b(T - T,)2 
and similarly for 1(T). 	HM use an expression based on theory. 
It is unfortunate that neither EG nor HM provide comparisons 
of fluxes and heating rates with those calculated by RW, so that 
it is not possible to compare, for instance, the very different 
spectral resolutions. 
However, by combining HM's figures 5,6 and 7, a comparison for 
the cooling due to water vapour (with CO 2 overlap ignored) can be 
made with RW's figure id for their Nairobi profile. 	As can be 
seen from figure 3.9 there is good agreement between the shapes of 
the two curves and quantitatively good agreement between the 
coarser resolution of HM and the RW curve which has a similar 
height resolution. 
ii) The far wing scaling approximation 
A recent paper by Chou and Arking (1980)presented a rather 
different method of parameterization for the water vapour bands 
Which compares favourably with line by line methods but is 
computationally far faster. 	The basis of this method is the 
"k-distribution method" suggested by Arking and Grossman (1972). 
The absorption coefficient k and its variation with frequency 
may be known so that a line by line calculation is feasible but 
the fact that k varies so rapidly with v makes this a time consuming 
task since narrow spectral intervals are necessary. 	For an 
homogeneous atmosphere the transmissivity is independent of the 
variation of k with frequency - it is the fraction of the spectral 
interval associated with a given k that is of importance - hence, 
the k-distribution method. 	Small spectral intervals, for which 
a k-distribution is given are still required because of the 
variation of the Planck function with - v. 	But now only one 
calculation need be performed for a given, value of k, instead of 
one each time that k occurs in the interval. 	However, owing to 
the variation of k with temperature and pressure the method was 
not directly applicable to inhomogeneous paths except by defining 
a separate k-distribution for each layer, which would greatly 
increase the required computer time. 
Chou and Arking sought to apply this method for inhomogeneous 
paths by representing the frequency dependence of k exactly and 
by treating the pressure and temperature dependence approximately. 
Since half widths are )-e, compared to line separation and also 
since the line centres are blacked out very rapidly where H 2 0 
absorption is important, it is the line wings that dominate the 
transmissivity changes. 	Hence, the authors proposed to represent 
the p and T dependence of the lines by the behaviour in the wings. 
Considering a collection of Lorentz lines, from equation (3.8),
57 
s.(T) 	.(p,T) 
- i " 	(v - ',)+ 	(p', T) 
and with (v - ,) 2>> a2 
k(p,T) = k y (p r  ,T r )P/prRy(TTr) 
where 
(Ir)
-2 [ F-j 
Rv r L si(Tr)ai(pr,Tr)/ _)2] 











Centre 	0-340 	- 225 275 0.90 1.16 
1380-900 -' 
340-580 
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Table 3.2: Partitioning of the long wave spectrum into two 
regions for the far wing scaling approximation. Tr and 
are reference temperatures and pressures at which the 
absorption is calculated. 	The correction to k required 
at I ±40 K is shown in the final two columns (from Chou 
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expression for Rv accounts for the half width dependence, the 
second for the line strength dependence. 	R(r,,T) varies less with 
I than does the absorption coefficient k so that it can be replaced 
by a mean value R(TTr)  over a wide spectral interval. 	Although 
this method resembles the use of a strong line approximation it is 
important to note that kv(pr.Tr)  is calculated without any 
approximation. 	It is only the scaling which uses an approximation. 
The errors introduced depend only upon the departures of p and T 
from the reference values.. The water vapour spectrum was split 
into two regions, one for the band centres and one for the band 
wings. 	Table 3.2 shows this partition and the values of R at 
T ± 40 K. 
The scaling of absorber amounts is achieved by writing the 
effective absorber amount 
P2 
G(p 1 ,.p 2 ) 	 ( T,T)q(p)dp 
Pi g Pr 
so that the actual water vapour amount is scaled by a factor 
R(T,T.). 	The transmissivity is given by 
Pr 
Tr = exp(k(p 1 , p 2 )sec) 
The k-distributions, are compiled for the two regions for 
20 cm' spectral intervals using a line by line calculation with 
0.01 cm -1 spectral intervals. 	Terms in the radiative transfer 
equation are precalculated and tabulated for a variety of temperatures. 
The authors compared their results with both an accurate line 
by line calculation and with a random band model using 34 spectral 
intervals for H 20. The cooling rate errors were 11% for the band 
model and only 4% for the new parameterization. 	Flux errors of 
less than 290' were found for both models, neither being significantly 
better than the other. 	Chou and Arking reckon on their method 
being an order of magnitude faster than a band model calculation. 
iii) 15im. CO. 2 band. transmissivi.ty 
As well as representing the 15i.un CO 2 band with a random band 
model there are other techniques available. 	The differences 
between these are discussed by Hunt and Mattingly (1976). 	Rodgers 
and Walshaw (1966) suggested an empirical fit to laboratory data 
for the equivalent width. 	A parameterization by Smith (1969) 
93. 
divided the band up into 63 spectral intervals and fitted an 
exponential series to the transmissivity so that 
Tr(u,,T) 	exp(-exp.(W)) 
where 	 S 
W 	Z c.a. 
11 
1 O 
The latter method was used by Ackerman (1979) in a detailed 
study of the effect of CO 2 on atmospheric cooling rates. 	Figure 
3.10, from Hunt and Mattingly's paper., shows the differences in 
cooling rate for the three methods. 	As shown, within the tropo- 
sphere and lower stratosphere, Smith's method and the band model 
agree well and there are rather large differences with the 
equivalent width method. 	Smith's method does not extend to small 
optical depths and so works less well in the stratosphere. 
iv) Broad band techniques 
Historically, broad b.and methods were first to be developed, 
where the atmospheric transmissivity over the entire spectrum was 
usually determined empirically. 	These transmissivities, usually 
given as a function of some scaled absorber amount, were the basis 
of the radiation charts, the Elsasser chart being the most well 
known in this country. 	Essentially, these charts used the term 
in the transfer equation B(T)Tr(u); if one axis is linear in 
transmissivity and the other linear in the Planck function (i.e. 
non-linear in u and T, respectively) then the flux would be given 
by the area under a curve defined by the temperature and humidity 
of the profile. 	These methods are reviewed by Goody (1964a) and 
a comparison of the earlier calculations with Rodgers and Walshaw's 
method is shown in figure 3.11. 	As can be seen, there is a large 
spread in the results which Rodgers (1967b) attributes to either 
poor transmission data or poor integration.. They also differ in 
the use of an effective absorber amount. 	The form used is 
i 	q(p) (.5)Xdp 
	
(3.15) 
In subsection 3.2.2 it was seen that in the strong line limit, 
absorption is linear in p and hence x in the above expression is one, 
but for the weak line limit x is zero. 	Most of the early methods 
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used either x = 1 or 0.5, the latter representing a compromise 
between strong and weak absorption. 	Some later works used inter- 
mediate values of x 	Scaling approximations of this type are 
often referred to as one parameter scaling approximation.csince the 
only parameter used to obtain the transmissivity is a scaled 
absorber amount. 	(The Curtis-Godson approximation is a two 
parameter method since both a scaled absorber amount and a scaled 
pressure are used..) 
The advent of computers allowed the development, of more 
complex schemes particularly since it was now possible to perform 
a height integration much more easily. 	Still broadband methods had 
the attraction of computational speed and simplicity. 
In these methods it is more common to refer to broad band 
emissivity as opposed to transmissivity. 	In the various papers 
that use emissivity there is a bewildering array of different 
definitions with, for instance, Manabe and Strickler (1964) 
defining emissivities and absorptivities differently. 	Part of the 
difference depends upon the form of the transfer equation used. 
Rodgers (1967b) goes some way towards explaining these differences. 
The simplest definition, for a homogeneous path is 
CO 
E(u,p,T) 	
1 	 (3.16) 
where Av is the absorptivity ( 1 _Tr(u,p,T)). 
For an inhomogeneous path, the. emissivity will obviously depend 
upon the variation of T and p along the path, so that an emissivity 
could be defined 
E 0 (z,z') 	Av (z,z')B v (z'Ya T(Z) 4  d 
If the equation for the downward flux, (3.5), is written in 
terms of the absorptivity and compared to the equivalent equation 
using emissivity, then 
F4(z) 	J v(z')avaz' 	I aE1(z,z') B(z')az' 
which would give 
E 	
- r'iz' 3A.v(z,z") 	B(z'O 
/ - J J 	-" 	 B(z") oz 
i.e. to obtain the emissivity would require integration along the 
path (z,z'). 	Consideration of the upward flux would lead to a 
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different definition of emissivity, given by Rodgers as 
E 3 (z,z')=': Av(z,z'), 
In developing atmospheric emissivity tables, Staley and 
Jurica (1970) adopted theni±ssivity defined by equation (3.16) and 
performed calculations at a variety of different temperatures. 
It is possible to use a variety of approximations to make the 
emissivity independent of the actual path involved. 	For instance, 
Rodgers suggests the use of the strong line limit and the 
assumption of an isothermal path. 
It is unclear which is the best.form of emissivity to be 
used, and comparison with the more theoretically based models is 
probably the best indication of the errors inherent in any method. 
For use in a general circulation model (1968) adapted the 
Yamamoto radiation chart for numerical integration. 	Absorption 
was represented by analytic fits to.Yamamoto's data. There is 
good agreement with Rodgers and Walshaw even at a very coarse 
resolution of 6 levels (figure 3.12). 
Manabe and his co-workers (Manabe and Moller, 1961; Manabe 
and Strickler, 1964; Manabe and Wetherald, 1967) developed a 
radiation scheme for use in a radiative-convective model and for 
use in a GCM. 	To obtain broad band emissivities, a mixture of 
experimental and theoretical (mainly band model) data were used. 
The emissivity was defined by 
Ef(u,T) = 
	Bv(T)1 - Tr(k,d)}dv/aT 
and the absorptivity by a slightly different expression 
f(u,T) =  
foo 
aB(T){1Tr(kv,u)}dv/(3B(T)/T) 
These quantities are presented as diagrams like the one shown 
in figure 3.13. 	It seems that the authors used tabulations to 
obtain values of E  and E f . 	An effective absorber amount based 
on equation (3.15) was used with values of x varying from band to 
band; for H 2 0 x = 0.7, for CO 2 x = 0.86, and for 02 x = 0.3. 
The temperature dependence is taken into account by defining a mean 
temperature for the layer given by 
= j Tdu/ fdU 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of 
cooling rates between the 
Rodgers and Waishaw model, 
the Yamamoto chart and 
Sasamori's emissivity method 
(from Sasamori, 1968) 
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Figure 3.13: An example of slab 
emissivity for water vapour 
(taken from Manabe and Strickler, 
1964) for a temperature of 220 K 
for a variety of pressures. 
Absorber amount, u, is in 
g cm -2  and logarithms are to 
the base 10. 

























Figure 3.14: Comparison 
of fluxes and heating 
rates produced using 3 
different schemes for a 
summer mid-latitude pro-
file (from Roach and 
Slingo, 1979) 
Comparison of this method with a band model was made by Stone 
and Manabe (1968). 	Figure 3.14 shows the comparison (the other 
curve is for a parameterization to be discussed later) 	They. 
concluded that the emissivity method has an accuracy comparable with 
more complex methods. 	Ackerman (1979.) also studied the accuracy of 
the Manabe and Strickler method compared to. a high resolution band 
scheme with Smith's CO 2 parameterization (see the previous subsection). 
He concluded that there was good agreement. between the two methods 
except above 50 mb (where Hunt and Mattingly (1976) considered Smith's 
method to be inadequate). 	A quantitative estimate of the agreement 
is not given, since Ackerman included continuum absorption in the 
window region. 
Rodgers (1967b) made a study of the use of emissivities and 
compared the results with the Rodgers and Waishaw method. 	He 
concluded that the same order of accuracy is obtainable but only if 
the emissivities are fitted to atmospheric fluxes and not to the 
spectral data. 	Emissivity was written in the form 
N 
E(u) = 	
au 2 	, u<v 
N 
= E b(logu)fl,  u> v 
where v is some critical absorber amount. 
The coefficients a 
n 	n and b were-obtained by least squares 
fitting to band model fluxes. 	Separate fits were required for 
the upward and downward ernissivities. 	In this way emissivities can 
be made to yield almost identical results to the band model. 
Ramanathan (1976) used emissi.vities based on analytic ex-
pressions of the form 
E(,T) = 059( T0 /T)[1 - 2 
which are fits to the data of Staley and Jurica (1970). 	As a 
scaled absorber amount, Ramanathan used 
PO 1 
The temperature scaling is used. -to take into account the 
variation .of half width with.temperature (equation (3.9)). 	However, 
as pointed out by Chou and Arking (1980), this scaling is misleading 
since it would indicate that emissivity should decrease with 
increasing temperature whereas the temperature dependence of the 
line strength dominates, which causes an increase in emissivity. 
Ramanathan compared the results of his simplified scheme 
with Ellingson and Clue (1978) and obtained agreement for the 
fluxes to within 10'. 
Two recent models (Kuo, 1977; Roach and Slingo, 1979 ) have 
split the longwave spectrum into five portions and used analytic 
formulae to express the transmissivity of these bands. 
Kuo (1977, 1979) sought a method of analytic representation of 
the transmissivity of the bands of the three important gases. 	He 
defined a generalized absorption co-efficient, 1 = O ' 1  62 , so 
that the band model transmissivity of equation (3.13) could be 
rewritten 
Tr (u) = exp 	L 	im2 V  
1+ lmd2 
and then by plotting 1 against frequency he found that it varied 
exponentially either side of the band centre. 	Figure 3.15 shows 
plots of log 1 against frequency at different temperatures for the 
15.im CO 2 band. 
The transmissivity could then be represented by the difference 
of two exponential integrals. 	If j  indicates a spectral region 
then the transmissivity of this band is given by 
Ir. 	= A.(v.-v 	) 	
- 
j -1 
where A gives the temperature dependence, u is the pressure 
corrected absorber amount and E 1 is the first exponential integral 
where 
El(u) 	1 edu 
Kuo used a temperature correction to the value of 1 given by 
1(p) 	l(PO) fT as well as the use of the factor A. in the above 
expreesion for The transmissivity. 	It would seem, however, that the 
temperature:dependence of the half width has already been taken 
into account implicity in A, so whether this further correction is 
required is not clear. 	Kuo uses a linear pressure scaling (x=1 
in equation (3.15)) 
He splits the spectrum into 5 intervals, 3 for 6.3jim band, 
one for both the continuum and the H 2 0 rotation band. 	The 
transmissivities derived from these expressions show impressive 













Figure 3.15: Generalized 
• absorption coefficient, e, 
versus wave number for the 
15iirn CO 2 band at standard 
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of 
cooling rates with (solid 
line) and without (dashed 
line) e-type absorption 
for a tropical atmosphere 
(from Grassl, 1974) 
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Although there is a saving in the spectral intervals, the expansion 
of the exponential integrals requires the summing of several terms 
which contain exponentialsor logarithms which greatly increases 
the computer time required.. 
A somewhat more empirical approach to representing band 
transmissivities was adopted by Roach and Slingo (1979), who produced 
analytic fits to the band model transmissivities of Hunt and 




where u,,n, and c are constants for a particular band. 	The 
contribution to the Planck function in an interval was given by 
expressions of the form 
B(T) = ai lb i 
Figure 3.6 shows how the five bands are partitioned. 	To scale 
the absorber amount a two parameter method was used so that 
1 f p I (p(T)q(p")dp" 	; p*]P = 1 f p' ,(T)q(p' 1 )pIIdpII 
p 	 p 
The band transmissivity is then given by 
Tr1(p,p') = T r (1.66. u*(p* /ps ) r ) 
In contrast to the scaling of Ramanathan and Kuo, the tempera-
ture weighting is of the form p(T) = (T0/T)d1 where q is either ...3 
or -4. 	Hence, increasing temperature increases the effective 
absorber amount so that the line strength dependence on temperature 
is represented. 	The exponent of the pressure dependence varies from 
0.7 to 0.85. The results are shown superimposed on figure 3.14. 
It shows good agreement with Rodgers and Waishaw except in the 
lower troposphere where the cooling in the window, not included in 
the earlier models, dominates. 	There is also a disagreement in 
the CO 2 band but the new results agree well with those of Hunt 
and Mattingly Is. 	The authors do not consider ozone. 
This scheme represents a very fast and convenient parameteri-
zation. 	Although it was principally developed to study the inter- 
action of radiation with cloud, it is no less applicable to use in 
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climate models, and will be used as a basis for a further parameteri-
zation later in this chapter. 
v) The Water vapour Continuum 
The absorption. of radiation in the 8-1211m window is of a 
continuum nature. 	For long it was believed that this absorption 
was due to the far wings of distant lines or due to aerosols (see 
Goody, 1964a). 	More recent work has shown that absorption in 
this region can be very strong and cause greatly enhanced cooling 
at low levels particularly in moist tropical atmospheres. 	The 
absorption is dependent upon the water vapour pressure and has come 
to be d.'ubbed "e-type absorption". 	Bignell (1970) provided 
laboratory evidence for the effect and showed that there was a 
negative temperature dependence for the absorption. 	It now seems 
fairly well established that the absorption is due to water dimers 
(Coffey, 1977). 	Dimers are two water molecules joined together 
by a weak hydrogen band. 	The concentration of the dimers is given 
by (Burroughs, 1979) 
EAT 
C 	C 0 ee /k d w 
where C   is the concentration at unit pressure, 
e w is the vapour pressure (mb), 
k is the Boltzmann constant (3 K'), 
and 	E is the binding energy of the dimer (3) 
This shows that the concentration of dimers depends upon the 
number of collisions between H 2 0 molecules and on the temperature of 
the gas. 	The pressure term dominates, so that it is in regions of 
high vapour pressure that the effect of dirner absorption is most 
noticeable. 
Cox (1969) observed that measured cooling rates in a tropical 
atmosphere produced cooling in the bottom kilometre of up to 2 K day' 
greater than theory predicted. 	Later. incorporation of e-type 
absorption in radiation models (see e.g. Cox, 1973; Grassi, 1974) 
showed that large coolings of several degrees per day were possible 
in moist atmospheres, as figure 3.16 shows. 	. 
The absorption coefficient in the window is given by 
k(v,T,p,e) = k 1 (v,T)p + k 2 (v,T)e 	 (3.17) 
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and the transmissivity is then 
Tr(z,z,) = exp(-k(v,T,p,e)u(z,z.)) 
The first term in equation (3.17) is due to the wings of 
distant lines and in earlier models it had been standard to assume 
k 1 0.1. 	k2 is the absorption coefficient for the e-type absorption. 
This has a temperature dependence given by Lee (1973) as 
k.2 (T) 	k2 	
1745 	1745. (296)exp( T 296 	 (3.18) 
where k 2 (296) is the absorption coefficient at 296 K. 	The two 
terms are equal for a vapour pressure of about 15 nib (which 
corresponds to a mixing ratio at ground level of 9 gkg'). 
The value of k 2 varies across the window from a maximum of 
21.89 at 735 cnr' and monotonically decreases to 5.9 at 1195 cm' 
(see appendix A of Lee, 1973). 
Most of the more recent models have included the effect, some 
using several intervals in the window (Ellingson aid Gille (1978) 
used 9 while Hunt and Mattingly (1976) used 7) or by a single 
interval (e.g. Roach and Slingo (1979)., Ramanathan (1976)). The 
continuum absorption extends beyond the region but tends to be 
dominated by band absorption. 	Ramanathan, however, included the 
continuum absorption between 16.7 and 20.3iim 
3.2.7 Attempts to simplify the height integration 
The choice of transmissivity representation depends on both 
the required accuracy and the availability of computer resources. 
One further question needs to be looked at: 	Is it possible to save 
time in the calculations by making. approximations to the height 
integration of the flux equations? 
The flux at any given level in the atmosphere can be split into 
contributions from different sources, namely, 
cooling to space, i.e. the contribution from a layer which 
is transmitted directly to space, 
layer exchange, i.e. the radiation received at a layer 
from all other atmospheric layers, 
and c) ground exchange, i.e. that radiation which reaches a layer 
directly from the ground. 
The most time consuming part of the calculation is the evalua-
tion of the layer exchange term, particularly when a large number 

















Figure 3.17: The contribution of the 
different exchange terms to long 
wave cooling for a mid-latitude 
atmosphere 
All terms 
Cooling to space and ground 
exchange 
Cooling to space only 
(from Joseph and Burstyn, 1976) 
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Figure 3.18: Heating rate error 
resulting from use of emissivities (ci) 
and corrected emissivities (c 2 ) using 
the approach of Eels and Schwarzkopf 
(1975) for a mid-latitude atmosphere 
2 
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calculating the cooling to space term at each level and present 
examples (their figure 11) of these calculations. 	It seems that 
in certain circumstances the approximation works reasonably well. 
However, in cases of inversions where the exchange term becomes 
important, and in the case of ozone, where the principal term comes 
from the exchange between ground and stratosphere, the method proves 
unreliable. 
Joseph and Burstyn (1976) considered the effect of neglecting 
the exchange term and the ground exchange term. 	For a tropical 
atmosphere they showed that throughout. most of the upper troposphere 
(p < 800 mb) the neglect of the layer exchange term caused a 
systematic overestimation of the cooling rate of around 0.4 K day'. 
They consider that 10-15% errors in cooling rate may be acceptable 
and even proposed an empirical correction to the cooling to space 
rates to improve the-accuracy. 	It is difficult to see how this 
sort of approach can be generalized to all profiles. 	Kuo (1979) 
considered the layer exchange term to be too important at all levels 
to be neglected. 	Figure 3.17, from Joseph and Burstyn, shows 
how the different terms contribute to the total. cooling rate. 
A more promising approach was considered by Fels and Schwarzkopf 
(1975). 	They dismissed the cooling to space approximation for 
generating too large errors. 	Indeed, they consider that the use of 
cooling rates based on climatology is more accurate. 	They mixed a 
band model and emissivity approach on the following basis; they 
reasoned that emissivity can calculate the layer exchange term more 
accurately than the cooling to space (CTS) term for two reasons. 
Firstly, it is smaller than the CIS term so that the same fractional 
error is less damaging and secondly, the standard temperature at 
which the emissivities are calculated is closer to the lower 
troposphere temperatures where exchange is most important. 	The 
larger cooling to space term is calculated using a band model. 
The approximate CTS term calculated with emissivities is then 
replaced by the more accurate one. 	The reduction in error using 
the corrected heating rate is quite significant. 	Figure 3.18 shows 
a typical case for a cloudless mid-latitude atmosphere. 	Here,-e 1 . 
is the error resulting from use of the full emissivity approach and 
E2, is the error using the band model corrected method. 
The improvement in a tropical atmosphere is even greater. 
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There is a reduction in maximum cooling rate error from 0.2 K day - ' 
to just 0.0171K day - 'relative to a full band model calculation. 
Under cloud conditions there are smaller but still significant 
improvements,e.g. there is a reduction in the r.m.s. error from 
0.062 to 0.013 K day'(cf.a reduction from 0.076 to 0.007 K day - ' 
for clear skies). 
3.2.8 The a.verii accuracy of schemes 
Finally, it is necessary to consider what sort of accuracy is 
to be expected from radiative cooling calculations. 	There are two. 
considerations here. 	One concerns the sensitivity of the cooling 
rates to systematic and random errors in the temperature and humidity 
profiles; the second concerns the absolute accuracy. 	Several 
models have considered the effect of errors. 	Ackerman (1979) 
multiplied the 15iim band transmissivities by 0.9 and 1.1 and also 
multiplied the transmissivities by a set of random numbers 
constrained to lie between 0.5 and 1_5 and considered these to be 
the upper bounds on the expected errors. 	In the first case 
changes in cooling rate were about 0.15 K day - ' in. the troposphere, 
and in the second case, changes were about 0.1 Kday'. 	He 
concluded that the heating rates are in general accurate to within 
0.1 K day'. 	Ellingson and Cille (1978) considered perturbations 
of the temperature and humidity profiles. 	Random relative humidity 
errors with 10% standard deviation resulted in errors of 0.22 K day - ' 
whereas those due to temperature errors of 1 K standard deviation 
were 0.1 K day' for random errors and just 0.05 K day - 'for 
systematic errors. 	Rodgers. and Walshaw (1966) reported errors of 
a similar magnitude. 
Considering the absolute accuracy of the schemes, Chou and 
Arking (1980), as was mentioned. earlier,, showed that comparison of 
line by line calculations with band models gave errors in the latter 
of 0.1 - 0.15 K day'. 	If this is the sort of error to be expected, 
then the efforts of, for instance,. Fels and Schwarzkopf (1974) to 
reduce errors relative the band models to within 0.01 K day' may 
be somewhat unnecessary. 	It. would also seem clear that most of the 
error inherent in emissivity approaches is probably due to the 
neglect of the temperature dependence of the transmissivity. 	Fels 
and Kaplan (1974) comment that they believe that neglect of 
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temperature dependence may account for up to 0.3 K day' of the 
difference with band model results (which they report to be 0.3 - 
0.4 K day.'in some parts.. ofthe troposphere). 	Coakley and 
Briegleb (1978) showed that a reduction of errors from 0.2 to 0.04 
K day - ' relative to band models could be achieved by retaining the 
temperature dependence in the emissivity calculations. 
As will be shown later in.. this chapter, the introduction of 
clouds into the radiation calculation can lead to.such great 
uncertainties in the cooling rates that any scheme need only be 
accurate to within, say, 0.2 K day'. 
3.3 The development of a computationally fast radiation scheme 
3.3.1 Introduction 
After reviewing previous models, the scheme developed for the 
two-dimensional model can now be discussed. 	The constraints on 
the scheme are that it should use as little computer time as is 
possible, consistent with maintaining a reasonable level of accuracy, 
and be capable of calculating the required quantities from the 
model produced data at 10 equally spaced levels. 
It was felt that the scheme of Roach and Slingo (1979) 
provided a convenient starting point since it reproduced band model 
calculations reasonably well and the partitioning of the long wave 
spectrum meant that various processes such as CO 2 - H 2 0 overlap 
could be modelled separately from the rest of the spectrum. 	Since 
climatic change mechanisms via direct radiative effects are likely 
to influence either the window (which is most vulnerable to a 
greenhouse effect due to increases in trace species) or the CO2 band 
(due to increased CO 2 concentrations) it seems desirable to have 
these bands separate. 
3.3.2 Numerical method of solution 
If the atmosphere is split into N levels the temperature, T, 
and humidity, q, at the mid-points.are taken as being representative 
of the slab. 	To calculate the cooling, rate it is necessary to know 
the net flux divergence across each slab (Eq. (3.7)). 
is taken as being the net flux at the top of the 3th layer. 
By considering Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), a finite difference form of 
the transfer equation may be written as follows 
(3.19) 
E B(Tg)(Tr1 (j+1,3)_Tr(JJ)) 	 (3.20) 
ij=1 	 - 
Here, the I subscript denotes the spectral interval, B 1 (T) is 
the Planck function flux in interval i. at temperature T. 	Tr is 
the flux transmissivity, so that Tr(j,3) is the transmissivity 
from the top of level j to the top of level 3 (with Tr(3,3) = 1). 
Ig is the ground temperature. 
To calculate the net upward flux it can be seen from Eqs. 
(3.19) and (3.20) that 
N 
F -F =Z B1 (Tg):1r 1 (N,J)+ Z E 61.(Tj)(Tr 1 (j,3)-Tr1 (j-1,J)) 
1 	 1 J=l 
(3.21) 
The cooling rate can then be calculated. 
Assuming the features of the scheme are as described for the 
Roach and Slingo scheme in section 3.2.6.iv then the numerical 
procedure to calculate the fluxes is as follows; 
For each of the N layers, and the ground, the black body flux 
is calculated for each spectral band. 	Since it is required to 
know fudp and fupdp between each layer and all other layers, an 
(N+1) x (N+1) matrix is set up, e.g. 




and similarly for fupdp. 	Since the temperature weighting is 
different in each. spectral band, two matrices are required for each 
of them. 
The transmissivit.y can be calculated from the corresponding 
elements.in the (u) and (up) matrices, using analytic formulae. 
For any of the spectral intervals containing overlapping bands, 
the composit...., transmissivity is found by multiplying together 
1 09. 
the corresponding elements in the transmissivity matrices of the 
individual bands. 
The next step is to set up a matrix which contains the terms 
like (Tr(j,J)-Tr(j+1,J)) in equation (3.21), which on multiplication 
with the appropriate black body fluxes yields the net. fluxes. 
This is similar to the Curtis matrix method (see Goody, 1964a) 
although that method was used to yield heating rates directly (i.e. 
it contained terms describing the divergence of the radiation). 
The form of the matrix is 




This will be referred to as the "Net flux matrix". 
Each row of this matrix represents the terms required to 
calculate the net flux at a given level when multiplied by the 
vector containing the black body fluxes, thus 
Bi(T(1))\ 	FN(l) 
Bi(T(2)) 
Net Flux Matrix  
B(Tg ) 
Each term in the Net flux matrix represents a term in the 
summation over j in Eq. (3.21) with the final column containing 
the transmission of the ground emitted beam. 	Negative signs in 
this matrix indicate downward fluxes. 
This form of matrix makes it relatively simple to iFiclude 
simple cloud and also to extract upward and downward fluxes at, 
any level if they are required. 
The net fluxes for each band are summed to give the total 





-g. 	N. 	N.. 
H = - 3 j+l 
j 	C p 	Ap 
where Ap is the slab depth. 
This method represents an extremely simple numerical 
integration of the net flux equation. 	Obviously it is possible 
to treat the differential terms in equation (3.6) in a more 
sophisticated marer, but as well be seen, the results from 
this method appear to be satisfactory. 
As it stands the method can be used for any number of levels 
and any number of spectral intervals. 
3.3.3 Results using five spectral bands 
Initially, the analytic functions of Roach and Slingo (1979), 
as described in subsection 3.2.6.iv are used. 	In the window, 
equation (3.17) is used to calculate the absorption coefficient, 
with k 2 set as 20 g 1 cm 2 .atm'. 
Figure 3.19 shows a comparison of the net flux and cooling 
rate using the scheme described in the last section with Figure 4 
of Roach and Slingds paper. 	Twenty 50 mb layers were used and 
the input data were interpolated from Table 1 of Stone and Manabe 
(1968). 	Roach and Slingo use a far more complex height integration 
with Ap expanding away from the level at which the flux is being 
calculated. 	Nevertheless, the agreement between the two curves 
is good, with maximum flux differences of 8% in the middle 
troposphere and cooling rates generally within 0.1 K day'. 	The 
bumpiness in the new scheme's results can be attributed to a coarse 
interpolation of the original input data and to the simple height 
integration. 	Examples of other model atmospheres will be shown in 
the next section when comparison is made with a simpler scheme. 
It is of interest to consider the effect of altering the height 
resolution on the cooling rate. 	For this purpose, a temperature 
and humidity profile were specified analytically to by-pass problems 
with data interpolation 
The temperature profile is given by 
10(P 	"P,) 1000>p>100 mb, 	T 0 	=300 K 	= 	0.1786 
= 198.9 K 100>p> 	80 mb 
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of net fluxes and heating rates for 
the rive band scheme using the simplified height 
integration with the scheme of Roach and Slingo 
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Figure 3.20: The effect of changing the vertical resolution 
on the heating rates and net fluxes of an 
analytically described tropical atmosphere. 
Numbers by curves denote the number of levels 
used 
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and the humidity is given by 
r = r O (/
Po)
x 	1000>p>I00 mb, r, = 16.7 x 10 -'kg kg-'., x = 2.5 
r = 3x106. kg. kg'100 > p> 0 mb 
This roughly simulates an atmosphere with tropical humidities. 
Figure 3.20 illustrates the effect of increasing the resolution 
from 5 x 200 mb to 50 x 20 mb, for both the fluxes and heating 
rates. 	As can be seen, there is general agreement between the 10, 
20 and 50 layer models between 900 and 200 mb. 	In the lowest model 
layer, the cooling sharpens considerably as more layers are included. 
It is to be expected that the greatest change in the transmissivity 
will occur at the point where the humidity profile is changing 
most rapidly so that alr /i ap and hence the cooling will be greatest 
where ar/ap is greatest. 	For the humidity profile specified 
above, it can be seen that "ap is greatest close to the ground 
and so as the rejilution is increased, the maximum cooling intensifies 
and remains in the lowest model layer. 
In general, though, there is most marked improvement in going 
from 5 to 10 layers and from then on the improvements are more 
modest. 	Except in the lowest layer, the flux gradient is well 
simulated using 10 levels (as used in the model). 	The mean cooling 
of the stratosphere appears reasonably well simulated with 10 levels. 
As was mentioned in subsection 3.2.8, some of the emissivity 
techniques neglect the temperature dependence of the transmissivity. 
An experiment was performed where the temperature weighting factor 
( 	1) was set equal to 1 for all bands. 	There would be some 
advantage in neglecting the temperature dependence, for instance, 
in the CO 2 band where the Net flux matrix could be precalculated 
instead of being recalculated every time the radiation scheme was 
used. 	For gases with variable distribution, H 2  0 and 0 3  the matrix 
must be recalculated for each new profile in any case. 	There 
seems little saving in computer time if the temperature dependence 
is dropped. 	Figure 3.21 shows the percentage error generated for 
three different profiles. 	In moister atmospheres errors of the 
order of 10% occur and produce systematically lower cooling rates 
in most of the troposphere. 	This is due to the fact that for 
these profiles (T0/1)q  is greater than 1, which will cause a greater 
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Figure 3.21: Percentage errors generated by the neglect of the 
temperature dependence of the transmissivity for 
three different profiles. A positive error indicates 
greater cooling without the temperature dependence 
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Figure 3.22: Emissivity against absorber 
amount (g cm- ') for a combination of bands 
1,2 and 5 of Roach and Slingo at three 
different temperatures 
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radiation a slab is capable of emitting (it will emit less) and 
the amount that it can absorb. 	The downward fluxes at the ground 
are increased, on neglect, which would indicate that the lower 
absorptivity of slabs dominates the lower emissivity. 	These 
errors, which amount to about 0.2 K day agree well with the 
results of Coakley and Briegleb (1978). 	In view of the fact that 
the temperature dependence causes little extra computational burden 
it is retained in all subsequent calculations. 
3.3.4 A three band scheme using polynomial fits 
In order to see if it was possible to make more approximations 
to the Roach and Slingo scheme, an attempt was made to both reduce 
the number of bands and to represent any analytic fits by simple 
polynomials, to avoid the use of computationally expensive real 
powers and exponentials. 
It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that it was 
considered necessary to keep the window and overlap bands separate. 
To reduce the number of bands required it was attempted to join 
together bands 1,2 and 5 into one band and obtain an emissivity for 
this band. 	For this purpose, a broad band transmissivity was 
defined as follows 
57 	Tr (u*)B (1) 
TrB(u*) = 
	
B (T) I 
where u is the scaled absorber amount such that u = F(u,p,T). 
To derive Tr B'  several approaches are possible. 	For instance, 
a fixed temperature could be used and the absorber amount changed, 
with the calculation being repeated for a variety of temperatures. 
Figure 3.22 shows the resulting curves and as was shown by Staley 
and Jurica (1970), the broad band emissivity is remarkably 
independent of temperature. 
An alternative to this method is to derive Tr 8 with the direct 
application to the atmosphere in mind. 	Inspecti66 of the Net flux 
matrices described in subsection 3.3.2 shows that most of the 
radiation at any level derives principally from neighbouring levels 
(for these three bands at least). 	Figure 3.23 shows examples of 
these matrices for bands 1 and 5, using a 20 level model and a. 
tropical atmosphere of McClatbhey. et.aX 1972). In most of the 
troposphere, the dominant terms lie on the diagonal which represents 
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Figure 3.23: Examples of net flux matrices for a clear 
'tropical atmosphere for the Roach and Slingo 
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Figure 3.24: Third order poly-
nomial fit (solid curve) to 
composite transmissivity of 
Roach and Slingo bands 1,2 and 
5 using the method described 
in the text 
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The procedure was adopted to fit the effective, absorber amount 
from the fudp and fupdp matrices (with the temperature and pressure 
dependence of one of the three bands) in each of the twenty slabs 
aloneand relate this to the broad band transmissivity of that slab. 
To extend the range to larger absorber amounts and lower trans-
missivities , longer path lengths than one slab were used and then 
to extend it even further, data from a tropical profile was used. 
Hence, the transmissivities typical of a certain level in the 
atmosphere are associated with scaled absorber amounts typical of 
these levels. 	The transrnissivities so produced were then fitted 
against log 10 u using polynomials. 	A third order fit seemed 
satisfactory and is shown together with the original data points 
in figure 3.24. 	Even after taking logarithms of the absorber, 
amount, these polynomial fits require only half the amount of 
computer time required by the functions originally used by Roach 
and Slingo. 	On this basis, polynomial fits were also made to the 
band 2 transmissivities for CO  and H 2  0 and a comparison of these 
fits with Roach and Slingo's functions is shown in figure 3.25. 
Simple fits were also made to the black body functions for the 
three spectral intervals. 	Again, the use of polynomials reduced' 
the time required by over 70% compared to the functions of the 
form ai Tbi. 	Instead of fitting against Roach and Slingö's functions, 
use was made of a higher order fitting routine of C.D. Rodgers of 
Oxford University (supplied by C.D. Walshaw). 	Table 3.3. shows a 
comparison of the total infrared flux for Rodgers's, Roach and 
Slingo's and the new scheme. 	Also included in the table is the 
flux expected from the use of Stefan's law and an estimate of the 
flux to be expected to lie at wavelengths less than 4.87Mm (the 
limit of Roach and Slingo's scheme). 	This was calculated using 
Appendix 7 of Goody (1964a). 	The table shows that using Rodgers's 
calculations, a closer fit can be made to clTk. 	Consequently, fits 
were made to these data. 
It is regrettable that in much of the meteorological radiation 
work SI units have not been adopted. 	This is especially true as 
regards units of absorber amounts, where gcm 2 or cm STP are commonly 
used. 
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Figure 3.25: Polynomial 
fits (denoted by crosses) 
to the transmissivities 
of Roach and Slingo 
(solid lines) for 
a) the 15iirn CO 2 band, and 
) the vibration rotation 
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Flux at - 
216 123.42 123.42 126.09 123.34 123.32 0.0654 
232 164.26 164.25 162.89 164.05 164.09 
248 214.47 214.41-1 209.37 213.37 214.04 
259 255.13 255.13 248.24 254.26 254.31 0.842 
269 296.88 296.87 289.40 295.48 295.50 
278 338.65 338.64 331.92 336.57 336.55 
285 374.0 1, 374.05 369.04 371.29 371 .23 
292 412.20 412.18 410.13 406.52 406.45 
297 441.16 441.15 442.13 436.71 436.63 4.37 
- 
Table 3.3: Black body fluxes for a range of typical atmospheric 
temperatures. 	a) Calculated for entire spectrum using 
Stefan's law and with Rodgers's method (see text), and 
b) over region O>>4.87im using fits of Roach and Slingo, 
Rodgers and polynomials. 	The final column shows the flux 
expected at x <4.87.zm 
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pressure scaled amounts must be found as follows 
U*- 	rh E 
and 	 J 
u*p 	•Tij 	
(T)q(p1)p.tp 
where 	c(T) = ( To/)C 
I is the temperature in K 
q is the mass mixing ratio in kg k9 1 
p is the slab thickness in N m 2 
g is the acceleration due to gravity, m s 2 
and 	u is in g CM-2 
The reference temperature T. is 263 K. 	The transmissivity 
is then given by Tr(u) where u = 
D is the diffusivity factor, 1.66 and p r 
 is the reference 
pressure, 10 5 N rn 2 . 
Since the values of c in the expression for the temperature 
dependence are integers, this function was left untouched in the 
new scheme, but for the pressure dependence, polynomials were fitted 
to the function (P/P. )r  which led to a substantial saving in 
computer time. 
In the window region, the transmissivity is given by 
D 
Tr 3 (j,3) = exp [1.013x106 .g 	Z (k., 
j 
- 
- exp 1 	0 	(k,u*p*4<2/0.62J*2p*)j 1 1013105 
where u*2p = 	(T)q(pp 
The absorption coefficients are k 1 = O.1atm 	cm2 g 1 
k 2 = 20 atm" cm 2 g' 
The temperature dependence of the distant wing term is given by 
1.5 




) 	, and for the dimer absorption, p 21  
the dependence is given by equation (3.18). 	Polynomial fits, 
given by w 1 and w 2 are made to these functions. 	Then 
Tr 3 (j,J) = exp[_i 013x105 ((u*p*)., + (u*2p*)2/0.622))] 






region of overlap of H 10 and CO window 	regioncontintIuM 	absorption non-overlapping HO vibration-rotation 
description band and HO rotation(6.3pM)band 
ozone absorption 
_1.929x108.T'+I.7553xlO.T-2.I577X10T 4.3408xI0.T+5.4382xI6s.T1.7426Xb0.1 black 	body 	flu,(U') (0.1805.1-16.125) 
at 	T(K) (4.8312x10'.T' 	-4.2289x10'.140.9999) 0.1052.1 	+19.262 
+2.2268.1-102.257 
range of 	fit 	150-350K 
CO:range of fit 2x1(f(U0.89 c% continuuM:see 	text 	for 	transMissivity,lr. of 	fit1.9x1O 	u3.7gcM 1. 
transMisslvity for 
range 13704 x 1O t v+68824x1O l v1 _1.2710X1O. expression 
absorber amount u(gct) 7.4891x10'.v3+4.5240x10.Vt0.1269' +0.1621 
temperature dependences given by 
w, (T)5.82?5xl0'.T+2.6126x10".1 - 0.008953 
vlog,. 
+0.1338 
H0:range of fit 	1x 10 u 4159 c" t . 
6.596400 -l'.04.748900 --j - '4f-3579iiVV-3 w(T)4.2065x104.T'_3.7169Xt0.T+l0.84O6 
6.2?0X101.Vt0.2864.V+O.6?dl 2.8215x10.T - 1 .0444x10'.T+0.99995 
temperature dependence 
ozone:ahsorber 	amount 	u 	in CMNTF of 	absorber amount c-4 - C01c0 
H0 	c-3 range of 	fit:1xl0u4l.246c&U1P 
transMissivitylro, 
pressure dependence of 
absorber amount 
0.9870.Pt +0.2396.P+2.531X1Q ' 
O.l277.P1+0.9852.P+0.1140 C0O.,B486.pt+0.223I1.p+2.69?6xtO _________________________________ 
where 	P(p/ 	) 0.09256.Pt+0.9874.N0.1283 0.3484.vt_8.4966.V+0.3611 
jj0as band 1 0.1172.Vt+0.3465.V+0.8402 
pressure dependence 	(p/p e r 	where other notes co, 	sass 	Mixing ratio taken as 
4.56010' kgkg for 	OS u 	0.55cMNTP 
r(I.085-0.O85.P)-cs. 	;0P0.015 
total 	hand 2 	traflsMissivlty 	Is ;0.015cP0.25 
product of 	transMissivities of :0.6667(1.75 -N 	;0.25PI, 
the two gases separately, for 	0.65u 	2.OcMHTP 
r:(1-P)o..+Pe (all 	P) 
where 
oC.. 	4.lu 	; 	0.8467.u(1.9_u);P:(!:.015)'Z 
l.0+9.5.0 1.0+2.0.0 	0..35 
total 	hand 	3 	transMissivity 	given 	by 
T'3 rTr 	(0.693340.3067.Tr0 ) 
Table 3.4: Description of 3 band model 
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3 - 1 
	
where 	
(u*p*) - 	W 1 (T)q(p) p  
j 
3 1• 
and 	(u* 2p*)2=T 	E W2(T)q(p)2pp 
j 	- 
Table 3.4 lists the various polynomial expressions used for 
the three bands. 	Ozone, which is not included in the Roach and 
Slingo model is included in the table. 	Its inclusion in the model 
will be discussed in the following subsection. 
For all calculations the mass mixing ratio of carbon dioxide 
is taken as being 4.564 x 10 	kg kg- '. 
The central processor time used by the full five band scheme 
described in the previous section, for 20 levels, was 0.803 secs 
on an ICL 2970 machine, while the new parameterization took 0.306 
sees. 	It is a reflection of the increase in computer power that 
is readily attainable, that the same scheme run on an ICL 2980 
machine took only 0.091 secs. 	The programs may not be written in 
the most efficient manner, but it seems clear that major savings 
in time can be afforded if the use of certain mathematical functions 
are avoided. 
A set of model atmospheres to test the longwave scheme with is 
provided by McClatchey et al (1972). 	To allow intercomparison of 
different schemes in the literature it would be helpful if a common 
set of model atmospheres, representing a range of atmospheric 
conditions, were adopted. 	The McClatchey et al data are the most 
frequently used. 
Figures 3.26 and 3.29 illustrate some of the results from the 
new scheme. 	Figures 3.26a)to 3.26c) compare the fluxes and heating 
rates (for sub-arctic, US standard and tropical profiles) between 
the 5 band and the 3 band scheme for 20 x 50 mb slabs. 	The figures 
also show the effect of halving the vertical resolution from 20 to 
10 slabs for the 3 band scheme. 
As can be seen, the flux differences between the 5 and 3 band 
schemes are rather small, reaching 5 W M-2  for the tropics, 8 W m 2 
in the sub-arctic profile and less than 2 W m 2 in the US standard 
atmosphere. 	To put these changes into perspective, figure 3.29 
shows the net flux difference produced by changing from the Roach 
and Slingo black body functions to the polynomial fits described 
earlier in this section. 	Differences reach 5 W M-2  andso it would 
seem that most of the difference between the two schemes is due to 
this change of functions. 	The figures also show that the difference 
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Figure 3.264 Comparison of fluxes 
and heating rates for 3 band scheme 
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scheme for 
sub-arctic winter, 
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(overleaf) tropical atmospheres. 
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of net upward fluxes for a clear 
mid-latitude summer profile for the 3 band 
scheme using 20 levels with Ackerman, 1979 
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of fluxes 
and heating rates using the 3 
band scheme and two different 
fits to the black body function 
for a clear mid-latitude summer 
profile 
polynomial fits 
Roach and Slingo's functions 
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in the heating rates is, in general, less than 0.05 K day - ', 
reaching a maximum of 0.3 K day'. in the upper troposphere of the US 
standard atmosphere and 0.2 K day' in the other profiles. 
Figures 3.26a, 3.27b and 3.29 show comparisons with Ackerman (1979). 
In the mid-latitude summer case there is agreement to within 0.25 
K day- ' and the quantitative agreement for the net fluxes (figure 
3.28) is surprisingly good - particularly considering that Ackerman 
used 75 layers and 137 spectral intervals! 	In the sub-arctic 
case (figure 3.26a) agreement is not so good, but differences never 
exceed 0.3 K day' in the troposphere.. The simplified interpolation 
of McClatchey et al's data may be responsible, to some extent, 
particularly since this profile contains a well marked inversion 
below 900 mb. 
Reducing the vertical resolution seems to cause a systematic 
over-estimation of the net fluxes throughout most of the troposphere 
for all 3 cases shown (figure 3.26). 	This is generally 6-7 W m -2 
in the US standard atmosphere, 10 W m 2 in the tropics and 3-4 
W m 2 for the sub-arctic profile. 	Most of the difference can be 
attributed to the band 1 fluxes. It is possible that had the data 
used to fit the emissivities been taken from a 10 level profile, 
instead of 20, agreement may have been improved. 	It is noticeable 
that the 10 level scheme produces almost identical fluxes at the 
top and bottom of the atmosphere to the 20 level scheme. 	Cooling 
rates also show acceptable agreement except in the lowest model 
layer. 	Obviously some improvement is possible. 	For instance, 
the model levels could be split. in. two. for the sake of the radiation 
calculation. 	The 10 layer, 3 band scheme does appear to cope 
reasonably well with the main features of the cooling rate profile. 
3.2.5 Inclusion of absorption by ozone 
Kuo (1977) presents a convenient form for the parameterization 
of the effect of ozone on the long wave fluxes. 	Kuo's basic method 
was discussed in section 3.2.4.v. 	His parameterization showed 
excellent agreement with the experimental data of Walshaw (1957). 
A polynomial fit was made to Walshaw's data and is included in table 
3.4. 	The fit is shown in figure 3.30. 	The pressure scaling is of 
the form (Pip0)", but now r is dependent on both pressure and 
absorber amount. 	The value of r for the various ranges is shown in 
table 3.4. 	No temperature dependence is included. 
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Figure 3.30: Transmissivity versus absorber amount 
(in cm NIP) for 9.6im ozone band. Crosses denote 
data of Waishaw (1957) and dashed line shows 
polynomial fit 
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Figure 3.31: Mass mixing ratio of 
ozone versus pressure for the US 
standard atmosphere. Ozone mixing 
ratios used for 20 and 10 level 
resolution of radiation scheme 
are shown by solid and dotted 
vertical lines, respectively 
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To obtain the total band transmissivity in the window, it is 
assumed that the fraction of band 3 taken up by the ozone band is 
0.3067,. so that 
Tr 3 = Tr (0.6933 + 0.3067Tr 0 ) 
3 
where Tr c is the continuum absorption and Tr 0 is the ozone 
absorption. 
Since most of the ozone is concentrated in the stratosphere it 
might be expected that problems would be encountered in including 
its effects in a coarse resolution model. 	The mass mixing ratio of 
0 3 for the US standard atmosphere, plotted against pressure is 
shown in figure 3.31. 	The total column amount is about 0.52 cm 	NTP 
and figure 3.32 shows the fluxes and heating rates obtained, for a 
high resolution model (with 50 slabs in the top 100 mb) and for 20 
and 10 levels. 	The figure shows that on decreasing the resolution 
there is a systematic over-estimation of the fluxes which results 
in an error of 10% in the total flux divergence. 
Table 3.5 shows the total flux..divergence. and the flux divergence 
in the -.top 100 mb for the three resolutions (since this band 
accounts for less than 15% of the total flux divergence, the total 
error introduced is only 1-2%). 	The net flux divergence in the 
top 100 mb shows good agreement for all 3 cases. 	As figure 3.31 
shows, this agreement may be because the point values at 25,50 and 
75 mb used in the lower resolution cases, giver- a fairly good 
representative value of the total 0 3 in the layer. 	The error 
introduced in the 20 and 10 level cases would then be due principally 
to the use of unrepresentative temperatures for calculating the 
emitted radiation. 
Below 400 mb the heating rate is less than 0.01 K day -1 and it 
reaches a peak of 0.4 K day - ' at about 50 mb before falling to a 
peak cooling of 2.1 K day - ' at 3 nb. 	The 0 3 band contributes a 
total net heating for the entire atmospheric column of 0.27 K day'. 
It would seem that the use of only 10 levels can provide 
satisfactory heating rates for the ozone absorption. 
3.4.4: :The problem of: surface emissivities: less than. unity 
For simplicity, most radiation schemes assume that the surface 
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Figure 3.32: Comparison of (a) heating 
rates and (b) net fluxes for 9.6m 
ozone band in the US standard atmosphere. 
Numbers by curves indicate number of 
levels used. 86 level model has 50 
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Flux divergence 	of 
entire 	atMosphere(W-) 5.7 5.3 5.1 
Flux divergence 	of 
top 	100Mb 	(Um-2 ) 2.4 2.4 2.4 
Table 3.6: Flux divergence (W m 2 ) in 9.6iim 
ozone band for entire atmosphere and the 
top 100 mb for different vertical resolu-
tion 
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though Ellingson and Cille (1978) assumed a sea surface emissivity 
of 0.986 for their calculations. 	A non-unity emissivity means 
that reflection of radiation from the surface must be considered. 
In terms of the overall energy balance of the surface, the effect 
of a decreased emissivity may just be that the calculated sensible 
and latent heat fluxes would increase to compensate and there may 
be little change in surface temperature (although such a complex 
problem cannot be dismissed so easily). 
The sea surface emissivity would appear to be close to unity 
but sensing of desert emissivity (Prabhkara and Dalu, 1976), seems 
to show that values are always less than 0.93, for most of the Sahara 
less than 0.86, and for very small areas they are as low as 0.65. 
Since deserts cover over a third of the total land mass of the planet 
this low emissivity is not ignorable. 
The net flux at the surface can be written 
(1 - Eg )F + Eg T - 
where E  is the ground emissivity, T, the ground temperature, and 
the downward flux at the surface. 
It a net upward flux F is calculated assuming E g = 1 




(1-E )(aT' 	F 	 + g 	g Nc)+Eg T 	F+ g N 
= 	 C-TOV   Nc 
i.e., the error in the calculated net flux with E  = 1 is 
(1 - Eg )X 100%.. 
For surfaces such as the ocean, neglect of any surface 
reflectivity will cause errors of only 1 to 2% in the surface net 
flux, but over arid regions, errors of 10-15% are evidently possible. 
If only the upward flux is considered, F, this will be the sum 
of the emitted. and reflected radiation. and can be easily shown to be 
F 	= aT 4 - 0 - E )F 
g N 
The error in the upward flux due to taking E  = 1 is shown for 
three different types of atmosphere in table 3.6. 	Since a high 
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Atmosphere Surface FZ 	at surface Ft  at surface 
I F 	at surface I X difference of F' 
temp. (_i..') f 	61 (,J) I f 	&0.9 (J-) between ,,1 	& 	0.9 
lull window full window full wiidou full wiidow 
Tropical 300 60.0 31.6 459.3 115.9 453.3 112.7 1.0 2.7 
US standard 288.1 109.1 71.0 390.6 93.3 379.7 86.2 2.8 7.6 
Sub-arctic 257.1 79.0 47.5 247.7 47.5 239.8 43.4 3.0 8.6 
winter 
Table 3.7: Illustration of effect of changing surface emissivity 
from 1.0 to 0.9 for three different atmospheres. The 
final column shows that the percentage difference in 
upward fluxes for a change in surface emissivity is 
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Figure 3.33: Cloud emissivity 
against liquid water path 
(g m 2 ) for upward and down-
ward travelling radiation 
(from Stephens, 1978b). 
Empirical fits to data are 
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proportion ('..50%) of the upward flux lies in the window region, 
and the downward flux in this less opaque region is small, the 
reflected flux will be smaller and hence the percentage error in 
the net upward flux will be greater, as the table illustrates. 
Presumably, the effect on heating rates in the opaque Il 2 0 and 
CO 2 bands due to E 	1 will be rather small, since the reflected 
flux from the surface will almost compensate for the lower emitted 
flux. 	In the window, however, there will be considerably less 
upward flux available for absorption and. this will both effect the 
cooling due to continuum absorption (which will increase) and the 
heating due to 0 3 absorption in the stratosphere (which will be 
diminished). 
Although no account of this emissivity problem is taken in 
the zonally averaged model, it should be noted that this effect 
may cause problems in calculating a radiative balance over some 
limited regions such as deserts. 
3.5 Clouds and long wave radiation 
One of the major problems in the development of a long wave 
radiation scheme is that, although it is relatively easy to develop 
a reasonably accurate clear sky radiation scheme, the inclusion of 
clouds causes a major perturbation of the net fluxes and cooling 
rates. 
This distortion of the radiation field is due to the fact that 
most water clouds of reasonable thickness are, or are very nearly, 
black at infrared wavelengths. 	Ice clouds possess emissivities far 
less than unity and will be considered separately later in this 
section. 	Even after the clouds radiative properties have been 
specified there is still theproblernof predicting cloud amount 
and height. 
Many models make the simple assumption that low and medium 
clouds are entirely black, even in those models with high spectral 
resolution (e.g. Hunt, 1977; Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Rodgers, 
1967a; Ellingson and Gille, 1978). 	Absorption by clouds is strong 
across the entire long wave spectrum. Scattering by particles 
may also be large since the wavelength of the radiation can be 
large compared to the size of the particles (which are typically 
between 0 and 20ijrn in radius). 	However, since the scattering 	is 
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principally in the forward direction and absorption is the - dominant 
process, the absorption approximation is often used in which the 
scattering is ignored. (Paltridge and Platt, 1976;. Stephens, 1978a). 
This presents a major simplification since reflection of radiation 
from the cloud can now be neglected (i.e., non-absorbed radiation is 
transmitted). 	Yamamoto et al (1970) showed that for a specific 
altostratus cloud,reflection was generally less than 5%. 
In a detailed study of cloud radiation properties, Stephens 
(1978a,b) used a multiple scattering model to provide a simple 
parameterization for the cloud emissivity. 	He defined a different 
emissivity for the upward.and downward travelling radiation from 
the cloud because of the differing spectral composition of the 
radiation incident on the cloud. 	An. effective emissivity of a 
cloud can be calculated as follows: If the total downward flux at 
the cloud base is given by 
F'(z) = F'(0)[1-E 1 ] +.E1c Tk 
where 0 is the top of the cloud, z its base, T the temperature and 
its effective emissivity, then 
F4-(z)-F+(0) 
ET 	-V+(0) 
If the cloud were to be a black body, E 1 would be 1. 
Figure 3.33 from Stephens (1978a) shows the variation of 
emissivity with liquid water path for different clouds as well as 
empirical fits to these data. The figure indicates that the cloud 
will behave as a black body for a liquid water path of 30 gm -1 . 
This is not particularly thick - it would require a typical stratus 
cloud to be just 100 m deep, and even less for a cumulus cloud. 
Nonetheless, Paltridge and Platt (1976) question the use of black 
body clouds and point out that middle layer clouds may need to be 
several kilometres thick before they are black. 	They review some 
of the earlier values for some typical clouds and show that, for 
middle layer clouds in particular, emissivities may be lower than 
O.B. 	Cox (1976), using radiometersonde observations, found that 
effective ernissivities, even in the lower troposphere may be as 
low as 0.5 in mid-latitudes and 0.6 - 0.8 in the tropics. 
The radiative properties of cirrus clouds have become the 
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subject of a large amount of study recently. 	This is due to the 
fact that their low temperatures mean that they can have a large 
effect on the radiation budget and also that there is some concern 
that their occurrence may be increased due to air traffic in. the 
upper troposphere (Freeman and Liou, 1979).. Many of the simpler 
models assume that the emissivity. of the cloud is 0.5 with zero 
reflectivity. 	Detailed theoretical modelling has required the 
specification of the nature of the cloud-ice crystals (e.g. size, 
shape, orientation). 	Griffith et al (1980) measured the emissivity 
of tropical cirrus and reviewed earlier theoretical and observational 
work. 	They found that the clouds were black within 2 km depth. 
(In their study, the clouds were typically 2-3 km deep). 	This did 
not agree well with theoretical work or earlier observational studies 
where emissivities ranged from 0.2 to 1.0. 	They concluded that mid- 
latitude cirrus had a lower emissivity. Liou and Wittman (1979) 
presented empirical fits to model calculated emissivity, transmissi-
vity and reflectivity and, for thick. cirrus, report reflectivities 
of 20?, higher than recorded elsewhere. 
In treating cases where there are multiple decks of cloud, 
some decision has to be made on how these clouds overlap. 	Many 
models (e.g. Manabe and Strickler, 1964; Hunt, 1977) consider that 
the decks overlap randomly with respect to each other. 	Others 
consider no overlap (Katàyama, 1966, 1967a,b; Rodgers, 1967a). 
Obviously neither approach is physically correct. 	However, if the 
total zonal cloud cover is fairly small (<0.5) and is dominated by 
cloud at one level only, then the calculated fluxes are likely to 
be little different for either case, since the overall radiation 
field will be dominated by either the ground or the dominant cloud 
type. 
The effect that clouds have upon atmospheric cooling rates is 
dramatic. 	If total cloud cover is considered, then it can be seen 
that below the cloud the net flux will be very..much reduced since 
cloud prevents the loss of radiation particularly in the window. 
Indeed, if the cloud is sufficiently. high to be significantly cooler 
than the ground, there may be radiative heating of its lower part 
since it will be emitting less radiation than it receives. 	At the 
cloud top, however, radiation can-be emitted less impeded by the 
presence of the high water vapour amounts of the lower atmosphere. 
The result is strong cooling. 
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Roach and Slingo (1979), in their five, band parameterization, 
discussed in section 3.2.6.iv, take into account liquid droplet 
absorption and scatter in cloUds and show that, for a low strato-
cumulus, the cooling can reach 8.7 K hour' over a 1 mb layer at 
the cloud top. 	(see figure 3.34). 	Stephens (1978) also shows these 
large cooling rates at cloud top. Webster and Stephens (1980.) show 
that upper tropospheric clouds can have cooling at cloud top of 
10 K day 	and a heating of 15 K day at cloud base - a massive 
difference. The cloud top cooling can be substantially offset by 
absorption of solar radiation, as will.be  discussed in the next 
chapter. 
Thus, clouds can be seen to play a major role in determining 
the long wave radiation field. 	However, in the absence of knowledge 
of such parameters as cloud depth or optical properties, the cloud 
radiative characteristics in a simple model have to be pre-specified. 
It is intended to take the simple approach of assuming low and 
medium clouds to be black and high clouds to be half black, with 
zero reflectance. 	The following section discusses the manner in 
which clouds are introduced into the model. 
3.6 Insertion of clouds in the three band scheme 
The inclusion of clouds in the scheme described in section 
3.3 is achieved by adapting the net flux matrix before the fluxes 
are calculated. 
The inserted cloud is taken as lying just below the top of 
the slab and as having the same temperature as the slab. 	Let the 
fraction of cloud in that layer be n. 	Considering the upward 
travelling flux for a layer above the cloud, the radiation reaching 
it from below the layer is (1-n) times the cloud-free value; 
similarly, for the downward flux at a point below the cloud. 	The 
radiation emitted by the cloud is accounted for by including a term 
n x Tr (i,j) where Tr(i,j) is the transmissivity of the atmosphere 
between the cloud deck and the layer inquestion. 	Below the cloud, 
this quantity is negative. 
This method must be generalised to multiple randomly overlapping 
cloud decks with cloud fractions given by n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ... etc. 	For 
any given layer it is the decks most distant from it that must be 
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sky/ground is achieved. 	The calculation must be organized so that 
from each layer, the clouds highest and lowest in the atmosphere 
are included first and then the nearer decks are included 
successively. 
	
In some experiments non-overlapping cloud' decks are used. 	In 
this case the radiation calculation is just repeated for each of 
the different cloud profiles and the total flux is taken as being 
the weighted average depending on the cloud cover of each deck. 
In the case of cirrus clouds, the input cloud amount is halved 
to take into account their half black. properties. 	Clouds are 
arbitrarily assigned as being cirrus if they lie above 300 mb. 
This is probably too high in high latitudes where ice clouds can 
form considerably lower in the atmosphere. 
An experiment was performed to compare the results of this new 
scheme with the high resolution results of Roach and Slingo (1979). 
Nine 20 mb layers are used in the lower troposphere. 	In the first 
case 100% cloud is included at.the position of the top of Roach 
and Slingo's cloud, and then total cloud cover is included at both 
cloud top and bottom to crudely represent a cloud of finite thickness. 
The results are shown in figure 3.34. 	The change of flux on 
inserting the cloud can be seen to be reasonably well modelled 
although the total flux divergence is underestimated. 	On inclusion 
of black body cloud at the top and bottom, there is a considerable 
improvement in the modelled flux. 	The cooling rate at the top of 
the cloud reaches, for the second case, 34 K day' over a depth of 
20 mb. 
It is important to get some indication of the sensitivity of 
the net long wave flux at the top of the atmosphere to the specifi-
cation of cloud height and cover. 	Following Schneider (1972), 
figure 3.35 shows the outward long wave flux for the Stone and 
Manabe mid-latitude profile as a.function of cloud cover and for 
a variety of cloud heights. 	As is to be expected, the higher the 
cloud is, the more sensitive is the net flux, since there is far less 
absorption of cloud emitted radiation by the o.verlying atmosphere. 
The dotted line shows the sensitivity assuming half black cloud at 
275 mb. 	Indeed, in view of the doubt cast on the use of black 
body cloud in the previous section, the abscissa' can be replaced 
by emissivity. 	The figure then shows the sensitivity to the 
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outward net flux to variation in cloud emissivity. 	If C is the 
aF- 
cloud cover, then for black cloud at 875 mb, 7 = 1.24 W m 2 (0.1 
cloud cover).', whereas black cloud at 275 mb has - 	13.2 W m 2 
(0.1 cloud cover) - '. 	C can be replaced by emissivity E and for 
high clouds it can be seen that an incorrect estimate of 0.2 in 
high cloud emissivity can cause errors of over 20% in the case of 
total cloud cover. 	If Cox's (1976) values for effective emissivity 
are used then even for fairly low cloud, say at 575 mb, a difference 
of 0.4 results in errors of 10%. 
3.7 The net long wave flux at the top of the atmosphere 
In an attempt to validate models, comparison of model derived 
fluxes at the top of the atmosphere is often made with satellite 
measurements. 	This is usually done by comparing zonally averaged 
fluxes. 	There are a number of problems in making this comparison. 
The most fundamental problem is that it is necessary to know the 
zonally averaged cloud amount as a function of latitude. 	Some such 
compilations are available but are of questionable accuracy due to 
the immense problems associated with measuring this quantity. 	Further, 
there are problems in assigning radiative properties and heights to 
the clouds. 	It is also assumed that the fluxes derived from a 
zonally averaged profile will be the same as that found from zonally 
averaging the flux calculated at a number of different longitudes. 
In view of the fact that cloud, moisture and temperature conditions 
can vary drastically around a latitude circle it may be anticipated 
that this could be a major source of error. 	However, as will be 
discussed in more detail in the next section, zonal averaging seems 
to result in surprisingly small errors.. 	The representativeness of 
the satellite measurements to which the comparisons are made can 
also be questioned, particularly if they are taken over short periods 
of time. 
In order to carry out such a calculation with the new scheme, 
data were taken from a variety of sources. 	The temperatures and 
humidities for January were taken from Oort and Rasmusson (1971). 
Three level cloud datawere taken from figure 1 of Hunt (1977) 
which were derived from London's (1957) statistics. 	A 10 (unequally 
spaced) level model was used and the cloud was arbitrarily placed 
so that highcloud was at 250 nib, medium cloud at 550 mb and low 
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cloud at 750 mb. 	Figure 3.36 shows the results along with results 
of other studies. Two observational studies are shown. 	Stephens 
et al (1981). reviewed previous earth radiation budget measurements 
and derived composite fluxes based. on 48. months of data from various 
satellites. 	They also discussed the -limitations of the various 
instruments used on the satellites, and concluded that there is an 
absolute error of up to ± 10 W m 2 in the measurements. 	They also 
report substantial differences for fluxes at different observing 
times. 	The results from Nimbus 6 for January 1976 (from Jacobowitz 
et al, 1978) show some differences.to the averaged data of Stephens 
et al. 
The theoretical estimates. of Rodgers (1967a) and Katayama 
(1967a) are also shown in figure 3.36. 	(Katayama reports values 
at 200 mb. 	These have been corrected to the top of the atmosphere 
using the 3 band scheme.) 	The results from the present model show 
good agreement with most of the other studies equatorwards of 30 0 N. 
The higher values of Rodgers may be due. to the neglect of e-type 
absorption. 	Polewards, however, there are considerable differences. 
Katayama's results agree well with Stephens et al, but Rodgers's, 
Nimbus 6 and 3 band scheme show much higher fluxes. 
The results from several other models and satellite studies 
are included in JOC 1979 (a and b) (see e.g. articles by Washington 
et al, McAveney et., Meleshko et al, Robock and Potter et al) only 
Washington et al,using a 3-0 GCM,show net long wave fluxes as 
low as those reported by Stephens et al. 	All the others show high 
latitude fluxes as high as those derived with the three band scheme. 
Dopplick (1974) presented a compilation of zonally averaged 
cloud amounts that differed substantially from that of London (1957),. 
especially in the medium cloud amount. 	Figure 3.37 shows a comparison 
of the two data sets for January - both authors have a latitude 
dependent cloud height. 	Figure 3.38. shows the net fluxes derived 
with the different distributions as well as the flux resulting from 
a cloudless atmosphere. 	It has been assumed for both cases that 
the clouds are non-overlapping. 	This is certainly the case for 
London's data. and,. though not explicitly noted, probably true for 
Dopplick's. 	In view of the differences in the cloud amounts, it 
can be seen that the net flux is. remarkably insensitive to the 
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Figure 3.38: Long wave fluxes at the top of the atmo-
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shown in Fig. 3.37, and for clear skies for mean January 
conditions 
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Figure 3.37. 	London has more low cloud, less medium and more high 
cloud than Dopplick. 	The difference in low cloud means a small 
increase in net flux for Doppliök; the differences in the medium 
and high cloud amount give roughly compensating changes in the 
flux. 	At high latitudes, the presence of a. temperature inversion 
means that the sensitivity of the outward net flux to changes in 
cloud amount is very much reduced from that shown in Figure 3.35. 
Indeed, it will have the opposite sign where the cloud temperature 
is warmer than the ground. 	As can be seen, the net flux here is 
very insensitive to the presence of cloud at all. 
To some extent it must be considered that the compensation 
which gives this low overall sensitivity may be fortuitous. 	It is 
certain that a different distributionLof cloud with height would 
result in different fluxes, e.g. if Dopplick's low and middle clouds 
were interchanged. 	It also highlights the danger of comparing 
theoretical results with satellite measurements. 	Net fluxes at 
the top of the atmosphere are ambiguous in that any number of 
different cloud amount/height profiles could be used which would 
give the same flux. 	There is obviously no guarantee that the 
characteristics of the cloud field are anything like correct. 
Nevertheless it is instructive that differences of over 20% in 
total cover can be compensated by changing the cloud height. 
It must be noted, though, that these different cloud dis-
tributions give substantially different fluxes at the surface. 
Dopplick's distributions give fluxes which are some 20% higher. 
In general, London's cloud field results in stronger atmospheric 
cooling, by nearly 10% in high latitudes. 
It does not seem possible to draw conclusions about whether 
the new scheme is performing well in producing the latitude 
dependent net flux profile. 	it is certainly not very different 
from many other published schemes. 	The. possible overestimation 
at high latitudes spurred on an investigation of the effect of 
zonally averaging which is reported in the next section. 
3.8 The effect of zonal averaging on the radiation field 
As was mentioned in the previous section, some doubt may be 
cast on the validity of using zonally averaged temperature, humidity 
radi4ti* 
and cloud profiles to derive a zonally averaged e4-otd field. 
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Strictly, the radiation field should be calculated at different 
longitudes and then zonally averaged. 	Little quantitative work 
seems to. have been done on this subject.. Katayama (1967b) 
presents cross sections of cooling rate, showing how much this 
may fluctuate around a latitude circle, but makes no comment on the 
effect of using zonally averaged profiles. 	Rodgers (1967a) 
makes a rough estimate of the likely errors in clear sky conditions. 
He concluded that errors due to temperature fluctuations will be 
less than a per cent and those due to moisture variability will be 
up to 7%, but normally far less. 	The smallness of the error is 
due to the fact that the black body and .transmissivity functions 
are sufficiently linear in the region of interest. 	However, 
Rodgers says little about the problems associated with cloudy skies 
except to acknowledge that there is a potential problem! 
It was therefore felt necessary to make some kind of test of 
the effect of longitudinal variations.of the radiatively relevant 
quantities on the zonally averaged profile. A test was performed 
for January at 20 1N and 60 1N. 	These latitudes were chosen 
because of the large variation of either temperature, humidity or 
cloud; 20°N is characterised by the very dry, relatively cloud free 
Sahara, although temperature variations are small; at 60 1N, the 
strong Siberian and North American anticyclones contrast sharply with 
the warm North Atlantic. 
A set of 12 profiles at 300 longitude degree intervals was 
derived for both latitudes. 	The data were taken from a variety of 
sources. 	For 20 0N, temperature and humidity data were found in 
Newell et al (1974) and cloud data were somewhat arbitrarily 
specified using Katayama (1967a) and Slingo (1980) for guidance. 
At 60 0N, Rex (1969) was used with cloud data being extracted from 
Orvig (1970). 	It must be emphasized that it is not considered 
that the values used are particularly representative of the two 
latitudes. 	It is merely the magnitude of the variations which is 
of interest, in making the test. 	The data sets used are tabulated 
in Appendix 3. 
Table .3.7 shows the heating rates and fluxes produced under 
both clear and cloud, conditions at both latitudes. 	"Zonally 
averaged fluxes" refers to the result of calculating the fluxes at 
each longitude, and averaging them. 	"Zonally averaged profiles" 
(a) 20" N 60$ 
Cloudless Heating Net 	flux atin Net 
r ate (Kday) (Wc2 ) rate(Kday) () 
Pres.(iqb) ZAF ZAP ZAF ZAF' ZAF ZAP ZAF 	- ZAP 
25 -2.64 -2.64 276.4 276.1 -1.62 -1.63 197.1 196.2 
100 0.17 0.16 260.8 260.4 -0.85 -0.91 187.5 186.6 
200 -0.40 -0.39 262.7 262.3 -0.57 -0.36 177.5 175.8 
300 -0.88 -0.90 258.0 257.7 -0.72 -0.83 170.2 171.5 
400 -1.81 -1.82 247.6 247.1 -0.75 -0.78 162.1 161.7 
500 -0.64 -0.65 226.2 225.5 -0.21 -0.22 153.2 152.5 
750 -2.15 -2.20 214.8 214.1 -1.73 -1.77 149.5 148.6 
85v -2.83 -2.74 170.1 168.4 -1.19 -1.23 113.6 111.9 
950 -2.98 -3.04 128.2 127.9 -0.70 -0.69 95.9 93.7 




20° N 60N 
Heating 	Net flux Heating Net flux 
rate(Kday 4 ) I (UWt) rate(Kday) (U,c-) Pres.(b) ZAF ZAP ZAF ZAP ZAF ZAP ZAF ZAP 
25 -2.65 -2.65 254.9 259.8 -1.63 -1.63 184.0 184.3 
100 0.16 0.15 239.3 244.1 -0.85 -0.92 174.3 174.6 
200 -0.42 -0.41 241.1. 246.0 -0.58 -0.36 164.2 163.8 
300 -0.98 -0.89 236.1 241.1 -0.75 -0.85 157.4 159.4 
400 -1.60 -1.59 224.5 230.6 -1.26 -1.37 148.5 149.3 
500 -0.91 -0.52 205.5 211.7 -0.08 -0.09 133.6 133.1 
750 -1.88 -2.09 189.4 202.6 -2.85 -2.82 132.2 131.4 
850 -3.51 -3.78 150.3 159.1 -2.06 -2.10 73.0 73.0 
950 -2.21 -2.45 98.4 103.1 -0.33 -0.33 42.5 41.8 
1000 72.2 74.1 38.5 37.9 
Table 3.7: The effect of zonally averaging temperature, 
humidity and cloud fields to derive the zonally 
averaged cloud field. 	ZAF refers to zonally 
averaged fluxes (i.e. fluxes calculated at a 
number of longitudes and averaged) and ZAP re-
fers to use of zonally -averaged profiles 
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refers to the fluxes calculated from the zonally averaged profile. 
Figure 3.39 shows the variation of the net flux at the top of the 
atmosphere with longitude. 	Superimposed are the satellite data 
of Stephens et al (1981) and the theoretical results of Katayama 
(1967a) corrected from 200 mb to the top of the atmosphere. 	There 
is not much agreement between the new scheme and the others. 
This is most likely due to inadequacies in the cloud specification. 
Nevertheless, Figure 3.39 shows that there can be quite 
large.-.changes in the net flux around a latitude circle. 	The peak 
to peak differences are 37 W rn -2 at. 20°N and 48 W m 2 at 60°N. 
The latter is the same as the difference between the zonally 
averaged flux at 15 0N and 45 0 N. 	Yet. table 3.7 shows that the 
zonally averaged profile can be used to calculate the zonally 
averaged radiation field with remarkable accuracy. 	Under clear 
skies, the cooling rates are accurate to within 0.09 K day - ' at 
all levels at 20°N and 0.21 K day' at 60 0N, and the net fluxes are 
within 2% at the surface and. 1%. at the top of the atmosphere at 
both latitudes. 	With 3 level cloud (assumed to be randomly over- 
lapping for this experiment), cooling rates are accurate to within 
0.22 K day' at 60 1 N. 	At 20°N there is a maximum error of 
0.39 K day' at 500 nib and an error of about 0.2 K day - ' in the 
lower troposphere, with the "averaged profiles" cooling most rapidly. 
In both cases the net flux is within 2% at top and bottom of the 
atmosphere. 	Considering that, at 20°N, the cooling rates at 850 mb 
varies from 5.6 to 2.29 K day - ' it seems surprising that there should 
be so small an error. 
Hence, the errors resulting from zonally averaging are only 
of the same size as the errors inherent in the parameterization 
scheme in any case. 	It would seem that the averaging process 
does not produce systematic errors. 
Obviously, an actual zonal profile will have a more variable 
cloud field with both heights and amounts varying enormously from 
place to place. 	Nonetheless,. it is considered that the two 
examples used contained a sufficiently high degree of longitudinal 
variation that major problems would have been evident 
3.9. Conclusion 
To solve the radiative transfer equation in a time compatible 
with use in a climate model requires many approximations to be made. 
A review of the literature would seem to show that techniques such 
as the use of a diffusivity factor to approximate the integration 
over angle, the use of a scaling approximation for simplifying the 
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height integration and, most of all, the representation of the 
entire long wave spectrum in a few spectral bands are feasible 
without substantial loss of accuracy. 	The major fault amongst 
many broad band emissivity calculations would seem to be the neglect 
of the spectral line strength dependence on temperature. 
A new parameterization was developed, splitting the spectrum 
into three bands, one for the water vapour window, one for the CO 2 
overlap region and one for the remaining regions of strong water 
vapour absorption. 	Comparison with more detailed schemes showed 
it to be satisfactory although decreasing the height resolution led 
to a systematic overestimation of the net flux. 	The principal 
feature of the new scheme is the use of simple polynomials to 
represent the transmissivity and the pressure dependence. 	These 
led to a 50% saving in computer time. 
The inclusion of clouds in such models requires the somewhat 
arbitrary designation of .the cloud's radiative properties. 	The 
literature does not seem to support the use. of black body clouds in 
many circumstances but their use is retained for simplicity. 	It 
is shown that comparing the net flux at the top of the atmosphere 
with satellite measurements is not entirely unambiguous; the use 
of two rather different sets of cloud statistics resulted in almost 
identical fluxes. 	This is regarded as fortuitous. 
Finally, an attempt was made to investigate what errors are 
inherent in using a zonally averaged atmosphere to calculate the 
radiation field instead of using the more correct zonal averaging 
of the radiation field. 	On a limited data set it was shown that 
errors were in general small (<0.2 K day') and that the magnitude 
of these errors was the same as that inherent in the parameterization 
in any case. 
It is felt that some considerable work needs to be done on the 
treatment of clouds. 	Firstly, some clarification of the properties 
of a large variety of clouds is required and secondly, a compilation 
of global cloud heights and types is urgently required as is some 
idea of its variability with time. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE PARAMETERIZATION OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
II: Solar Radiation 
4.1 Introduction ,  
In the previous chapter it was shown that relatively simple 
methods for calculating the long wave flux compared favourably 
with more sophisticated techniques. 	Unfortunately, the story is 
not the same when atmospheric absorption of solar radiation is 
considered. 	As will be shown, comparison of published methods 
reveals large differences and a consensus amongst them seems impossible 
to find. 	As with long wave radiation, problems are exacerbated by 
the inclusion of clouds. 
Just as the terrestrial and solar radiation can be conveniently 
split and treated separately, the solar near infrared radiation (at 
wavelengths greater than O.8m) and the visible and ultraviolet 
radiation can also be separated. 	Figure 4.1 from Braslau and Dave, 
1973, shows this split along with the positions of the major absorbing 
01 gases. 	For the infrared portion of the spectrum, where about 35% 
of the sun's energy lies, the dominant process is absorption by water 
vapour and, to a far lesser extent, by carbon dioxide and oxygen. 
Scattering, except in the presence of clouds and aerosols, can be 
neglected. 	At the shorter wavelengths the dominant process is 
absorption by ozone which takes place principally in the stratosphere. 
The smaller wavelengths mean that scattering by air molecules 
(Rayleigh scatter) is an important process. 	Rayleigh scatter on its 
own accounts for about 6% of the earth's albedo (Lacis and Hansen, 
1974). 
In principle, the calculation of heating rates due to absorption 
in the solar infrared should be straightforward for clear skies. 
As will be discussed in section 4.2 this is not the case because of 
differences in the parameterized absorptivities reported by various 
authors. 	The parameterization of the absorption due to ozone and 
the effect of Rayleigh scatter will then be considered. 
The effect of clouds will then be examined. 	To obtain precise 
numerical solutions to the problem of a scattering/absorbing medium 
requires the use of involved techniques which will be only briefly 
discussed. Recourse to analytic solutions provides some relief 
and these methods will be outlined. 	Attempts to develop simple 
146. 
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Figure 4.1: Computed spectral distribution of the solar 
flux absorbed and reflected by a clear mid-
latitude atmosphere with zero surface albedo 
at the top and bottom of the atmosphere for 
0.285 - 0.88i.im, and 
0.88 - 2.5im 
(from Braslau and Dave, 1973) 
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parameterizations will then be reviewed. 	It will be shown that cloud 
type, let alone its height and amount exert a very strong influence 
on the cloud's radiative properties. 
In order to model the effects of clouds, and the multiple 
reflections between different cloud layers and the ground, a "ray 
tracing"..modéi is developed and the sensitivity of the earth's 
short wave budget to certain factors is examined. 	Finally, the 
results of both the long wave and short wave models are combined to 
look briefly at the overall energy budget of. the planet. 
4.2. Absorption in; the. solar: infrared for clear skies 
Assuming that there is no scatter within the atmosphere, the 
computation of the fluxes and heating rates is relatively straight-
forward. 	Account must be taken of the slant path of the solar beam 
through the atmosphere and also for the effect of refraction. 
For the atmosphere, the total amount of absorber in a vertical path 
is u and the effective amount is Mu where M is the magnification 
factor. 	The simplest assumption is that M = seco where o is the 
solar zenith angle. This would be valid for a flat earth. To 
account for refraction and the earth's curvature, Rodgers (1967a) 
suggested the use of 
M() = 35sec/(1224 + sec2)½ 	(4.1) 
which will be used in this study. 
This absorber amount must be integrated along the path. 
Leaving aside for the moment the possibility of having to make 
pressure and temperature corrections, the absorber amount between 
a given level p and the top of the atmosphere is given by 
u(O,p) = • 1 .J O  q(p)dp 
where q(p) is the mass mixing ratio of the absorber at level p. 
If the absorptivity of the atmosphere is a function A(p) then. the 
amount of solar radiation absorbed, Ab, in a slab p to p+dp, will be 
Ab(p,+dp) 	S0 (A(M()u(O,p+dp)) - A(M(e.)u(O,p))) 
where S, is the incident solar radiation at the top of the atmo-
sphere. 	The heating of the slab must account for the slant path 
of the incident radiation and is given by 
L - 	Ab(p,p+dp) 
at - c seccip 
This can be extended to include absorption of the beam 
reflected by the ground. 	Making the assumption that this reflected 
beam is now diffuse, the diffusivity factor, D = 1.66, discussed 
in subsection 3.2.5, can be employed. 	The absorption of the 




g  is the surface albedo. S,cosO is now used since it is 
considered that the effective incident flux is that reflected off 
the flat ground. 	Hence the total heating due to both incident and 
reflected flux is 
aT = g 	S 0cos {A(M()u(0,p+dp))-A(M()u(O,p))} +-c* 1:A(M()u(O,p 0 ) 
7F dp 	 g 
+1 .66u(p, ,p))-A(M()u(O,p,)+i .66u(p, ,p+dp)} 
(4.2) 
4.2.2 Absorption by water vapour* 
That there is a problem in specifying the absorptivity of water 
vapour in the near infrared was highlighted in a remarkable paper 
by McDonald in 1960. 	The state of the subject will be discussed 
in this and the subsequent subsection and it will be shown that there 
would still appear to be a good deal of confusion surrounding it. 
Most of the earlier parameterizatjons of the absorptivity were, 
as McDonald explains, based almost entirely on the experimental 
work of one man, Fowle, at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. 
He used laboratory experiments to deduce absorptivities for water 
vapour path lengths up to 0.5 cm. 	He then extended the path length: 
up to 8 cm using measurements of the absorption of the solar beam 
made at the top of Mt. Wilson. 	His results would appear to be 
1 48. 
* 	See also Postscript, section 4.11 
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applicable to absorption at sea level pressure. 	Subsequently, 
these data were used by a number of investigators but McDonald claims 
that Mugge and Möller, Yamamoto and Onishi, and Kimball all derived 
absorptivities which were inconsistent with Fowle's original data 
for a variety of reasons. 	Indeed, McDonald, in his conclusions, 
states that ".. the basic Fowle absorption data are of such inherent 
simplicity .... that it is difficult to see how any other than the 
present results can be obtained from that one source". 	McDonald 
weights Fowle's absorptivities against the distribution of solar 
energy with wavelength and derives an empirical expression covering 
the absorption bands from 0.7zrn to 2.1pm 
0.30 
	
A(u) 	0.077u 	 (4.3) 
As in long wave studies, if inhomogeneous paths are considered 
it is necessary to scale the absorber amount in some way to account 
for the variation of absorption with pressure. 	McDonald uses an 
expression of the form (subsection 3.2.6.iv) 
u(0,p)ct..1 
f' 	( a 	q(p)dp 	 4.4) 
g  J 	Po 0 
There are a variety of different suggestions as to what value 
n should take. McDonald uses n = 1 but shows that the value of n 
can be varied from 0 to 1 with a rather small effect on the heating 
rate, a conclusion supported by Lacis and Hansen (1974). 
However, Houghton (1954) derived a substantially different 
absorptivity based on corrections made to solar constant measure-
ments made at the Smithsonian by Fowle and his co-workers. 
McDonald was unable to find any rational reason for rejecting 
Houghton's analysis in preference to his own and was forced to 
conclude that the overall accuracy of absorptivities was no better 
than 30%. 
Unfortunately, McDonald made only passing comment to a new set 
of experimental data that had been published by Howard, Burch and 
Williams (1956a.,b,c,d) and •Burch, Howard and Williams (1956). 	In 
a set of laboratory experiments, they measured the transrnissivity 
of all the major H 2  0 and CO  bands in the near infrared from 0.94um 
to 6.31m in the presence of nitrogen. 	Absorptivity was measured 
for pressures ranging from about 10 to 1000 mb for H 2 0 path lengths 
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from about 0.01 to about 2 cm (though this varied from band to band); 
experimental problems limited measurements at greater path lengths 
though they suggested the use of a Goody band model to: extend the 
path lengths (Howard et al, 1956d). 	The results of the experiments 
were presented as empirical fits of the equivalent width to the 
path length and these take the form 
W 	cu½(P+e)I< 	, W<W 	 (4.5a) 
c + Dlog 10 u + Klog0(P+e) , W>W 	 (4.5b) 
where u is the absorber amount (in cm for H 2 0) 
P is the total pressure (mm Hg) 
e is the partial pressure of the absorbing gas (mm Hg) 
and 	c,k.,.C,D and K are empirically derived coefficients. 
W  is a critical equivalent width denoting a change from "weak" 
to "strong" absorption. Although the forms of the above expressions 
are empirical, qualitative theoretical considerations were used as a 
guide. The expressions as provided were not continuous at W = W c • 
This work has since been used by a number of workers, e.g. 
Roach (1961), Yamamoto. (1962), Rodgers (1967a), Manabe and Strickler 
(1964), Liou and Sasamori (1975), and, indirectly, by Lacis and 
Hansen (1974). 	Howard et al made no measurerrent of the absorptivity 
of the weak bands at 0.75 and 0.85tm. 	Despite being weak, their 
position close to the peak of the solar energy distribution means 
that a substantial amount of energy could be absorbed by them. 
McDonald (1960) showed that these bands could account for nearly 10% 
of the total absorption at long path lengths. 	If these bands are 
included then most workers have resorted to the original Fowle data, 
seemingly in the absence of any newer studies. 
Roach (1961) made slight alterations to the constants in the 
expressions (4.5a) and (4.5b) in order to make them continuous at 
Wc• 	To derive an effective pressure p a method similar to the 
Curtis-Godson approximation (see subsection 3..2.6.i) was employed so 
that 
J)p q(p)dp/ f q(p)dp 
Yamamoto (1962) preferred to use a different pressure scaling 
and interpolation than used in Eqs. (4.5a) and (4.5b) and instead 
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used the basic data of Howard et al. 	A pressure factor of 
(P+5.3e),where e is the partial pressure of the absorbing gas, 
was employed, since theoretical .considerations showed that self 
broadening of the H 2 0 lines by other H 2 0 molecules was relatively 
more important than the broadening due to nitrogen. 	The ab- 
sorptivity was dependent on two parameters u and (P+5..3e)/P 0 , where 
P, is sea level pressure. 	An effective (P+5.3e) was derived using 
a similar method to Roach's. All bands from 0.72 to 6.3Mm were 
incorporated. 	Figure 4.2a, from Yarnamoto's paper, presents the 
absorptivities derived for different combinations of bands including 
additional CO 2 and O bands. 	Curve 1 shows a comparison of the new 
data with the Fowle data as analysed by McDonald (1961) (shown as 
crosses) which illustrates the quality of both Fowle's data and 
McDonald's interpretation. 	However, comparison with curve 3 
shows how important the bands beyond 2..lpm (which McDonald did not 
comment about) are to the total absorption. 	They represent an 
increase of about 0.02 in absorptivity which is between 10 and 40% 
of the total absorbed solar flux. 	Indeed, curve 2 shows that the 
0.75 and 0.85tm bands are considerably less important than the 
longer wavelength bands. 	Yamamoto criticized the empirical 
expressions of Howard et al, particularly at low pressure, where 
the pressure dependence should fall to zero as weak line absorption 
begins to dominate. 	The agreement between Yamamoto's and McDonald's 
work would seem sufficient to. dismiss Houghton's absorptivity 
(shown as curve 4 on figure 4.2). 
The variation of absorptivity with pressure using Yamamoto's 
method may be found in a set of diagrams in chapter 3 of Robinson 
(1966). 
Manabe and Strickler(1964) used a method similar to Yamamoto's 
and presented a diagram of total absorptivity at a variety of 
pressures and reported that later work by Howard's group agreed 
well with the earlier work. 	All bands from 0.72 to 6.3.im were 
included. 	Comparison of the absorptivity at different pressures 
for the same absorber amount shows that if it is attempted to 
represent the pressure dependence in a form 
a(u at p mb) 	a(ui000mL (0 0 0 )fl) 
	 (4.6) 
then n is about 0.7 at high pressures and high absorber amounts and 
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Figure 4.2: a) Absorptivities of near infrared bands, from 
Yamamoto, 1962. 
Curve 1 = sum over 0.72,0.8,0.94,1.1,138,1.87pm 
H 2 0 bands (X = absorptivities of McDonald, 1960, 
for same bands) 
Curve 2 = sum over 0.94,1.1,1.38,1.87,2.7,3.2m 
H 2 0 bands (A = absorptivities of Miller for same 
bands) 
Curve 3 = absorptivity over all H 2 0 bands 
Curve 4 = absorptivity estimated by Houghton, 1954 
Curve 5 = absorptivity over all H 2 0 and CO 2 bands 
Curve 6 = absorptivity over all H 2 0, CO 2 and 02 bands 
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0.68 at lower pressure. 	Linear pressure scaling would then over- 
estimate the absorption at low pressures. 
Rodgers (1967a.) adapted the empirical expressions (4.5) and 
cast them in a form 
W = ku½pb 	 , w<wc 	 (4.7a) 
= c + diog ( u½p ), w>W 	 (4.7b) 
C 
where the constants, k,c,d and b are different from (but consistent 
with) those used by Howard et al. 	The pressure p is now in 
atmospheres. 	Rodgers adjusted the coefficients so that W and 
dW/du were continuous at W and he also added strong region fits 
where Howard et al had provided only weak region fits. 	Since some 
tests will be performed using Rodgers's version of the absorptivities, 
the constants are listed in Table 4.1. 	(The 021 CO2 and H2 0 
overlap bands will be discussed in a subsequent section.) 
Liou and Sasamori (1975) instead used a formula to give the 
equivalent width of both weak and strong bands in one expression 
W = Ec + Dlog10 (x + x0)] 	 (4.8) 
where x = uP 	(with P in mm Hg) and x 0 is an additional constant. 
A comparison between these various absorptivities can be made. 
However, one problem arises from the fact that the derived ab-
sorptivity is dependent on both the solar constant and the solar 
energy distribution. 	If there is relatively more energy in the 
near infrared then the absorptivity will be higher. 	Yamamoto 
used a solar constant of 1353.7 W m 2 and an energy distribution 
as found in List (1968); Manabe and Strickler used a distribution 
due to Johnson with a solar constant of 1395.6 W m 2 (see Robinson, 
1966, chapter 1); Rodgers used a distribution due to Allen (19'58) 
and a solar constant of 1393 W M-2. 	Liou and Sasamori did not 
state what solar constant they used but in subsequent work (e.g. 
Liou and Freeman, 1979) they used the distribution of Thekaekara 
and Drummond (1971) with a solar constant of 1353 W m 2 . 	These 
various estimates of extraterrestrial solar flux for Rodgers's 
bands are shown in table 4.1. 
Some results of the comparison are shown on figure 4.2b. 
The crosses represent the values extracted from a diagram in Manabe 
and Strickler's paper. 	Using Rodgers's absorptivities, the effect 
of using different solar constants and energy distributions is shown. 
The upper most curve corresponds to the distribution of Thekaekera 
355 band X, X AV k b c 	- d U solar flux dlst'n's(Uir) 
(Allen) (List) 	(Thek) (John) iii (Am) (em) (Ch') _ ______ ______ 












-35.15 200 3.2406 
18.04 
107.29 108.68 105.87 108.35 
H,.O 0.9 0.870 1.000 1500 227.83 0.27 226.05 200 0.87786 108.13 107.8 112.30 109.42 
HO 1.1 1.000 1.220 1800 173.93 0.26 136.46 300 1.72848 128.4 130.39 128.94 130.63 
H 1 0 1.38 1.220 1.538 1700 1108.1 0.258 807.12 399.55 0.36057 109.79 110.85 112.30 111.93 
COL 1.6 1.538 1.639 400 0.7835 0.38 -157.8 50 63.814 23.07 22.89 25.1 2i45 
HO 1.9 1.639 2.174 1500 1101.4 0.305 543.78 201.51 0.18295 69.48 67.39 73.87 70.90 
HLO 2.7 2.174 2.994 1260 2759.9 0.312 760.36 213.67 0.07742 40.34 41.14 42.75 39.77 
H 1 0 3.3 2.994 3.846 740 294.08 0.300 290.6 250.0 0.8501 14.32 13.68 15.29 14.79 
CO 2. 4.3 3.846 4.545 400 595.52 0.463 118.25 29.532 0.04952 5.70 564 5.75 5.58 
H 2.O 6.3 4.545 10.000 1200 3236.0 0.330 726.83 189.35 0.05851 8.83 7.85 7.85 7.85 
- .------ Overlap bands  
Gas band( K L 
CO1 1.4 1.389 1.471 400 0.88016 0.410 
- 
-151.98 50.0 56.807 24.54 H 10 1.38' 760 25.00 
CO,. 2.0 1.887 2.128 600 7.1958 0.402 -217.3 119.865 16.658 25.01 HO 1.9 0.22 0.73 
CO,. 2.7 2.597 2.941 450 57.0158 0.436 56.207 66.881 1.1783 12.32 H 1 0 2.7 220.00 730.00 
COL 4.8 4.545 5.076 230 1.3966 0.37 -128.9 50.0 35.8 2.78 H,0 6.3 0.21 0.70 
CO 5.2 5.076 5.405 1 2200.3408 0.4 -199.42 50.0 146.7 1.06 1 	H 2 0 6.3 4.60 15.00 
Table 4.1: Near infrared absorption bands and empirical constants 
for equations (4.7). 	x 1 and x, give the upper and lower 
wavelength limits of the absorption band (from Rodgers) 
The extraterrestrial solar flux, So, is shown for 4 
different compilations (see text for details) 
- 
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and Drummond and the bottommost results are from Allen's distribution, 
as tabulated by Rodgers. 	The absorptivities produced with 
Johnson's and List's distribution lie between these two extremes. The 
results using Lidu and Sasamori's method are also shown. 
These curves represent different sets of bands; Manabe and 
Strickler-'s is for all bands (c.f. Yamarnoto's curve 3); Liou 
and Sasamori's curve is for bands from 0.94 to 6.3Mm (c.f. curve 2); 
Rodgers's is for 0.8 to 6.3um. 	The spread between the curves is 
considerable. 	Indeed, it is as large as the difference between 
Yamamoto's curves for just H 20 and for H 2 0 1 CO 2 and 02. 	One 
interesting point to note. is that the absorptivity for the lower 
solar constant is higher than that for the higher solar constant 
by nearly 0.01 due to a shift of energy into the near infrared 
from the visible. 	Accordingly, the effect of an increase of the 
solar constant on the radiation budget does not appear straight-
forward and this problem will be discussed in more detail in the 
following subsection. 
Lacis and Hansen (1974), in a much quoted paper, derived a 
simple parameterization for water vapour absorption by merely 
fitting a curve to Yamamoto's curve 3 (figure 4.2). 	This has the 
form 
-  A 	 2.9u (u) - (1+141.5u)°63'+5.925u 	(4.9) 
They used a solar constant of 1365 W m. They also used the 
one parameter scaling approximation 
u(p,p') = -1 g fp'q(p) (p/po)n(To/T)½dp 	(4.10) 
p 
As was shown above, the solar constant used should be consistent 
with that used by Yamamoto to derive the absorptivity. 	This is 
likely to be of only minor importance. 	A greater objection is to 
their form of scaling in equation (4.10). Though Lacis and Hansen 
point out that there is little theoretical justification for this 
expression, use of temperature scaling of this sort is misleading. 
It was mentioned in subsection 3.2.6.iv that although the half width 
of an isolated line has the inverse square root proportionality, 
the dependence of line strength on temperature is very complex and 
varies substantially from band to band. 	This can be seen from the 
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narrow band data used by Wang (1976) which will be discussed 
shortly. 	For the pressure scaling, Lads and Hansen use n1 on 
the grounds that A is "significantly better than no scaling at all", 
though the analysis of the data (see discussion following equation 
(4.6)) would seem to indicate that lower values may be more 
appropriate. 
Two subsequent studies based on somewhat more recent and 
detailed spectral data have been published, by Braslau and Dave 
(1973) and Wang (1976). 
Braslau and Dave (1973) made an intensive study of the effect 
of cloud and aerosols on the atmospheric. heating. rates using involved 
numerical techniques. 	They also reported clear sky heating rates 
(Braslau and Dave, 1975) which can be used for comparison with 
other schemes. 	They split the solar spectrum into 83 spectral 
intervals and considered absorption by oxygen and carbon dioxide, 
as well as water vapour, using later data from Howard's group. 
Wang (1976) developed a parameterization specifically for use 
in climate models. 	He used the experimental data of Ludwig et al 
(1973) for the absorption bands from 1 to lOum, the data of 
McClatchey et al (1973) for bands from 0.84 to 11.Lm and the data 
of Fowle for the 0.7 and 0.8ijm bands. 	Band model parameters (see 
subsection 3.2.6.i) are derived for 25 cm' intervals. 	Wang uses 
a Goody random model in the following form 
r- <SE>u 	1 
Tr 	exp [ .( <SE>u )½ J (4.11) 1+ 
where <S E > is the mean absorption coefficient defined by 
I 
I 	Sdu E 	uj E 
0 
and <8E> 
 is the effective ratio of the mean line half width to line 
spacing and is given by 
fE 	<51E>' 	S E B E  du 
These are equivalent to equations (3.14). 	Wang lists the 
parameters BE  and S at 3 different temperatures for the 0.84 to 
Um interval and gives an expression for the pressure dependence 
of the half width. The expressions for <BE>  and <5E> constitute 
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the Curtis-Godson approximation and this contrasts with the one 
parameter scaling approximation whibh in this form would have a 
transmissivity 
- 
Tr (u) =exP[ 	
Su + )½ 
48 E 
(4.12) 
where <u> would be found using equation (4.10). 	Comparison of 
equations (4.11) and (4.12) emphasizes the difference between the 
Curtis-Godson approximation and the one parameter methods. 
Wang derives an expression for the absorptivity which is 
appropriate for use in an inhomogeneous atmosphere. 	Using the 
tropical atmosphere of McClatchey et al (1972) he derived a wide 
band absorptivity for a large number of path lengths and fitted these 
against the path length at standard pressure and temperature and 
obtains an expression 
log 10A (u) = -1.1950 + 0.4459 log 10 u - 0.0345(log 10 u) 2 (4.13) 
Thus, unscaled values of u calculated for a vertical path 
through a tropical atmosphere are related to an absorptivity calculated 
for that path using the Curtis-Godson approximation. 	Hence, to 
yield an absorptivity appropriate to a more correctly scaled absorber 
amount, no scaling is required. 	Obviously, the method is of no 
use in calculating the absorption along homogeneous paths. 
Wang then checks how expression (4.13) works when applied to 
drier mid-latitude summer and sub-arctic winter atmospheres. 
Figure 4.3, from Wang's paper, compares heating rates derived using 
the parameterization and the full spectral calculation. 	The 
differences, as will be discussed in the next section, are small and 
the parameterization would seem to work well in a variety of situa- 
tions. 
4.2.3 Atmospheric heating rates 
Figure 4.4, taken from Wang (1976), shows heating rates for a 
mid-latitude summer atmosphere with a solar zenith angle of 60 0 and 
a ground albedo of 0.07 for several different. schemes. 	The spread 
amongst the different schemes is alarmingly large, reaching over 301% 
in the upper troposphere. 	(McDonald's absorptivity yields smaller 
1 58. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of heating rates between Wang's (1976) 
parameterization and his full-calculation for two 
model atmospheres for a solar zenith angle of 60 0 





















Figure 4.4: Heating rates in a summer mid-latitude atmosphere 
using a number of schemes (from Wang, 1976 - see 
for references). The heating rates using the 
scheme of Rodgers 	(1967a) are shown superimposed 
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heating rates due to the fact that he considers no band at wave-
lengths greater than 2.1im). 	Superimposed on the diagram is the 
heating rate produced using the Rthdgers scheme discussed in the 
previous subsection. 
Comparison of heating rates reported in the literature 
confirms this large spread. 	Figure 4.5a shows heating rates for a 
tropical atmosphere with a ground albedo of 0.8 and overhead sun. 
The schemes of Wang, Rodgers, Lacis and Hansen, and Liou and 
Sasarnori(taken from their 1975 paper) are shown. 	As can be seen, 
the Liou and Sasamori resufls are far higher than the others. 
Considering that they use the same data source as Rodgers, the 
reasons for the difference is unclear, though figure 4.2b indicates 
that their absorptivity does have a greater slope against precipit- 
able water than the other curves. 	They also do not indicate 
what effective pressure is used in their calculations. 	Liou and 
Sasamori do include a small amount of aerosol in their calculations 
but this is insufficient to account for the difference. 	The 
other schemes are somewhat closer together but there are still 
differences of the order of 1 K day' throughout most of the atmosphere. 
Figure 4.5b shows results for a mid-latitude winter atmosphere with 
overhead sun and ground albedo of 0.4. 	Again, the Liou and Sasamori 
scheme (results taken from Freeman, 1978) is far higher than other 
estimates and the Rodgers and Lacis and Hansen schemes show 
reasonably good agreement. 	Finally, figure 4.5c shows comparison 
with the results of Braslau and Dave (1975). 	There is a consistent 
spread of over 0.5 K day -1 , or 33% of the total heating rate, with 
Braslau and Dave giving the lowest heating rates in the lower 
troposphere. 	Again, Wang's absorptivity yields much lower heating 
rates in the middle troposphere and gives a different slope of 
profile than the other parameterizations. 
It is not easy to account for these differences in heating 
rates which, even ignoring the Liou and Sasamori results, are 
generally 30-40% apart. 	From the theoretical point of view Wang 
seems to have gone to the greatest lengths to account for the 
inhomogeneous path and has also used the more recent high resolu- 
tion spectral data. 	On these grounds it would seem to be the most 
reliable though it is not obvious why the empirical pressure 
dependences deduced by Howard et al and used by Rodgers should yield 
pressure 
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Figure 45: 	Comparison of heating rates from different schemes for 
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Schemes shown are Braslau and Dave (1975), Lads and 
Hansen (1974), Liou and Sasamori(1975), Rodgers (1967a) 




so different results to Wang's. 
In order to get some ides of thesensitivity to various 
assumptions, the following questions were investigated. 
What effect does the solar energy distribution have upon 
heating? 
What effect does different pressure scaling have on the 
Lacis and Hansen results? 
and c) What is the effect of altering the vertical resolution? 
If the two extreme solar energy distributions, discussed in the 
previous subsection (from Thekaekara and Drummond, 1971, and Rodgers, 
1967a) are used, then it is found that the Thekaekera distribution 
(with its lower solar constant) results in heating rates which 
are about 0.04 K day - ' higher than Rodgers's. 	For the higher solar 
constant case there is a slightly lower near infrared surface flux 
but by only 0.7% compared to differences of 2.9% in the solar 
constant. 	Hence the lower solar constant has resulted in both 
higher heating rates and higher surface fluxes at near infrared 
wavelengths. 	This indicates that experiments which change the 
solar constant but retain the same absorptivity (e.g. Wetherald and 
Manabe, 1975) may be oversimplifying the atmosphere's response, 
though this statement only holds true if the solar constant 
reduction results from changes on the sun as opposed to changes in 
Earth-Sun geometry. 	Of course, there will be a greater flux at 
shorter wavelengths for an increased constant. 	The differences 
obtained for the two solar constants are very small compared to the 
differences between the schemes shown in figure 4.5. 
Considering now the effect of pressure scaling, figure 4.6 
shows the effect of changing the scaling factor n in equation (4.10) 
from 0 to 0.5 to 1 and compares this with the heating rates produced 
using Rodgers's scheme. Differences between the three scalings 
are relatively small but it would seem possible to explain the 
differences between Rodgers and Lacis and Hansen on the basis of the 
different forms of scaling. 	The diagram would seem to show that 
using n=0.5 would minimise the differences. 	However, this form 
of scaling soes not seem sufficient to explain the broader differences 
between the schemes. 	Tests were also performed with the pressure 
in equations (4.7) replaced by the sum of the pressure and the 
partial pressure due to water vapour. 	The differences were 
negligible. 
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igure 4.7: The effect of changing the vertical resolution on heating 
rates in a mid-latitude summer atmosphere (solar zenith 
angle = 0 0 , surface albedo 	0). 	Also shown are the 
heating rates due to absorption in the carbon dioxide and 
oxygen bands 
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Since the absorptivity is a relatively independent function 
of temperature and the absorber amount and pressure are correlated' 
it should' be anticipated that the vertical resolution is unlikely 
to' greatly affect the atmospheric heating rates. 	Figure 4.7 shows 
the heating rates for 10 x 100 mb slabs and 50 x 20 mb slabs in a 
mid-latitude atmosphere. 	The differences compared to other 
uncertainties are negligible. 
None of the above effects would seem to be capable of explaining 
the large differences shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5. 	Only Korb's 
parameterization (discussed by Lacis and Hansen) reproduces the same 
shape of heating curve as' Wang's. 	Korb's absorptivity is written 
in a form similar to Wang's, as 
log 10 (2A(u')) = -0.74 + 0.347log10u - 0.0056log,u - 0.006log 0 u 
and he also uses the Curtis-Godson approximation along with Howard 
et al's data. 
It may well be that Wang's more rigorous method of taking into 
account both the pressure and temperature dependence is responsible 
for the reported differences and it is proposed to use Wang's 
formula, (4.13), in calculations although it is felt that some 
independent confirmation is urgently needed in view of the lack of 
consensus in the literature*. 
4.2.4. Absorption by other gases 
Figure 4.1 shows that there are also absorption bands in the 
near infrared due to carbon dioxide and.oxygen. 	For carbon dioxide 
Howard, Burch and Williams (1956b), derived empirical, expressions 
of the same kind as equations (4.5). 	The constants for the CO 2 
bands (for Rodgers's expressions of equations (4.7)) are listed in 
table 4.1. 	As shown in the table there is some overlap between 
these bands and the H 2 O bands. 	Rodgers (1967a) treats this overlap, 
by using a band model transmissivity for the H 2 0 in the overlap 
region. 	This transmissivity is given by 







and the parameters K and L are listed in table 4.1 
In a band where overlap occurs, the solar flux without overlap 
is given by 
* 	see Postscript, section 4.11 
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S = S,(1 - AR, 0 (u)) 
where 5,, is the solar flux outside the atmosphere. 
For that portion of the band where overlap occurs, the 
resultant transmissivity is taken as being the product of the 
transmissivityofeach gas separately (see subsection 3.2.3). 
To obtain the total flux an additional flux AS is added to S where 
AS = AS (Tr HO(u)TrCO (u) - TrHO(u)) 
AS (Tr H20 	CO2 
(u)(Tr 	(u) - 1)) 
where AS 0 is the solar flux outside the atmospherein the overlap 
region only. 
Oxygen has absorption bands at 0.76 and 1.27Mm. 	Houghton 
(1963) gives data for absorption in the 0.76M band which gives an 
equivalent width 
W z 0.0496p/(M())2 
where p is in millibars and M(.&) is taken from equation (4.1). 
Using Rodgers's scheme, the effect of these gases can be seen 
to be slight. 	For an overhead sun and a mid-latitude summer 
profile, where maximum heating rates are about 2 K day', these 
bands contribute no more than 0.08 K day-' of which 0.03 K day - 'is 
due to oxygen. 	The heating due to these bands is shown in figure 4.7. 
The effect of these two bands is of the same order as the differences 
due to, say, the different solar energy distributions as discussed 
in the previous subsection. 	While the heating rates due to H 2 0 
absorption remain so uncertain it seems that the effect of these two 
gases can be ignored. 	In the above case of a mid-latitude 
atmosphere their presence takes just 7 W m 2 out of the incident 
630 W m 2 in the near infrared. 
Absorptivity for CO 2 at a variety of pressures is presented 
by Manabe and Strickler (1964), and Sasamori et al (1972) presented 
expressions for the absorptivity of both CO 2 and 02. 
Houghton (1963) also considered the 2.2jim band due to methane 
and the 4.5m nitrogen oxide band, but these are weak, even in 
comparison to the 02 bands, and for present purposes can be safely 
ignored. 
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43: Absorption and scattering, at visible: and: ultraviOlet. 
wavelengths' for clear kie5' 
The most important absorber at visible and ultraviolet wave-
lengths is, as figure 4.1 shows, ozone. 	Absorption by ozone is 
the principal diabatic heat source in the stratosphere. 
Since this gas is concentrated principally in the stratosphere 
it can only be included in a coarse way in a tropospheric model. 
The parameterization of Lacis and Hansen (1974) is adopted un-
critically. 	Their method involved the tuning of a simple method 
to a complex multiple scattering model. 	They included the effect 
of. Rayleigh scatter which is of some importance at these shorter 
wavelengths. 
Absorption by ozone is important in two bands; the visual 
Chappuis band (from about 0.45 to 0.75gm) and the Hartley-Huggins 
band (0.2-0.35Mm). 	For the former, Lacis and Hansen gave an 
absorptivity referred to the total solar flux of 
vis ., 	0.02118u A0  (ui = 1+0.042u+0.000.323u2 	
(4.14) 
where u is the absorber amount in cm NTP; for the latter the ab-
srtivity is given by 
uv,u) 
	
1.082u 	 0.0658u- 
03
A 	0+138.60 1 - 111 + 1+(103.6u) 3 
(4.15) 
This strong band is practically saturated for typical atmospheric 0 3 
amounts ('0.4 cm). 
An expression similar to Eq.(4.2) is used to calculate the 
heating rate though now the ground albedo, a  must be replaced by 
the albedo of the underlying atmosphere. 	Lads and Hansen found 
that a diffusivity constant of 1.9 worked best at these wavelengths. 
They considered that the absorption by 0 3 took place at such low 
pressures that there was little scattering and that the Rayleigh 
scatter took place from the underlying atmosphere. 	The processes 
of absorption and scattering could then be included separately. 
The albedo of the underlying atmosphere is given by 
aa (1i) 	aR(IJ )  + (1._aR(u))C(1_R.)cLg/(1_aRg)] 	 (4.16) 
Here a R(11) represents the albedo due to Rayleigh scatter, aR 
represents this albedo averaged over all zenith angles and a is the 
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ground albedo. 	The term in square brackets in equation' (4.16) 
represents the multiple reflection between the atmosphere and the 
ground. (Schneider, 1971). 
The albedo due to Rayleigh scatter is given by 
= 0.219/(1+0816) 	 (4.17) 
and a for the diffuse Rayleigh albedo is given as 0.144. 
Figure 4.8ashows the effect on heating rates of changing the 
resolution from 2 mb slabs to 100 mbslabs using the McClatchey et 
al (1972) mid-latitude summer. atmosphere and an overhead sun. 
Peak heating rates can locally exceed 20 K day -1 at about 1 mb, but 
the inset table on the figure indicates that the total diabatic 
heating can be reasonably well approximated (to within about 10 0%) 
at the lower resolution. 	Figure 4.8b shows that increasing the 
ground albedo can have a significant effect on stratospheric 
heating rates as would a cloud deck. 	This is due to the fact that 
the bands at visible wavelengths do not saturate until very large 
ozone amounts and are capable of absorbing significant amounts of 
the reflected beam. 
Incorporation of the absorption and scatter processes are also 
important when considering the incident flux at the surface. Lacis 
and Hansen parameterize the flux absorbed at the surface as 
Abs. by ground = uo{0.647_ctr(io)_A0(Mu)}(1_(R)c9/(1_aRc9) 	(4.18) 
Here 0.647 indicates the fraction of the incident solar radiation 
at these wavelengths. 	The Rayleigh scatter term is given by 
0.28/(1-i-6.43u) 	 (4.19) 
and 	the albedo due to Rayleigh scatter of the atmosphere diffusely 
illuminated from below, is given as 0.0685. 	This value and ex- 
pression (4.19) are different to the values used in computing m 
(equation (4.16)) since scatter at all wavelengths is now important, 
and not just those wavelengths of significant 0 3 absorption. 
It is interesting to note that Lacis and Hansen computed 'the 
Rayleigh albedo of the atmosphere at all wavelengths for different 
solar energy distributions. 	For their value (1365 W m 2 ) and 
distribution they obtained an albedo of 6.0%; for the distributions  
167. 
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Figure 4.8: a) Absorption of solar radiation by ozone in the top 200 mb 
of the atmosphere using the method of Lacis and Hansen 
(1974). 	The effect of changing the vertical resolution 
is shown and the inset table gives the average heating in 
the top 100 mb. 	(Mid-latitude summer profile with solar 
zenith angle = 0 0  and zero ground albdeo) 
b) The effect of changing the surface albedo on the heating 
due to absorption by ozone for a mid-latitude summer 
atmosphere with overhead sun 
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of Johnson (1395.6 W m2) and Thekaekera and Drummond (1353 W m 2 ), 
referred to in section 4.2.2, they obtained Rayleigh albedos.of 
6.46% and 6.225%, respectively; i.e., the higher solar constant 
actually scatters a larger fraction. 	Though this change is 
insufficient to bompensate for the increased flux it nevertheless 
contributes to the attenuation of the effect of increasing the 
solar constant as was discussed in subsection 4.2.3. 
4.4 The variation of surface albedo with wavelength and zenith angle 
The albedo of the surface is, of course, an important parameter 
for determining the surface energy balance. 	The reflected radiation 
can also be absorbed by the atmosphere to increase heating rates (as 
was shown for ozone in the preceding section). 	The interaction of 
a high albedo surface with a cloud layer can have a large influence 
on the surface energy budget as will be discussed in subsection 
4.6.2. 
In most climate models the surface albedo is specified as a 
single invariant value for each characteristic surface type (e.g. 
snow, water, arable land). Unfortunately, most land surfaces have 
a marked wavelength dependent albedo. 	Figure 4.9 shows the 
variation of albedo with wavelength for some surfaces (snow albedos. 
taken from Choudhury and Chang, 1981; other surfaces from 
Kondratyev, 1973, via Paltridge and Platt, 1976). 	It is clear that 
what the human eye perceives for a surface albedo can be misleading 
if applied to the entire solar spectrum. 	This is particularly 
relevant for snow surfaces where the albedo falls off drastically 
in thenear infrared. 	The albedo is dependent on the spectral 
content of the incident radiation and so will change under 
different cloud configurations (see e.g. Choudhury and Chang, 1981). 
A further complication arises because some surfaces display a 
marked albedo variation with solar zenith angle. 	Thus, whilst 
water has a reasonably constant albedo with respect to wavelength, 
it displays a marked zenith angle dependence as figure 4.10, taken 
from Cogley (1979), illustrates. 
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Figure 4.9: Variation of albedo with wavelength for various different 
surfaces. Snow albedo from Choudhury and Chang, 1981; 
others from Kondratyev, 1973. 
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Figure 4.10: Variation of albedo of water with solar zenith angle. 
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4.5 The effect: of clouds on the solar radiation' field 
4.5;1 ' SOlution Of the rdiative transfer: equation in a cloudy 
atmosDhere 
In subsection 4.2.1 the simple theory for calculating the near 
infrared flux in a non-scattering atmosphere was presented. 
Scattering becomes important at these wavelengths in the presence 
of clouds and aerosols. 	The theory becomes only a little more 
involved but the methods required to obtain a solution to the 
radiative transfer equation are no longer straightforward. 	It is 
not intended to review in detail any of these methods but any 
consideration of the parameterization of the solar radiation field 
in clouds is aided by a knowledge of the basic concepts. 	A 
detailed consideration of both the theory of radiative transfer 
in a scattering atmosphere and the methods of solution may be 
found in Liou (1980). 
In general, the monochromatic radiance, I suffers depletion 
given by 
(4.20) 
where 'r is the optical depth (= KPds,  where  K  is the extinction 
coefficient), P is the density of the scatterer/absorber and ds is 
the geometric path length. 	1 ° is the radiance incident on the 
slab, 3 is the source function and t, and (p .are the cosine of the 
zenith angle and the azimuth angle, respectively. 	In the case of 
terrestrial radiation the source function is related to the emittance 
of the slab. 	In the case of a scattering, and absorbing medium 
the source function must also include the scattering of radiation 
into the direction (p 0 ,cp 0 ). 	If the atmosphere is illuminated by 
a parallel beam (i.e. from the sun) of radiance N, in a direction 
then the source function is given by 
f
2ii +i 
3 (p, 	 P (r,i,p,i.i',p')I (r,t',p')di'dp' 
v 	 4it
o 	_i j 	
v 
	
+ N,- P(t,,, 0 ,p,)exp(-'r/) 	(4.21) 
+ 0 - o)B(T) 
In this equation, wis  the single scattering albedo. 	This is 
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the ratio of the scattering co-efficient, K, to. the total 
extinction co-efficient (which is the sum of the scattering and 
absorption.co-efficients) i.e 
K V.  scat 	scat 
U) 	 = 
K 
V 	 K 
ext scat 	abs 
For conservative scattering (i.e.. when there is no absorption), 
U)0 
The quantity 	 is the scattering phase function 
and specifies (when divided by 47t) the fraction of radiation scattered 
from direction 	into direction (p,). 	The form of the phase 
function for the scatterers under consideration is of extreme 
importance. If the scatter is isotropic (as happens for large 
particles and small wavelengths) then P = 1, but in most cases 
under consideration the scattering is anisotropic and strongly 
peaked in the forward direction. 	8(1) in equation (4.21) is 
the black body function. 
The three terms on the right hand side of equation (4.21) can 
be physically associated with a) the fraction of the diffuse radiation 
scattered from all directions into the direction (,q); b) the 
fraction of the remaining direct beam scattered into direction 
c) the quantity of radiation emitted by the slab. 	As has already 
been made clear, at these wavelengths the final term may be ignored 
since there is no significant emission of radiation at solar 
wavelengths. 
To solve equation (4.21) requires knowledge of both the phase 
function and single scattering albedo which may be complicated 
functions of wavelength. 	Numerical solution of this equation is 
possible. 	The most involved techniques are the Monte Carlo 
methods which consider the fate of individual protons in the 
scattering field and derive the radiation field by considering 
very large numbers of protons (see Paltridge and Platt, 1976, 
section 4.1). 	Other methods include the adding method (Lacis and 
Hansen, 1974) and the discrete ordinate method (Liou, 1980). . In 
the former case, homogeneous layers of specified properties are 
considered. 	In the limit this layer can consist of just one 
scattering particle whose single scattering albedo and phase 
function are known. 	By the adding method composite reflectivities 
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and transmissivities of layers added successively to the first 
can be found and the final, fluxes are obtained by numerical 
integration over' zenith angle. 	In the discrete-ordinate method, 
the radiance is found as an expansion in terms of Legendre poly- 
nomials. 	These radiances are then numerically integrated over 
angle. Such methods are quite unsuitable for use in any climate 
model because they are computationally very time consuming; but 
they are of use., not only as a test of parameterizations but, as 
will be seen, for calculating the radiative properties of clouds for 
use in simple schemes. 
In the literature there is much mention of the use of two 
stream approximations in order to solve equation (4.21). 	The two 
stream approximation splits the radiation field into two components 
I() and 1(t) where 
+ 
1(T) = f o uI(T,±)d 
i.e. the two components represent the angle integrated flux over 
the upward (I) and downward (1) hemispheres. 	The transfer 
equations can be written in a simplified form (Meador and Weaver, 
1980) as 
T/ 
dI/d 	yI - 12' 	- tF,y3e 	
lÀ, 
d17dT 	1 2 1 - Y1I + ltFw,ye 	lAo 	 (4.22) 
where F is the incident irradiance and Y21Y21Y3 e and Y4 are* 
constants. 
In effect, the two stream approximation assumes that the 
integration over angle for the phase function can be performed 
using a two point Gaussian quadrature (Liou, 1980). 	This 
procedure can produce large errors for small optical thicknesses 
of the scattering layer since the radiation is then likely to be 
peaked strongly in a preferential direction so that the two point 
quadrature is inadequate. 
There are a myriad of different types of two stream approxima-
tions which use a different. set of constants Y11Y2Y3  and Y4  in 
equations (4.22). 	These are considered in detail by Meador and 
Weaver, 1980. 	The crux of the two stream method is that the 
coupled differential equations (4.22)., can be solved analytically 
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for given boundary conditions to give reflectances and trans-
mittanes of the scattering layer. 	Different types of two stream 
methods. are used for radiation in cloudy atmospheres. by Lads and 
Hansen (1974.) and Schrnetz and Rashke (1979). 
To use the approximation, the values of the clouds single 
scattering albedo and the fraction of the direct beam back 
scattered must. be known. 	These can be 'derived by reference to the 
numerical solutions that were discussed earlier (e.g. Stephens, 
1978b) or else by rather more arbitrary designation (e.g. Lacis 
and Hansen, 1974). 	In its most.basic form the method is incapable 
of handling, for instance, the zenith angle dependence of cloud 
properties since angle integrated fluxes are used, though this 
problem can be circumvented (see e.g. Schmetz and Rashke, 1979; 
Meador and Weaver, 1980). 
4.5.2 Some attempts at parameterizing cloud radiative properties 
It was shown in section 4.2 that even in the absence of clouds 
it is difficult to assert what level of accuracy is attainable when 
calculating atmospheric heating rates, since there seemed to be 
such a spread of results amongst published models. 	In this section 
the problems of including simple clouds will be considered with 
particular reference to two recent attempts at parameterization. 
The sensitivity of the cloud's radiative properties to factors 
quite unlikely to be known in a coarse climate model will lead to 
rather pessimistic conclusions. 	 - 
Before discussing these parameterizations, an attempt will be 
made to summarize the important factors that determine cloud 
properties. 	The following is based almost entirely on a recent 
monograph by Welch, Cox and Davis (1980) who made a thorough study of 
the interaction of solar radiation with clouds. 	It refers to cloud 
characteristics for wavelengths greater than 0.7i-'m; 
Factors that affect a cloud's radiative properties include its 
height, its.drop size distribution, its vertical homogeneity, its 
geometry and the solar zenith angle. 
Theoretical estimates show absorptivities varying from 8-20% 
which is dependent on the height of the cloud. 	The cloud droplets 
absorb radiation in much the same region as water vapour and so 
that the lower the cloud is, the greater the radiation that has been 
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taken out by the overlying atmosphere. 	A cloud at .10 km absorbs 
double. the amount it would at 1.5 km. Although the cloud absorptance 
is almost independent of drop size distribution the transmittance 
and reflectance are very dependent. 	Cloud droplets are typically 
of the size 1-10tm, i.e. of the same order as the wavelength of 
the radiation. 	Smaller droplets. act as better scatterers. 
Transmittance can vary from 7-2490' andreflectance from 49-63% for 
different distributions. 	The vertical structure of the cloud, 
whilst affecting the internal radiation field, does not appear to 
be critical to its bulk properties. 
Unfortunately, comparison of theory with observations shows a 
large anomaly between reported and predicted absorptivities. 
Measurements by Reynolds et al (1978) revealed absorptivities of 
over 36% compared to theoretical values of 17% for identical,-. 
situations. 	Welch et al showed that by using a bimodal drop size 
distribution (in this case having a small number of very large 
drops superimposed on the small drop distribution) it was possible 
to increase absorptivities considerably. 
When finite clouds, as opposed to plane parallel clouds, are 
considered it is found that the cloud's properties are highly 
dependent upon the particular geometry., with the reflectance being 
the most dependent. 	Since now it is possible for radiation to leak 
out from the cloud sides, it is found that the absorptance is now 
dependent on the drop size distribution, varying by a factor of two 
for the distributions used by Welch et al. 	A greater number of 
smaller particles will obviously scatter more radiation out of the 
cloud sides, decreasing the absorptivity. 
Increasing the solar zenith angle tends to increase the cloud's 
reflectivity while decreasing both its transmitti.vity and its 
absorptivity. 	This happens because it is more likely for a proton 
to be scattered straight out of the cloud when it is incident at 
a large angle to the cloud, given that most of the scatter will 
be in the forward direction. 	The results of Liou and Wittman 
(1979) show that the cloud albedo can vary by over 20% as the 
zenith angle changes, although this variation does decrease as the 
cloud gets thicker. 
Hence, the dependence of the cloud's characteristics would seem 
to rely on factors unlikely to be known in most numerical models, 
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in particular the drop size distribution and the geometry' of the 
cloud field. 	To give a quantitative feel for the potential 
variations, due to these factors. consider table 4.2 which uses data 
from' Welch et al and shows the variation of cloud properties assuming 
different geometries for a cloud of the same thickness (0.96 km), 
with its top at 1.95 km. 	These figures refer to radiation at the 
cloud top and bottom. The flux not accounted for is transmitted 
through the cloud sides. 	The reflection can be seen to vary by a 
factor of four as the geometry changes. 	Figure 4.13 shows 
variations with different drop size distributions 
Returning to the question of parameterization, most of the 
earlier models make very simple assumptions regarding the cloud 
radiative properties. 	In these models (e.g. Hunt, 1976, or Manabe 
and Strickler, 1964) clouds are split into 3 categories - low, 
medium and high - and then are assigned an albedo, an absorptivity 
and a transmissivity. 	Table 4.3 shows the values used by Manabe 
and Strickler, and by Hunt (in brackets). 	For some properties 
fairly similar numbers are used but there are quite big discrepancies 
particularly in the absorptivity, where Hunt's values are several 
times the larger. 
Ohring and Adler (1978) used a similar type of prescription but 
at least made their cloud albedo zenith angle dependent. 
Rodgers (1967a) considered the visible and near infrared 
properties of the clouds separately since there is little absorption 
of solar radiation outside the near infrared. 
Lads and Hansen (1974) used a more involved method for 
calculating the cloud properties. 	They used a two stream method 
to calculate cloud reflection and transmission and an adaptation 
of the adding method (subsection 4.5.1) to build up composite 
properties of more than one layer. 	Since the adding method requires 
monochromatic fluxes, Lacis and Hansen derived fluxes using the 
"k-distribution" method that was outlined in subsection 3.2.6.ii. 
They assumed that there was no liquid water absorption within the 
cloud but that there was increased absorption in the cloud layer 
due to both 100% relative humidity and the increased photon path 
length due to scatter. 	They estimated that neglect of water, 
droplet absorption would underestimate. total absorption by only 5% 
and that it would be possible to account for this by increasing the 
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Horizontal djension(kM) 
0.210.21 0.42x0.42 0.84x0.84 1.68x1.68 3.3010.42 
Reflectance 11.9 19.6 30.9 44.4 27.2 
Transmittance 0.01 0.03 2.1 7.1 3.7 
Absorptance 1 - 2.0 2.9 4.1 5.7 3.7 
Table 4.2: Percentage reflectance, absorptance and transmittance 
for finite clouds of the given dimensions. 	All are 
0.96 km deep and have cloud top at 1.95 km. Radiation 
not accounted for by the sum of the three properties is 
transmitted through the cloud sides (from Welch et al, 
1980) 
douG type 
property low medium high 
Reflectance 0.69 	(0.7) 0.48 	(0.6) 0.21 	(0.2) 
Trans.ittance 0.275(0.2) 0.5 (0.3) 0.785(0.75) 
Absorptance 10.035(0.1) 0.02 	(0.1) 0.005(0.05) 
Table 4.3: Cloud properties used in simple models from Manabe 
and Strickler (1964) and from Hunt (1976) in 
brackets 
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igure 4.11: Heating rates in a cloudy mid-latitude winter 
atmosphere. 	The cloud lies between 450 and 
570 mb for Lads and Hansen scheme with 45 levels 
and between 400 and 500 mb for Lads and Hansen 11 
levels and the Liou and Wittman (1979) cloud (see 
text for details). The figure also shows the 
heating in a clear atmosphere and in an atmosphere 
with no cloud but 100% relative humidity at the 
cloud level. 
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water vapour path in the cloud. 
Figure 4.11 shows the absorption of solar radiation by a cloud 
in a mid-latitude winter atmosphere with a ground albedo of 0.07 
and solar zenith angle of 60 0 . 	The method of Lads and Hansen 
was programmed up and the calculation with a cloud between 450 and 
570 mb was performed using 45 and then 11 levels. 	The optical 
depth (K ex'  PdS) of the cloud was specified as B. The computation 
was repeated without the cloud but with 100% relative humidity and 
then again with the cloud .parameterization of Liou and Wittman (1979), 
whose method will be discussed.shortly. 	The figure agrees well with 
figure 15 of Lacis and Hansen's paper. Note that the relative 
humidity and the increased photon path .appear to contribute almost 
equal amounts to the absorption of these clouds and that the main 
heating is concentrated in the upper. part of the cloud. 	The large 
discrepancy of the heating rates with Liou and Wittman's cloud is of 
some concern. 	Layer heating rates for the Liou and Wittman cloud 
reach 7.5 K day' compared to less than .1.5 K day - '. 	The work of 
Welch et al (1980) seems to indicate a likely heating of clouds at 
this height in excess of 6 K day' and Stephens (1978a) shows 
heating rates of the same order of magnitude. 	The discrepancy is 
undoubtedly due to Lacis and Hansen's neglect of liquid water 
absorption. 	Welch et al indicate that for low clouds, neglecting 
liquid water absorption will underestimate total absorption by at 
least 50%. 	Figure 4.12, taken from Stephens (1978a), illustrates 
the effect of introducing water droplet absorption. 	The dashed 
curve gives the absorption in clear air, the solid curve gives the 
absorption when multiple scattering by the cloud particles is 
introduced, and the points show the total absorption for Stephens's 
model cloud types. 	It is evident that, particularly at small path 
lengths, absorption can be enhanced by several hundred per cent and 
cannot be ignored. 
More recently, Stephens (1978a,b) and Liou and Wittman (1979) 
have developed parameterizations for cloud properties based on 
detailed theoretical models. 	In developing these simple para- 
meterizations it is necessary to assume some given drop size 
distribution. 	If different cloud types had a characteristic drop 
size distribution the problem would be reduced to knowing what 
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Figure 4.12: The effect of introducing cloud droplet absorption 
on the fractional absorption of a cloud. 	Dashed 
line gives the absorption in clear skies, the solid 
line, in a scattering but non-absorbing cloud and 
the points show the absorption in various scattering 
and absorbing clouds (from Stephens, 1978a) 
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Figure 4.13: 	The effect of different drop size ciistributions on 
the radiative properties of cloud with liquid water 
content 0.1 grlr 3 . 	The inset table shows the 
characteristics for curves a,b,c (from Stephens, 
1978a). 
The superimposed curves show drop size distributions 
taken to be representative of real clouds by Stephens 
and by Welch et al 	(1980) 
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there is little consensus in the literature concerning typical 
distributions. 	Figure 4.13 shows that what Stephens considered 
to be extreme distributions, Welch &t. al considered representative; 
it would seem that Stephens's collectionof model clouds represent a 
rather narrow selection. 	Considering a specific cloud type, 
stratus, Liou and Wittman use a distribution with "slightly greater 
number density of particles with a diameter greater than 12tm" 
while Stephens's stratus has almost no particles with diameter 
greater than 12pm. 	It is possible. that the problem lies more 
with the actual measurement of the distributions, but nevertheless 
the cloud properties are dependent on the drop size distribution (as 
the inset table in figure 4.15 shows) and this distribution does 
seem rather poorly known. 	Our ability to parameterize the properties 
must be called into doubt. If it were to be shown that the drop 
size distribution of clouds could exert a significant effect on a 
model predicted climate, then the entire point of climate modelling 
could be legitimately questioned. 
Liou and Wittman and Stephens took rather different approaches 
to the development of a parameterization. 
Liou and Wittman took four different cloud types, cumulus, 
stratus, altostratus and cirrus, with drop size distributions taken 
from a number of sources. 	They used the absorptivity parametization 
of Liou and Sasarnori (1975), as discussed in section 5.2.1, and 
derived, for each cloud type, a transmissivity, reflectivity and 
absorptivity for different solar zenith angles and cloud thicknesses. 
They solved the radiative transfer equation using the discrete-
ordinate method (subsection 4.5.1) and then, by weighting the 
results in each spectral band against the fraction of solar radiation 
in that band, produced broad band characteristics. 	The results 
were presented as simple polynomial fits of the radiative property 
to the liquid water path and the solar zenith angle, thus 
z Z bo1WJ 	 (4.23) 
i:o j0 
where 	S 0 is the property (reflectivity, transmissivity or 
absorptivity), 
i' is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, 
W is the liquid water path (in 102 gm 2 ) 
and 	b. 13  are the coefficients. 
Tables of b. are presented for each cloud type. 	(NB. the 
figures provided in their paper are incorrect for cumulus trans-
missivity since the sum of the properties does not equal one. 	It 
is assumed that the transmissivity is ( . 1-absorptivity-reflectivity))- 
To produce the expression (4.23), the clouds were assumed imbedded in 
a tropical atmosphere which was saturated at cloud level. 	Liou and 
Wittman showed that the particular properties were relatively 
insensitive to the type of atmospheric profile used. 
Figure 4.14 taken from Liou and. Wittmans paper shows the 
dependence of the properties upon zenith angle and water vapour 
amount for stratus and cumulus.. 	The figure emphasizes the 
dependence on drop size distribution, for identical liquid water 
paths through the two cloud types. 	There can be over 10% differ- 
ences in transmissivity between the two clouds. 
Stephens used a set of eight cloud types with specified liquid 
water content and drop size distribution ranging from stratus to 
cumulonimbus. 	The clouds were embedded in the US Standard 
Atmosphere of McClatchey at al (1972). 	Using what is essentially 
the Howard et al (1956b,c) absorption data, the radiative transfer 
equation is solved using discrete space theory (Stephens; 1976). 
Stephens tuned what resembled a two stream approximation to the more 
complex method. 	Unfortunately, direct application of his parameteri- 
zation is not straightforward. 	He first fits the liquid water 
paths of his various cloud types to optical depth; he then derives 
single scattering albedos and backscatter fractions as functions of 
the optical depth and zenith angle using polynomial fits of up to 
the 15th order. 	He then uses these quantities to derive the 
reflection and transmission using two stream type equations. 	This 
is very involved for what he presents as a simple parameterization. 
It is not clear why, after deriving an expression for the optical 
depth, he could not have fitted the radiative characteristics 
directly to it. 	It is by no. means a fast parameterization and 
since, ultimately, his method comes down to empirical fitting, it 
is not obvious why this fitting could not have been done at a more 
direct level instead of maintaining a quasi-theoretical approach. 
However, this is not the principal objection to his parameterization. 
Stephens effectively fits his cloud properties to the liquid water 
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Figure 4.14: The variation of cloud radiative properties with solar 
zenith angle for two different clouds (cumulus and 
	
stratus) for identical liquid water paths. 	W 19 W 29  
W and W denote liquid water paths of 50,150,250 
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Figure 4.15: Cloud radiative properties against liquid water path 
(solar zenith angle = 36.9 0 ) using the parameter-
ization scheme of Stephens (1978b) and for three 
different cloud types of Liou and Wittman, 1979) 
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18 different liquid water paths and fits a curve: to these data. 
points irrespective of the fact that these 18 points come from 8 
different cloUd types. 	Had he made fits for a continuously varying 
liquid water path for each of these cloud types individually, he would 
have come up with 8 different curves for each of the radiative 
properties. 	This is emphasized on figure 4.15, where the results 
of Liou and Wittman are superimposed on Stephens's (1978b) figure 3. 
This is for a 0.8 and zero surface albedo. 	The big differences 
between the curves is also an indication of the uncertainty resulting 
from the use of different, supposedly representative, clouds. 
Both papers present the effect of multiple reflections between 
cloud and ground. 	Both sets of authors use the multiple reflection 
expression like equation (4.16) to obtain effective reflectivities of 
the cloud-ground system. 	Stephens ignored the effect of water 
vapour absorption between the cloud and ground. 	Liou and Wittman 
assume a constant absorptivity for that intervening air and criticize 
Stephens for his neglect of this absorption. 	However, to assume a 
constant absorption each time the beam passes through the air 
between cloud and ground is equally incorrect since the relevant 
water vapour lines are very nearly saturated in any case and probably 
contribute little extra absorption for each subsequent pass.. 	Indeed, 
to assume the cloud radiative properties remain the same for each 
reflection may be equally in error, since the cloud absorption must 
decrease as the absorption bands saturate. 	Neither author makes 
any consideration of this fact. 	It is not obvious what would then 
happen to the reflectivity and the transmissivity. 
In Stephens 	(1978b) table 6, and in Stephens, Paltridge and 
Platt (1978) table 4, comparison is made with observation - in the 
former paper with Stephens's parameterization, and in the latter 
with his detailed theoretical model.. 	The comparisons are made 
with the same set of observations. It is unfortunate that the two 
tables disagree in some cases over the.observed values. 	Table 4.4 
shows a composite Of the two sets.. 	In three of the six cases 
the sum of the reflection,. transmission and absorption add up to 
more than. unity for no explained reason. 	Table 4.4 also shows 
that the differences between the parameterization and the more 
detailed calculation are considerable. 	The percentage errors in 
the parameterization are of the order of 20% in general and over 100% 
in certain cases. 	These differences can lead to albedos that are 
up to 8% in error. 
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Ii 
albedo 	II 	traflSMittaIc!__ P 
1 	P 1 
!?rPta1d 	P ft 	1 	
i 
0.674 0.668 	0.641 	0.506 




0.440 	 0.538 
0.535 	or 0.631 
0.591 
0.690 
043 	0.078 0. 
0.085  or 0.07 
3 0.488 0.439 	0.523 	
0.671 0.692 	0.603 0.070 	
0.076 
or 0.061 0.085 
4 0.677 0.654 	0.708 	
0.122 0.316 	0.182 0.200 	
0.030 	0.110 
5 0.746 0.757 	0.680 	





0.678 	or 0.208  
0.274 0.138 	0.083 	
0.125 
Table 4.4: A comparison 	of 	cloud radiative properties for observatiOflS,and the detailed theoretical (1). and 
parameterization (?) models of Stephens (takers from 
Stephens, 	1978b, and Stephens et al, 	1978). 	
Where 
conflicting values are given for an observed property, 
both values are shown 
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It must be concluded that Stephens's model is in many ways 
rather deficient and, in particular, that the complexity of his 
parameterization' is inconsistent with its quality (in comparison 
to his detailed calculations). 	The rather simpler, more empirical, 
approach. of Lidu and Wittman seems, on the other hand, to perform 
better and the use of different radiative properties for different 
cloud types would seem favourable if it could be shown that 
different cloud types do have characteristic drop size distributions. 
4.6 A simple model. to. calculate solar heating, rates. in a cloudy 
atmosphere 
4.6.1 Method. 
It is clear from the discussion in the preceding sections that 
there is still a considerable amount of uncertainty in many aspects 
of calculating the solar radiation. field in the atmosphere; in 
particular the absorptivity of water vapour and the radiative 
properties of clouds are uncertain.. 	Hence, the development of a 
simple parameterization for use in a..climate model entails the 
acceptance, on rather arbitrary grounds, of one or other of the 
earlier methods. 	A single chapter in a thesis can do little 
justice to a subject which obviously needs a rather more thorough 
investigation. 
The water vapour absorptivity reported by Wang (1976) and 
given by equation (4.13) is used. 	Absorption by carbon dioxide 
and oxygen is neglected. 	In order to test certain aspects of the 
model, the cloud parameterization of Liou and Wittman (1979) is 
employed, using three different cloud types. 	At this stage the 
liquid water path of these clouds is designated as follows:- 
Stratus. 200 m thick with liquid water path of 1.56 gm - ' 
and situated in the layer 800-900 mb. 
Altostratus. 500 m thick with a liquid water path of 1.2 gm - ' 
situated in the layer 500-600 mb. 
Cirrus. 	1.0 km thick with liquid ice content of 50 gm -2 
situated in the layer 200-300 mb. 
Since the absorption of solar radiation in the clouds occurs 
at approximately the same wavelengths as the gaseous absorption, the 
cloud absorption, once calculated, is converted to an effective 
water vapour amount that yields the same absorptànce. 	This 
requires inversion of the absorptivity equation (4.13) to yield a 
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water vapour amount given a cloud absorptivity. 	i.e., if the total 
water vapour path above a cloud is y1, and the cloud absorptivity is 
Ab, then an effective water vapour amount for the cloud is y 21  
where 
A(y 1 ) + Ab = A(y 1  + y 2 ) 
By inverting (4.13) and taking the physically realistic root, 
10910(y1+ y 2 )= 6.5574 - V(42.999 - 29.412(1.195 + log 1 \(y 1 + y 2 )) 
(4.24) 
The cloud absorptivity is found using equation (4.23) for a 
fixed liquid water path. 	Once the beam has passed through the 
cloud it is then considered to be diffuse and a diffusivity factor 
of 1.66 is used. 	The zenith angle averaged characteristics of the 
clouds are then required. 	For instance, the zenith angle averaged 
albedo is given by 
2 
Jo 
For a fixed liquid water path, the expressions of Liou and 
Wittman can be integrated analytically. 	The values for the 
reflectivity and absorptivity, both zenith angle dependent and 
zenith angle averaged, are given in table 4.5. 
Up to 3 levels of cloud are considered and at the first 
encounter of a beam with a cloud the effective water vapour amount 
indicated by the diffuse absorptan.ce is calculated via equation 
(4.24), and for all subsequent passages of reflected beams through 
this cloud this effective water vapour amount is used. 	This 
procedure is adopted since the infrared bands quickly saturate and 
the - use of the absorptivity of Liou and Wittman would grossly over-
estimate the amount of absorption that can occur when a reflected 
beam passes through the cloud. 
The reflectivity is, however, considered to remain constant on 
all encounters with the cloud since it is likely to be the more 
important process at shorter wavelengths where little absorption 
takes place. 	The transmissivity is calculated as the residual 
after the cloud has, reflected and absorbed. 
The use of Wang's absorptivity is questionable in such 
zenith angle dependent zenith angle averaged cloud type 
reflectance absorptance reflectance 1sorptanCe (liquid water path) 
0.854+0.12100.5668/.+0.3567/A 0.0989_0.0359p.+0.3190/t_0.2214p 0.7940 0.1339 altostratus 
(1 20c) 
cuMulus 0.8284+0.22151A- 0 	+0.P O.5111, 0.1212-0.1443,,&+0.6016p'-0.3917 
0.7702 0.1691 
(495"-" 
stratus 0.6632+0.4671.4158p+0.8134, 0.1164_0.14251,+0.5006pt 0.3309,AL
1 0.5921 0.1393 
(1 56g) 
cirrus 0.4165+0.291-1.85291.1 .2828,9 0.0962+0.1416,t&0.324011-1-+0.5858,2 0.1973 
0.0885 
Table 4.5: Zenith angle dependent and zenith angle averagd 
reflectance and absorptance for different clouds 
used in schemes using the cloud types of Liou and 
Wittman, 1979 
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circumstances since his parameterization assumes that water vapour 
path lengths are characteristic of the level at which they are found 
in a clear atmosphere. 	The high effective absorber amount 
deduced from the cloud's absorptivity occurs at pressures and 
temperatures less than those assumed by Wang in calculating equation 
(4.13). 	Another deficiency of the model is that the zenith angle 
averaged absorptivity is used to calculate an effective water vapour 
amount for the first encounter of a cloud that is below an overlying 
deck. 	This will cause an overestimate of the lower clouds's 
absorption since the upper cloud will have removed energy from the 
wavelengths at which the lower cloud absorbs. 	To account for 
this in a simple model would not seem straightforward. 
To calculate the fluxes, a method similar to the "ray tracing" 
approach of Rodgers (1967a) is adopted. 	The computation is organised 
by setting up a matrix of transmissivities, the rows of which 
represent the transmission to each of the atmospheric levels. 	The 
first column gives the transmissivi•ty of the direct beam from the 
top of the atmosphere to each of the model levels. 	The following 
4 columns in the matrix give the transmissivity of the beam reflected 
off each of the 3 cloud decks (if present) and from the ground. 
Subsequent columns consider multiple reflections between the ground 
and clouds, or between adjacent cloud decks. 	Each beam is followed 
until it is depleted below some specified fraction of the incident 
beam. 	The transmitted beam resulting from multiple reflections is 
followed and if, after striking another cloud deck or the ground, it 
is still not sufficiently depleted it is held on a "stack" and 
considered after each of the multiple reflections has been considered. 
Thus the matrix will show what fraction of the total flux at any 
level in the atmosphere is due to, say, multiple reflection between 
the medium and low cloud deck or due to reflection off the top cloud 
deck to space, etc. 	Upward travelling beams are assigned negative 
values, and after all the necessary beams have been considered the 
transmissivities for each level are summed; when multiplied by the 
incident flux at the top of the atmosphere, this sum yields the net 
flux. 	In the case of fractional randomly overlapping cloud decks, 
the calculation is repeated for each combination of cloud cover 
(eight in the case of 3 cloud layers) and the total flux is the sum 
of these weighted by the fractional area that each combination occupies. 
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In some of the later tests the absortivity due to ozone is also 
included. 	This absorptivity is given by equations (4.14) and (4.15). 
Its effect is only considered for the direct beam and the beams 
reflected off the cloud tops and the ground)is neglected when 
multiple reflections are considered. 	To account for the Rayleigh 
scatter, the incident beam is depleted by a fraction given by 
expression(4.19), and this reflected beam is then added to one of 
the reflected beams and the additional absorption by ozone is then 
calculated. 	(Strictly, equation (4.17) ought to be used to calculate 
the additional heating in the top layer, but the depletion of the 
beam is considered more important in this context.) 
The program, as written, has the capacity to follow a single 
beam through about 150 reflections and can consider 150 branches 
of the beam. 	Except for ground albedos approaching unity this was 
found to be sufficient. 
4.6.2. Some results. using the model 
That the absorption of solar radiation by clouds is a potentially 
significant diabatic heat source in the troposphere would seem to 
be clear from the heating rates reported in this section. 	They 
would seem to go a good way to balancing the cooling due to long wave 
radiation. 
There seem to have been few attempts at calculating the heating 
in the case of randomly overlapping cloud layers. 	Schmetz and 
Rashke (1979) used a two stream approximation for the purpose, and a 
comparison between their results and those of the present model are 
shown in figure 4.16. 	Schmetz and Rashke used a moister (mid- 
latitude) atmosphere and a higher surface albedo (about 0.2-0.3). 
Medium cloud is held at a fractional cloud cover of 0.5, while the 
low cloud was increased from 0 to 1. 	There is reasonable agreement, 
though the change in heating of the upper cloud on increasing the 
lower cloud is somewhat smaller in the present scheme. 	These 
differences are easily accounted for in terms of differences in the 
reflectivities of the clouds used by the two models. 
The importance of taking account of multiple reflections between 
low cloud and a high surface albedo was stressed by Schneider and 
Dickinson (1976), who showed that neglect of the multiple reflected 
beam could cause errors in the downward flux at the ground of over 










Figure 4.16: Heating rates in a mid-latitude winter atmosphere 
for two cloud layers with a varying fractional low 
cloud cover. Cloud is assumed to be randomly over-
lapping, solar zenith angle is 450  and ground albedo 
is zero. Comparison is made with results of Schmetz 
And Rashke (1979) 
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in Arctic conditions. 	Obviously, a similar effect on the surface 
flux will be had by two overlapping cloud decks. 	Some calculations 
were performed using a mid-latitude summer profile with an overhead 
sun and surface albedo of 0.3 for a variety of cloud combinations. 
These calculations were continued until the beams were depleted to 
0.00001 of the incident beam (i.e. about 0.015 W rn-2 , in this case). 
Table 4.6 shows the contributions of these reflections to the 
surface flux. 	Obviously, the percentages will be very dependent 
on cloud properties, and in this parameterization a highly reflective 
medium cloud is used. 	For single decks, the medium cloud-ground 
reflections are very significant (17%), even with the rather modest 
surface albedo. 	The most noteworthy result is for conditions when 
there are both low and medium clouds present. 	The contribution to 
the surface flux from radiation reflected between the two layers 
is 43%, and is almost as high as the radiation resulting from the 
incident beam. 	(The percentages of the incident flux when two 
decks are in position may be slightly underestimated due to the fact 
that the absorption of the lower deck is assumed to be the diffuse 
absorption for a single cloud layer, and fails to take into account 
absorption by the overlying cloud.) 	The flux at the top of the 
atmosphere is dominated by the reflection off the top cloud layer, and 
multiple reflection contributes far less to the overall albedo (but 
can be as high as 1210' in the case of total high and medium cloud 
cover). 
The effect of changing the fraction to which the beam is 
followed was then investigated. 	This is obviously of some im- 
portance when considering the computational time required by the 
parameterization. 	Instead of using total cloud cover, a cloud 
situation more likely to be encountered in the zonally averaged model 
was used. 	A mid-latitude winter profile was used with a surface 
albedo of 0.3; fractional cloud amounts for the high, medium and 
low clouds were 0.4, 0.2 and 0.6, respectively, and were assumed to 
be randomly overlapping. 	The solar zenith angle was taken as 45 0 . 
Table 4.7 shows the effect of changing the accuracy parameter from 
0.00001 to 0.01 (0.0097 W m 	to 9.67 W rn -2 ). 	The central 
processor time is also shown for each calculation. 	To put the 
changes into perspective, the last row of the table shows the effect 
on the fluxes of changing the medium level cloud fraction from 












1 from  
cloud-cloud 
reflection 
just high cloud 1050 96 4 - 
just medium cloud 118 83 17 - 
just 	low cloud 483 87 13 - 
high and medium 96 68 18 14 
medium and low 55 45 12 43 
Table 4.6: Percentage of flux at the surface resulting from 
multiple reflections between cloud and ground and 
cloud and cloud for a mid-latitude summer atmosphere 
with a surface albedo of 0.3 and with an overhead 
sun 
Accuracy 
% error in flux 
at top of atmosphere 




0.00001 (462.0 	U.,) (296.3 UM) 0.800 
0.0001 0.05 0.05 0.351 
0.001 0.31 0.27 0.200 
0.01 1.2 1.9 0.147 
lOX change 	in 
medium cloud 1.2 2.2 0.800 
Table 4.7: The effect of changing the fraction to which multiple-
reflected fluxes are followed, on fluxes at the top 
bottom of the atmosphere along with the required 
central processor unit time. 	The atmosphere and 
cloud configuration are qiven in the text 
The results show that the fairly trivial change in cloud amount 
has as much effect as. the lowest accuracy run which takes just 
18% of the computer time required by the higher accuracy. 	However, 
stopping the calculation at 9.67 W m 2. may introduce false heatings 
into the atmosphere particularly if they occur at the same level. 
If f = 9.67 W 	than the resulting heating would be 0.85 K day - ' 
for a 100 mb layer, which certainly could not be neglected. 
Figure 4.17 shows the effect on the heating rates of changing the 
accuracy. 	Heating rate errors, particularly in the intercloud 
regions, are not negligible when the lowest accuracy is used. 	In 
cases of higher cloud cover the percentage error would be far 
greater since in this case the clear sky fraction (about 20% in 
this case) contributes most to the heating rates at levels below 
the lowest cloud level. 	The errors with an accuracy of 0.001 seem 
sufficiently small and generally less than 0.1 K day 
4.7 The use of mean zenith angles to give day averaged heating rates 
Up to now consideration has only been given to the instantaneous 
heating rates generated by a single solar zenith angle. 	In a 
zonally averaged model it is of more importance to know the day 
averaged heating rates, since for a particular day there will be a 
complete range of zenith angles from zero to the local noon zenith 
angle around a latitude circle. 	Many models (e.g. Manabe and 
Strickler, 1964; Hunt, 1977) use averaged values of cos& for the 
day, defined by 
f  daylight cosdt 
cos .8. 
f dt 	 (4.25) 
where t is time. 
The heating rates produced with coso must then be multiplied by 
the fractional day length to give actual day averaged values. 	In 
this section the use of coso will be compared with results obtained 
by performing a simple integration of the heating rates over the 
daylight hours. 
Firstly, values of coso must be calculated. 	From Paltridge 
and Platt (1976) the sun-earth geometry gives 
cos8 = sin6sincp+ cOsSCOsccOSth 
where #is the latitude 
tS is the solar declination (i.e. angular displacement from the 
celestial equator) 
and t  is the sun's hour angle counted from midday. 











Figure 4.17: The effect of changing the accuracy to which multiple 
reflected beams are followed on the heating rate in 
a mid-latitude winter atmosphere with solar zenith 
angle of 450 and low, medium and high cloud amounts 
of 0.6,0.2 and 0.4, respectively 
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used where 
0.006918' - 0.349912coso + 0.070257sin, - 0.006758cos2o 
+ 0.00O9O7sin2 0 - 0.002697cos3 0 + 0.O0148si.n3 0 
(4.26) 
o depends on the day number d and is given by 
00 	 2'ltdn 
= "365 
where d= 0 on January 1st and 364 on December 31st. 
Using equation (4.26) E-d—so in equation (4.25) can now be 
calculated. 	One slight complication arises from both the angular 
width of the sun and the refraction by the earth's atmosphere. 
The equations given are for the zenith angle of the centre of the 
sun. 	The sun is, however, 32' wide and, moreover, refraction means 
that the top edge of the sun is visible when the sun's centre is 
50' below the horizon. 	Heating at these low zenith angles is 
small but there will be a slight increase of the fractional daylenyth 
if the effect is taken into account. 	For simplicity, though, it is 
ignored. 
The results using cosO were compared with those obtained 
using different time steps to integrate the heating and the fluxes 
over the daylength. 	All calculations used a mid-latitude winter 
atmosphere with low, medium and high cloud fractions of 0.5, 
0.05 and 0.2, respectively, with a surface albedo of 0.1. 	The 
results are shown in figure 4.18.for 65 0N in mid-January and late 
March, and at 5 0N in early April. 	Figure 4.18a shows that the day 
averaged heating rate can reach 2.5 K day' (compared to instant- 
aneous heating rates of 6-7 K day'). 	The differences in heating 
rates compared to a one hour time step integration are shown in the 
right hand side of the figure for a 2 hour timestep and for the 
averaged zenith angle. 	It can be seen .that the generated errors 
are always less than 0.1 K day'. 	At 65 0N, at equinox, a larger 
error of 0.16 K day' is generated. In terms of the uncertainty 
of the cloud properties such an error would seem acceptable. 
Since the cloud albedo and transmissivity are reasonably linear 
with zenith angle, it is perhaps not too surprising that the averaged 
(b)65Nday1 050 .345 ldl r0.629 
using lhr timestep 
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The effect on heating rates of using the cosine of 
the solar zenith angle for 
5 0N on day 99 
65 0N on day .105 
65 0N on day 15 
for a mid-latitude winter atmosphere with a surface 
albedo of 0.1 and low, medium and high cloud amounts 
of 0.2, 0.05 and 0.5, respectively. 
The left hand diagram shows the heating when a time 
integration is used, and the right hand diagram shows 
the difference resulting from the use of a coarser 
time integration and the average zenith angle 
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zenith angle approach is sufficiently accurate for present purposes. 
Average zenith angles and fractional daylengths for each week of the 
year and at 6 0 intervals are given in Appendix 3. 
4.8 The zonally. averaged. solar.; radiation: budget. 
As in the case of the long wave radiation, validation of solar 
radiation schemes is often sought by comparison with satellite 
derived results. 	In this section the sensitivity of certain solar 
radiation parameters to assumptions concerning both the clouds and 
the surface albedo will be examined. 
The zonally averaged data of Oort and Rasmusson and the cloud 
statistics of both London and Dopplick, as discussed in section 3.7, 
are used. 	Two different sets of surface albedos are used and are 
shown in table 4.8. 	One set is the annually averaged albedos of 
Sellers (1965) (as used by Rodgers, 1967a, and Dopplick, 1974) and 
the other set is from Hurnmell and Reck (1979),. who reported the 
seasonal change of albedo. 	Their Jan-Feb-Mar set is used. 	The 
average zenith angles and fractional daylength, calculated using 
the method described in the previous section, are also shown in the 
table. 
A series of tests were performed where the cloud's radiative 
properties are changed. 	In what follows, the "basic" fluxes refer 
to the fluxes derived with the Liou and Wittman clouds described in 
section 4.6, using an accuracy of 0.00001.. 	In one test the Liou 
and Wittman stratus cloud is replaced by their cumulus cloud, 
specified as being 1.5 km thick. 	These clouds are then replaced 
by the simpler specifications of Hunt and of Manabe and Strickler 
that were discussed in section 4.5. 
Figure 4.19 shows the effect of changing the surface albedo and 
the cloud distributions on the basic fluxes at the top and bottom of 
the atmosphere. 	North of 30°N the-differences are rather small, but 
at low latitudes, Dopplick's lower total cloud amount leads to a 
significantly greater flux at the top and bottom of the atmosphere. 
The change of surface albedos from Sellers's to Hummel and Reck's 
values has a comparatively smaller effect, with a net flux difference 
of less than 5 W m 	, even at high latitudes. 
Figure 4.20 shows what happens when the cloud radiative 
properties are changed. 	Manabe and Strickler's clouds, with their 
rather low absorptivities, give the largest surface fluxes and the 
lOS 5 0 5 10 15 
iauuoe 
20 	25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
75N 
Sellers' 0.08 Ô.075 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.095 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.105 0.11 0.12 0.13 
0.155 0.18 0.265 0.35 0.445 
albedos 
HuMMeI1 and 0.06 0.059 0.059 0.06 0.069 0.079 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.24 
0.30 0.365 0.45 0.555 0.65 0.71 
Reck's albedos 
Cos -5 0.623 0.611 0.594 0.573 0.547 0.519 0.483 0.448 0.405 0.362 0.314 0.264 0.212 0.158 4.102 0.046 0.0 
0.0 
fractional 
daylen9th 0.521 0.510 0.500 0.490 0.479 0.467 0.456 0.442 0.429 0.413 0.396 0.375 0.348 
0.315 0.269 0.192 0.0 0.0 
Table 4.8: Surface albedos (from Sellers, 1965, and Hummell and 
Reck, 1979) and mean (cosine of solar zenith angle) 
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Figure 4.19: The effect of using different cloud distributions and 
surface albedos for January on 
the net surface flux, and 
the net flux at the top of the 
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Figure 4.20: The effect on changing the cloud radiative character-
istics for January on 
the net surface flux, and 
the net flux at the top of the 
atmosphere at solar wavelengths 
4uIIP 
Liou and Wittman cumulus case gives the lowest. 	The difference 
between the. two is consistently 20 W m 2 out to 45 0N and beyond, 
while the absolute difference is smaller, the percentage difference 
is even greater. 	Hunt's clouds and the basic fluxes lie between 
the two extremes. A naive analysis of these fluxes would show that 
if the surface could balance this change of surface flux only by 
changing its radiative temperature, it would be 6 K hotter at 10 0S 
for the Manabe and Strickler case than for the cumulus case. 
Considering the fluxes at the top of the atmosphere (figure 4.20b), 
it is seen that the differences between the four cases are somewhat 
smaller with only the cumulus case being significantly different. 
Comparing Figures 4.2and 4.20b illustrates the danger of validating 
models by comparison of only fluxes at the top of the atmosphere. 
Figure 4.21 shows the variation of heating. rates with pressure at 
10 0S for the different cases considered above. 	As expected, the 
heating rates with Manabe and Strickler's clouds are far lower than 
the Liou and Wittman case in the cloudy layers, and Hunt's values 
lie between the two. 	These differences seem bound to have some 
effect on the atmospheric stability. 
A further test was performed with the basic scheme accuracy 
changed from 0.00001 to 0.01. 	The effect on the fluxes at the top 
and bottom of the atmosphere was entirely negligible. 	The only 
place where significant differences in heating rate occurred was 
below the lowest cloud layer where, particularly at higher latitudes, 
they could be several 100% out (where the heating rates are only 
about 0.05 K day'). 
To make comparison with other works the variation of albedo with 
latitude was then considered. 	Figure 4.22 shows a variety of 
estimates for the albedo for January, both theoretical and ob- 
servational. 	Solid lines refer to observational studies and the 
dashed lines to theoretical works. 	The diagram is deliberately 
congested in order to emphasize the large spread of results. 	In 
general, the theoretical albedos exceed the low latitude observations 
though the situation is reversed at high latitudes. 	Stepns et al 
(1981) point out that the reliability of the observed albedos is 
open to question at high latitudes due to instrumental difficulties. 
The energy budget studies of Liou and Freeman (1979) are shown. 
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Figure 4.21: The effect on solar heating rates at 1005 in January 
for 
different cloud distributions 
different cloud radiative characteristics 
(Stephensetal(1981) . . ____ • 
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of present scheme albedos against latitude 
with previous theoretical and observational studies 







their data source is little different to those used in the present 
study (e.g. London's clouds are used). 	They performed experiments 
with and without typical aerosol loading in the atmosphere. 	The 
aerosols increase the low latitude albedo and decrease the high 
latitude albedo. 	Interestingly, the addition of aerosols takes 
their albedo estimate even further away from the observed values. 
The "basic" albedos using the ray tracing model are also shown on 
the figure. 	Although the cloud properties were arbitrarily assigned, 
these results seem no further from Stephens et al's observed values 
than do any other model,. though the low latitude overestimation 
stretches further north. 
Figure 4.23 illustrates the effect on the albedo of making the 
changes in the cloud distribution and properties, and of changes in 
the surface albedo, as were discussed earlier in this section. 	The 
spread of albedos is always greater than 5%; the highest results 
from using the cumulus case, the lowest from Dopplick's cloud dis-
tribution. 
- It is not felt that much comfort can be derived from results 
which show such a large spread. Certainly, it would seem easy to 
produce a model that gives broad agreement with either observation 
or other theoretical work, but this is no guide as to whether the 
processes that produce that distribution are correct. 
The overestimation of the albedo at low latitudes may be due 
to the fact that at these latitudes the cloud field is made up 
predominantly of separate cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds; table 
4.2, using the data of Welch et al (1980), showed that decreasing 
the horizontal size of the cloud caused its albedo to drop off 
quite rapidly. 	Owing to possible inadequacies in the observations 
it is difficult to know whether there is a real underestimation of 
albedo by theory at high latitudes. 	The systematic low latitude 
overestimation and high latitude underestimation mean that predicted 
global albedos agree reasonably well with observation (e.g. Liou 
and Freeman give an annual albedo.of between 0.328 and 0.338 against 
Stephens's observed value of 0.3) but it is evident from figure 
4.22 that the closeness of these results is just a coincidence 
resulting from cancellation of the systematic differences. 
It would seem that a great deal of work has yet to be done if 
these albedo differences are to be explained. 	It is strongly felt 
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Figure 4.23: Albedo versus latitude : the effect of changing cloud 
distributions, cloud properties and surface albedo 
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that attempts to obtain agreement with observations should avoid 
tuning and should be based on a priori physical reasoning. 
4.9 The. zona.l.ly, averaged, net radiation budget 
A brief look will now be taken at the variation of net flux 
with latitude using a combination of the schemes described in this 
and the previous chapter. 
Considering the mean January conditions, it was shown in 
section 3.7 that the long wave scheme seemed to overestimate, the 
flux at the top of the atmosphere compared to satellite measure-
ments. 	In the last section, the primitive short wave scheme was 
seen to give rather small fluxes at low latitudes and high ones at 
high latitudes compared to observation. 
These fluxes can be combined to give net radiative fluxes at 
the top and bottom of the atmosphere. 	Figure 4.24 shows the results 
using both the London and Dopplick cloud distributions when the 
short wave fluxes referred to as "basic" in the previous section are 
used. 	These are compared with previous satellite derived and 
theoretical estimates. 	Compared to the spread amongst the other 
models the effect of changing the cloud distribution can be seen 
to be relatively small. 	The observed fluxes of Stephens et al 
(1981) cause higher net fluxes at the top of the atmosphere at all 
latitudes. 	This is due, principally, to the lower observed albedos 
at low latitudes and the higher long wave fluxes observed at higher 
latitudes. 	Rodgers's (1967a) results give higher fluxes in general 
because of neglect of absorption in the 8-12um window; his results 
agree remarkably well with Stephens, though this is due to 
cancellation of differences between the long and short wave results. 
Hunt's (1977) results give a considerably smaller net flux south of 
30°N, due mainly to greater long wave fluxes, which may be due to 
his lower vertical resolution (which has only 5 levels). 
The surface net fluxes show relative insensitivity to the cloud 
distribution. 	All other models seem to predict larger net. fluxes 
between 30°N and 60 0N, which probably results from the increased 
albedo predicted by the present model. 	Figure 4.20a showed a 
spread of about 20 W rn- 2 in the surface flux for different cloud 
characteristics, which could account for a good deal of the difference. 
The present model also gives a far steeper gradient for the 
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tributions and a comparison with previous theoretical 
and observational estimates 
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may well be a parameter of some importance when latitudinal 
temperature gradients are calculated. 	This flux gradient seems 
primarily due to differences in the short wave scheme, as figure 
4.22 shows. 
4.10. Conclusion 
In this chapter the problems of calculating the fluxes and 
heating rates due to solar radiation were considered. 
Reviewing the absorptivities for water vapour, produced by 
previous workers, showed a large spread of results. for which a 
general consensus could not be found. 	The more rigorous method 
of calculating the effect of inhomogeneous paths due to Wang (1976) 
was favoured, though it was felt that more work was necessary to 
isolate the causes of the differences. 	Under these circumstances, 
it does not seem possible to estimate the accuracy of the heating 
rates which may .have an uncertainty of over 25%. 
One interesting result emerged when different sets of solar 
energy distributions, for different solar constants, were used. 
It was seen that the lower solar constants actually gave greater 
near infrared heating rates and slightly higher surface, fluxes, 
despite the decreased constant. 	This was due to a relative shift 
of energy from visible to near-IR wavelengths. 
Including cloud presented great problems since the clouds 
radiative characteristics were seen to depend to a large degree on 
factors such as the drop size distribution in the cloud or on the 
cloud geometry. 	These are factors that are quite unlikely to be 
known in a climate model. 	Nevertheless, the restrictions of 
computational economy apply and a method for simple parameteriza- 
tion of clouds was required. 	The method of Liou and Wittman (1979), 
which gave simple expressions 'based on a more detailed computation, 
was used; use of this method requires that particular clouds have 
characteristic drop size distributions.. This is, however, something 
that remains rather poorly known at the present. 
A model which took account of multiple reflections between 
different cloud decks was de-veloped using arbirtrarily assigned 
cloud thicknesses. 	It was shown that in the presence of two 
cloud decks, multiple reflections made a substantial contribution 
(40%) to the surface flux. 	The effect of using mean zenith angles 
to calculate day average heating was investigated. 	It would seem 
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that errors due to. this source are small, compared to other 
uncertainties. 
The zonal solar radiation budget for January was then looked 
at in order to gain some idea of the sensitivity, of the fluxes to 
changing cloud characteristics and distribution. 	Changing from 
the London to the Dopplick cloud distribution had a large effect 
on low latitude surface fluxes with changes of over 20 W rn -2 . 	The 
changes at the top of the atmosphere were somewhat smaller. 
Similarly, it was found that altering the cloud characteristics to 
more simple representations had considerably more effect on the 
surface fluxes than on the top of the atmosphere fluxes, with a 
consistent spread of 20 W Fir 2 . 
The planetary albedo was then considered and it was seen that 
the estimates, both theoretical and observational, provided a wide 
spread of results which could amount to 15% around albedo values of 
just 301%. 	In general, it seemed that theoretical works over- 
estimated low latitude albedos and underestimated high latitude 
values compared to observation. 	This fact led to comparatively 
good estimates of the global average albedo. 	The new model gave 
considerably higher albedos at mid-latitudes for all the cloud types 
used, which may be due to the influence of a more reflective medium 
cloud than is normally used. 
Finally, the net radiative fluxes were obtained by combining 
the work of this and the previous chapter. 	Net fluxes were generally 
lower (i.e. more negative) than other estimates due, principally, 
to higher albedos. 
Although this chapter gives a rather pessimistic view of our 
knowledge of the problem of absorption of solar radiation, it is a 
totally different matter how much effect these uncertainties have 
on model predicted climate. 	As a diabatic source, solar radiation 
is tertiary to latent heating and long wave cooling (though it may 
provide a crucial balance between the two). 	The solar radiation 
absorbed at the surface is likely to be a more important parameter, 
particularly for determining surface temperature. 	It is unfortunate 
that this term proved most sensitive to the different cloud 
specifications used. 
It is evident that a good deal more work is needed in this 
field. 	The effect of a greater sophistication using different 
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clouds at a greater variety of height needs to be investigated. 
Some of the reasons for the differences between the observed fluxes 
and calculation and the differences amongst the various calculations 
must be pinpointed. 
As was alluded to in an earlier section, it is felt that 
if these radiative components proved so sensitive to factors not 
likely to be known in a numerical model, that a substantially 
different model. climate could result, then the very basis of 
climate modelling, particularly for investigating system sensitivity, 
would have to be fundamentally questioned. 
4.11 Postscript 
After chapter 4 had been written, there appeared a paper by 
Chou and Arking (1981) which applied their far wing scaling 
approximation (Chou and Arking, 1980, discussed in. subsection 
3.2.6.ii) to the absorption of solar radiation by water vapour in 
the near infrared, from 0.83 to 4.zm. 	They also performed line by 
line calculations taking into, account the pressure and temperature 
variation of line strength and shape (assuming a Voigt profile), 
using the line parameter compilation of McClatchey et al (1973). 
Not only did their fast parameterization seem to work very well, 
but the line by line calculations do. provide a chance to make 
comparison with the schemes described earlier in this chapter. 
Figure 4.25 shows a. comparison of.the Chou and Arking line 
by line calculation with the calculations of Wang, Lads and 
Hansen, and Rodgers, for a clear mid-latitude winter and tropical 
conditions with a solar zenith angle of 60 0 and a zero surface 
albedo. 	What is most striking is. the apparent quality of Rodgers's 
scheme and the large discrepancy with Wang's results. It is not 
clear why Wang's heating rates are so different, considering that 
his calculation procedure was sophisticated in the sense that he 
also used high resolution spectral data. 
Unfortunately, the results do not seem to support the use of 
Wang's parameterization., which had been favoured in subsection 4.2.2. 
The results indicate the quality of the Howard et al laboratory, 
data used by Rodgers and Lacis and Hansen. 	They would also seem 
to show that the pressure scaling used by Rodgers is superior to 
the type used by Lacis and Hansen. 
Chou and Arking present a table which relates the broad band 
absorbed flux to water vapour amounts, which is in a form to which 
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of heating rates due to absorption of solar 
radiation by water vapour between a line by line 
calculation (Chou and Arking, 1981) and various para-
meterizations discussed in section 4.2 for 
a) mid-latitude winter 
and 	b) tropical atmospheres with a solar zenith 
angle of 60 0 and zero surface albedo 
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CHAPTER 5: 	PRELIMINARY MODEL INTEGRATIONS 
5. 1, Introduction 
This chapter reports the results of some of the early 
integrations, of the combined radiative and dynamical models. 	As 
will become clear, the progress made so far with the model is 
disjointed in the sense that the development of the model physics 
is not at the same level as the radiation parameterizations. 	To a 
large extent, the assumptions made in order to calculate the radiative 
fluxes render the (relative) sophistication of the radiation 
schemes superfluous. 	Nevertheless, these schemes are used to 
drive the model. 
The experiments performed up to now are of the type discussed 
in subsection 1.3.4.1, in which heat and momentum transports by 
large scale eddies are neglected. 	It is of interest to see what 
kind of circulation can be driven in the absence of various 
mechanisms so that the relative importance of each of them can be 
asserted. 	Though in many respects the present model is probably 
little inferior to some of the past attempts in this field, it is 
important to emphasize that any conclusion drawn must be viewed 
with some caution. 	The assumptions that have been made are listed 
in section 5.2. 
Following this section, the initial integration is described 
after which the sensitivity of &ie 	circulation to certain of 
the assumptions will be looked at. 	The circulation is seen to 
depend a lot on the transfer coefficient for the vertical flux of 
eddy momentum that was discussed in subsection 2.5.4. 
After the presentation of the results there is a discussion 
on what conclusions can be drawn from them and some suggestions for 
subsequent model use are made. 
Prior to the initial model run there was a good deal of 
testing of the model dynamics in order to check that certain easily 
tested aspects were behaving as expected. 	These tests proved 
valuable in tracing programming errors. Firstly, it was assured 
that, in the absence of surface friction, the atmosphere was 
conserving its angular momentum, by summing the momentum over each 
of the grid points. 	It was then checked that the model was producing 
a symmetric circulation (about the equator) in the absence of 
mechanisms that would cause it to do otherwise. 	Symmetric sea 
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surface temperatures and a simple diabatic heating were used. 	It 
was also in such an experiment that the accuracy to which the 
relaxation process had to be performed was investigated (see 
subsection 2.4.3). 	This was found on the basis of maintaining a 
hemispherically symmetric stream function. 	The value used is 
given in the next section. 
As was mentioned in subsection 2.52 there was a considerable 
amount of tuning of the time smoothing factors in the programs used 
to maintain the ellipticity of the stream function. 
5.2 Assumptions made for the. integrations 
5.2.1 Initial conditions 
At time zero, the atmosphere was assumed motionless and, in 
order to satisfy thermal wind balance, there could then be no 
meridional temperature gradient in the atmosphere. 	An initial 
surface temperature gradient was imposed whereby the equator's 
temperature was 310.7 K, and at the polemost boxes it was 300 K. 
The vertical temperature profile must obviously be stable initially 
and a stability of 4.5 K per 100 mb was imposed. 	No tests were 
performed to examine model sensitivity to these initial conditions. 
5.2.2 Radiation 
At this stage, a good many potentially important parameters 
have been imposed on the radiation field in order to simplify the 
early integrations. 	These were as follows:- 
The sun was considered to be stationary and at its position 
for day 79 which gave an almost hemispherically symmetric 
radiation field. 	The average solar zenith angle and the 
fractional daylength were taken from appendix 4.. 
The radiation schemes required a considerable amount of 
computing time and so it was decided that the terrestrial 
radiation field should only be calculated once per model day, 
as was the solar radiation field. 
No ozone amounts were specified. 	Since this gas is 
important in the heat balance of the stratosphere, it was, 
decided to specify zero diabatic heating in the top model box 
(0-100 mb) rather than calculate the radiative terms in the 
absence of 03. 	Otherwise the strong cooling due to carbon 
dioxide would dominate in an unrealistic way. 
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However, for the sake of the calculation of the surface 
solar energy flux, it was assumed that there was 0.4 cm NIP 
of ozone in each column. 
Water vapour amounts were calculated as in subsection 2.5.5, 
by maintaining a constant relative humidity. 	The minimum 
mixing ratio was set at 6.0 x 10-6 kg kg 1 if the computed 
value should fall below this amount. 	This is approximately 
the stratospheric water vapour amount given in the standard 
atmospheres of McClatchey et al (1972). 	This restriction was 
lifted in one experiment as described in section 5.4. 
Zero cloud cover was assumed. 
The atmospheric CO  content was taken to be 4.65 x 10 	kg kg' 
everywhere. 
The surface was assumed to be a perfect black body in the 
infrared and to have an albedo for solar radiation of 0.07 
(representative of the sea surface albedo). 	The albedo was 
taken to be zenith angle independent. 
5.2.3 Time stepping and relaxation 
A timestep of 0.1 day was used throughout. 	This was dictated 
principally by the convective adjustment scheme which could not be 
made to keep the atmosphere stable with a longer step. 	At the 
initial time an Euler forward step was used and then Adams-Bashforth 
steps were used. Each time model data are listed out (generally 
every 10 model days) an Euler step is used so that, if required, the 
model could be restarted using the field of only one tirnestep 
instead of two which a restart with the Adams-Bashforth scheme would 
require. 	The inclusion of this Euler step was seen to have no 
effect at all when a 100 day integration was performed with and 
without it. 
An over-relaxation coefficient of 0.1 and an accuracy of 
d = 1.0 x 10 -9 were used (see subsection 2.4.3). 	The optimum 
value of a was seen to depend on the particular field being relaxed 
and it may well have little effect in long runs. 	The value of d 
was chosen so that a symmetric circulation resulted when a hemi- 
spherically symmetric heating was used. 	The required computer 
time depended much on the value of d. A change of a factor of 
10 reduced the required time by 20%. A more stringent value of d 
was favoured at this stage so that model deficiencies or responses 
could be attributed to other mechanisms. 
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5.2.4. . Other , assumptions 
No parameterization of horizontal eddy heat or momentum 
fluxes were included, save for the fluxes needed to maintain inertial 
stability (see subsection 2.5.2). 	Similarly vertical eddy fluxes 
due to large scale effects were ignored. 
The ocean was assumed to be one metre deep and to have no 
ability to transfer heat. 	 - 
No latent heat flux from the surface was calculated. 
5.3 Initial integrations 
Using the above stated assumptions, the model was integrated 
until it achieved a steady state temperature. 	Figure 5.1 shows 
the approach to equilibrium of the temperature at the equator and 
at 84 05, from the initial state to day 490 when the integration 
was halted. 	By day 490 the equatorial, surface temperature was 
changing by less than 0.1 K in 20days while at 84 0S it was changing 
by about 0.1 K each 10 days. 	It can be seen that the equator 
achieves equilibrium more quickly than the pole. 
Figure 5.2 shows the zonal wind, temperature, stream function 
and vertical velocity on a latitude pressure grid for day 490. 
The equator-pole temperature difference at this time was 
about 170 K, which is greater than the 90 K difference found by 
Taylor (1980) in a similar experiment. 	This is probably due to 
two factors. 	Firstly, Taylor used. annual mean as opposed to 
equinoctial solar radiation (see section 5.6),and secondly his 
his radiation parameterization implicitly included an assumed cloud 
cover, in the way outgoing fluxes were linked to atmospheric 
temperature. 	The actual equilibrium temperatures attained are 
dependent to some extent on the relative humidity parameterization 
and, in particular, on the setting of a minimum mixing ratio of 
6.0 x 106 kg kg -1 . 	The effect of this aspect of the parameteri- 
zation will be discussed later on. 
A feature to note in the temperature field is the flattened out 
temperature gradient in low latitudes. 	The latitudinal extent 
depends on the strength of the temperature advection in the Hadley 
cell (as will be seen later for cells of differing strength). 
A flattened temperature gradient is also necessary since, from the 
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Figure 5.1: Approach of surface temperatures at the 
equator and 84 0S to equilibrium with a 
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temperature gradient because of the presence of a sine term. 	Also,. 
the meridional gradient of incoming radiation is lower at lower 
latitudes which must affect the temperature gradient. 	Also of 
interest is the appearance of a surface temperature inversion at the 
most poleward grid points. 	The radiative cooling of this lower 
box is too great to be balanced by the adiabatic heating due to 
downward motion. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the potential temperature profile at three 
different latitudes. 	The surface temperature is seen to be consider- 
ably warmer than the 950 mb temperature for the lower latitude 
profiles,so that the atmosphere is statically unstable (it should be 
noted here that the surface temperature plays no part in the calcula-
tion of the stream function, so that instability, here is not 
computationally disastrous). 	The critical lapse rate is also shown 
on the diagram and it is seen that the atmosphere is considerably 
less stable and very close to being adiabatic at the equator. 	The 
high latitude profile is considerably more stable. 	The surface 
inversion shows clearly. 	The similarity in the stratospheric 
temperatures is merely a result of the initial conditions and the 
zero diabatic heating specified there. 
The large temperature gradient at the ground may be due to the 
absence of a latent heat flux which denies the surface of a physical 
mechanism for lowering its temperature. 	Indeed, the effect may well 
bear some resemblance to the well known phenomenon of being able to 
fry eggs on the pavements in cities at sufficiently low latitudes! 
The wind field (Figure 5.2 ) is, of course, closely linked to 
the temperature field by geostrophy. 	The outstanding features are 
the jets at 36 0S and N with wind speeds in excess of 110 m s', which 
are of a similar speed to those found by Schneider (1977) in his 
zonally symmetric model. 	The meridional wind shears are sufficiently 
high here to cause an equatorward flux of eddy momentum in order to 
maintain the inertial stability of the atmosphere. 	Weak easterlies 
are found in lower latitudes close to the surface. Their magnitude 
(3-5 in s') and latitudinal extent are not so far from observations 
(see section 1.3) though the vertical extent is not great enough. 
In the presence of a Hadley cell, the only reason for the westerlies 
over the equator can be because of the import of eddy momentum in 
the "inertial stability" fluxes. 
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Poleward.of the. jets it can be seen that there is a "wave" 
in the zonal wind field leading to increased winds at 72 1S and N at 
upper levels. 	The physical reality of this feature is hard to 
assert since it only has the scale oftwo grid points. 	It may be 
a manifestation of what is known as a "two grid interval wave", 
which results from the inability of the finite difference grid to 
properly resolve processes (aliasing) (see e.g. Mesinger and 
Arakawa, 1976). 	To test how "real" such a feature is, would require 
an increase in the horizontal resolution to see if the feature 
remained. 
The non-dimensional stream function is shown in figure 5.2 
Since the stream function is defined in a different way to that used 
in most observational studies, it is not possible to directly relate 
it to the observations shown in figure 1.4. 	To convert to standard 
units for the mass flux (10 12g s') requires multiplication of the 
stream function by a factor 301 .2coscp. 	Figure 5.4 shows the mass 
flux when this conversion has been made. The single strong Hadley 
cell is the dominant feature. 	Its strength is comparable to that 
observed, and the corresponding vertical velocities (figure 5.2.) 
are not unreasonable. 	Beyond 12 0S and N there is a slow downward 
motion. 	The hint of a high latitude cell in figure 5.2 is 
illusory and due to the stream function definition used. 
There is, however, reduced downward motion at 54 0N and S, and this 
feature does correspond to the wave in the zonal wind field discussed 
earlier. 	The weak. cell-at 200 mb over the equator is due to the 
inertial stability fluxes.. 
So, the somewhat primitive model has produced some features that 
are-.qualitatively, and in some cases, quantitatively, similar to 
those observed. 	The equatorial easterlies and the Hadley cell are 
particularly encouraging, though what credence can be given to them 
in the absence of latent heat release is hard to gauge. 	The 
appearance of features similar to those observed, as will be discussed, 
is no guarantee that they have been produced by the same mechanism. 
The number of choices of which direction to proceed with the 
model from this initial integration is obviously great. 	More 
physical parameterizations could be added in order to increase the 
"reality" of the model. 	Alternatively, it is opportune, while 
there are so few physical processes being modelled, to test the 
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sensitivity of the rnodel.to some of the assumptions made. 	The 
next section describes a few such experiments. 
Finally in this section, the computing time required by the 
model should be noted. 	On an ICL 2980 machine the model was 
taking between 6 to 8 CPU seconds per model day. 	The number of 
iterations required to find a solution to the stream function 
equation (A2) varied from 140 to about 70 (the smoother fields 
requiring less iterations), and the machine performed 140 iterations 
per second, so that this was.-the more time consuming part of the 
model. 	The physical processes required about 1 second per day. 
Before extended runs are performed with the model it would be as 
well to see whether satisfactory results could be produced with a 
reduced value of the accuracy d (see subsection 5.2.3). 
5.4 Sensitivity experiments 
5.4.1 The coefficient for the. vertical transfer of eddy 
momentum. 
The crude parameterization used to model the vertical turbulent 
exchange of momentum was described in subsection 2.5.4, where it was 
noted that estimates for the exchange coefficient, K zz , varied 
from 1 to 20 m 2 s'. 	Whilst reviewing the previous 2-0 models 
(section 1.3.4) it was seen that models either proved sensitive to 
this coefficient or else differences between models were attributed 
to K 
Zhe initial experiments were performed using 	 'zz  = 10 m 2 s'. 
Two further experiments were performed where a K of 1 and of
ZZ 
20 m 2 s were used. 	These will be referred to as the "low" and 
"high" cases, respectively, in the following discussion. 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the features of the circulation for 
the low and high cases respectively for day 490. 	The "spikey" 
nature of the fields for the low case is an indication that the 
finite difference grid is having difficulty resolving the processes 
going on. 
Considerable differences in the strength of the stream function 
are noticeable (note that in figure 5.5 the stream function contour 
values are an order of magnitude lower than in figure 5.2). 	In a 
model with so simple physics, the effect of a change in the vertical 
turbulent transfer of angular momentum can only be balanced by a 
change in the strength of the Hadley cell. 	Using quasi-geostrophic 
arguments, an increased flux of angular momentum out of the jets 
will lead to a decreased jet which in turn requires a decreased 
meridional temperature gradient. 	Adiabatic redistribution can 
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achieve this with stronger upward motion equatorwards of the jet. 
Continuity then demands an increased poleward mean motion aloft. 
The convergence of this mean motion will increase the strength of the 
jets so offsetting some of the original decrease. 	A similar 
argument leads to a decreased Hadley circulation on decreasing the 
vertical turbulent exchange. 	Peak vertical velocities in the "high" 
Hadley cell are 4.5 x 10' mb sec 	as opposed to 1.4 x 10' nib sec' 
in the low case, and 3.5 x 10' mb sec- ' in the initial integration. 
These results are qualitatively similar to those found by Egger 
(1975) in his model. 
Turning now to the zonal velocities, it is seen that the high 
case results in a considerably smoother field overall than in the 
other cases. 	Relative to the initial run, the jet core is displaced 
slightly polewards and there is a decreased meridional shear which 
leads to a smaller inertial stability flux of angular momentum. 
This in turn means that the easterlies are able to penetrate higher 
into the atmosphere and are intensified because of the increased 
momentum export in the poleward branch of the Hadley cell. 	The 
jet strength is also some 20 m s - ' smaller. 	In the "low" case 
it is seen that easterlies occur only at the lowest model level. 
The jet is also stronger than in the initial run and is somewhat 
broadened in extent with higher winds closer to the equator which 
increases the inertial stability flux of momentum towards the equator. 
The high case has led to an intensification of the surface 
temperature inversion in polar regions, a feature that is barely 
discernible in the low case, which must be due to the lesser adiabatic 
heating in the weakened Hadley cell. 	Further, intensification of the 
Hadley cell, in the high case has led to a greater latitudinal 
extent of the "flattened" temperature gradient in the tropics. 
(The decreased zonal wind shear in the vertical also requires the 
extent of this region to be increased because of geostrophy.) 
There is also a change in the overall latitudinal temperature 
difference. 	Figure 5.7. shows the surface temperature variation with 
latitude in the Northern Hemisphere for the two runs. 	The equator- 
pole temperature difference has changed from 194 K to 185 K between 
the low and the high runs. A difference of 9 K would certainly 
be significant for an equator-pole temperature difference close to 
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The experiment has illustrated that substantial differences in 
the strength of the circulation (though it remains qualitatively 
similar) are attainable by legitimate variation of a single co-
efficient. 	The Hadley cell varies from being weak in the low case 
to being about the same strength as that observed in the high case. 
However, in the presence of other eddy terms, the response of the 
circulation to changes in the vertical eddy momentum exchange 
coefficient may be different, since responses other than adiabatic 
redistribution would be plausible. 	Nevertheless, the experiment 
does illustrate that care must be taken if experiments such as these, 
that neglect large scale eddy processes, are to be interpreted. 
The difference in the strength of the Hadley cell between the 
experiments would lead to different conclusions about whether 
necessary processes to give a correct simulation have been included. 
It must. be  concluded that the effect of the addition of different 
processes (such as was done by Schneider, 1977,(see subsection 
1.3.4.i)) should be accepted only cautiously until a variety of 
different sensitivity tests are performed. 	In the present case 
it would seem clear that a rather more careful consideration of the 
vertical turbulent exchange of momentum is necessary before the 
results can be more properly interpreted. 
5.4.2 Fixing the sea surface temperature 
The previous experiments have all been. run to an equilibrium 
which resulted in an equator-pole temperature difference several 
times the observed value, so that comparisons of any features with 
observations may be misleading. 	Figure 5.7 shows how the computed 
surface temperature gradients compare with the observed. 	The 
"high" vertical turbulent exchange coefficient case at least shows 
a similar gradient to observations equatorward of 24 0 . 	Most of the 
Hadley cell activity lies within 36 0 either side of the equator, so 
that comparison of observed and computed strengths may not be 
entirely futile. 	Since some models (in particular, CCM's) fix 
sea surface temperatures, an integration was performed with specified 
surface temperatures. 	The actual temperatures used correspond to 
day 10 of the initial run. 	The curve marked "fixed" on figure 5.7 
shows the temperatures used, and it can be seen that the latitudinal 
gradient is similar to that observed, although the absolute value 
is higher. 
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Figure 5.8 shows the resulting circulation at day 490. 	As 
ought to be expected from geostrophy, the calculated strength of 
the jets ('24 m s') is of the same order of magnitude as that 
observed, though they are displaced a little too far towards the 
equator. 	However, the easterlies, while present at 12 0S and N, 
are absent at the equator. 	The stream function shows the Hadley 
cell to be weak with vertical velocities of 5.5 x lO mb sec'. 
It has, in general, a broader cell than the "low" run shown in 
figure 5.5, with the maximum stream function values situated one 
grid point polewards. 	The broader pattern is linked to a lower 
momentum convergence and so there are smaller jets. 
The disappearance of equatorial easterlies appears to be due 
to the weaker vertical motion. field at. the equator. 	However, for 
a globally averaged angular momentum balance at a steady state, if 
there are westerlies at some latitude, then so must there be 
easterlies, or else the system would not be in equilibrium and 
the circulation would have to slow down. 	Easterlies remain at 12 0S 
and N. 	Though the Hadley cell is weaker than in the previous 
runs, it has a greater latitudinal extent, and the upward motion 
at 12 0 is about the same as in the initial run. 
5.5 Discussion of results and suggestions. for further work 
Firstly, it must be stressed that the equilibrium attained in 
the runs should not be regarded as being especially significant. 
The specification of the mechanisms that maintain ellipticity 
conditions (subsection 2.5.2) are not satisfactory and certainly 
the equatorial circulation (e.g.. the vertical extent of the 
easterlies) was seen to depend. to an extent on the inertial stability 
momentum fluxes. 	The circulation may have been different if a 
different formulation or constants had been used. 	(Indeed, in 
Hunt's (1977) experiments (subsection 1.3.4.i) it was seen that the 
formulation of horizontal eddy momentum fluxes in a model without 
large scale eddies, exerted a strong influence on the nature of 
the circulation.) 
The inclusion of a fixed minimum in the water vapour mixing 
ratio prevents the polar mixing ratios from falling even lower. 
A trial experiment was performed where this condition was relaxed 
and the atmosphere allowed to have the mixing ratio appropriate to 
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present set of stratospheric temperatures, this was.of the order of 
10_8 kg kg. 	The effect of this was that the upper layer of the 
troposphere (100-300 mb) was no longer so shielded from the incoming 
solar radiation and heating rates of the order of 4 K day' resulted. 
These low mixing ratio values led to a more serious problem, in that 
they took the expressions used to calculate the long wave trans-
missivity out of range, and the radiation schemes failed at day 220. 
At this time an equilibrium was almost attained, and the mixing 
ratios at the pole were only .just below 6 x 10-6 kg kg'. 	One 
other consequence of the increased absorption of solar radiation in 
the upper levels of the model troposphere was an increase in the 
static stability. 	The inclusion of a. calculation of the radiative 
change in the stratosphere would be needed to make the model more 
consistent. 	Resort would then have to be made to climatological 
ozone amounts. 
The interplay between the strength of the Hadley cell and the 
strength of the jets is interesting. 	In the fixed surface tempera- 
ture integration, a reasonable zonal wind simulation was achieved 
with a weaker than observed Hadley cell. 	Conversely, in the initial 
run and the "high" turbulent exchange run, a Hadley cell close to 
observed magnitudes resulted in a zonal wind speed maximum several 
times that observed. 	It is known that in the real atmosphere eddies 
extract momentum from the jets and export it polewards (see e.g. 
Oort and Rasmusson, 1971, and also discussion in subsection 1.3.3). 
These results would also seem to emphasize the necessity of this 
transport. 	The similarity between observed and computed wind 
speis in the fixed surface temperature run must then be fallacious; 
the imposed temperature field has forced a reasonable zonal wind 
field when the likely mechanisms responsible for the observed value 
are absent. 	But the initial run managed to generate a reasonable 
Hadley cell and an inconsistently large temperature gradient, so 
that it also has to be considered that the driving mechanism for 
the meridional circulation is not the proper one. 	In summary, 
although it is possible to produce a reasonable Hadley cell and 
reasonable wind fields (though not simultaneously) it seems likely 
that in both cases the mechanisms responsible in reality were not 
present. 	The qualitative analysis of Holton's (1979) that was 
discussed in subsection 1.3.3, showed that the nature of the flow 
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was dependent. upon the eddy momentum and heat forcing as well as the 
diabatic heating, and so it is to be expected that all three 
mechanisms play a significant role in the circulation. 
The results of Schneider (1977) are of relevance here. 
Schneider imposed an observed sea surface temperature distribution, 
but by the addition of latent heat release to the diabatic forcing 
(which is especially important in low latitudes) managed to produce 
a Hadley cell with a similar magnitude to the observed. 	It, and 
the zonal wind field,. were similar to those produced in the initial 
run. 	Of course, geostrophic considerations meant that away from 
the surface, a highly distorted meridional temperature field was 
required to produce such high winds. 
Another mechanism that is relevant to the strength of the Hadley 
cell is the eddy heat export out of the sub-tropics, which would 
cause cooling and drive a faster cell. 
Though it is never safe to firmly conclude anything with regard 
to models, it would seem from the above experiments that: 
In the presence of sea surface temperatures close to the 
observed, some deep heating mechanism (in this case, latent 
heat release) is important in driving the Hadley cell at its 
observed strength, 
to produce maximum wind speeds close to those observed 
requires an additional mechanism for momentum transport other 
than the mean circulation, i.e. the eddies play an important 
role here, and, 
it would seem clear that it is dangerous to conclude that 
the production of fields of a climatic variable similar to 
those observed is a guarantee that it has been. created by the 
right mechanism. 
Little comment has been made so far on the magnitude of the 
equator-pole temperature difference, which was several times larger 
than observed in the experiments in which it was allowed to alter. 
As they stand, the experiments provide little support for Schneider's 
(1977) conclusion on the passive role of eddies in the general 
circulation. 	The Hadley cell, on its own, seems quite incapable 	of 
transporting the necessary quantities of energy polewards, and it 
is clear that the free atmosphere temperature gradient is determined 
mostly by convection from the surface. 
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However, before going as far as Taylor's (1980.) conclusion on 
the necessity of the eddies both for reducing the temperature 
gradient and producing a Ferrel cell, further experiments would seem 
necessary. 	It seems opportune to briefly discuss, here, what might 
be done in further examination of this problem of the equator-pole 
temperature difference. 
Firstly, the experiments performed so far have been with a 
fixed sun at equinox. 	This was done since it was intended at some 
stage to run the model through a seasonal cycle. 	A fairer test 
of the equator-pole temperature difference would have been to use 
the annual mean radiation received at each latitude. 	By referring 
to the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (List, 1968) the equinoctial 
and mean annual solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere are 
433 W nr 2 and 413 W rn 2 , respectively, at the equator, and 75 W m 2 
and 177W m -2 at 80 0 , 	 i.e. the latitudinal gradient of insolation 
is much reduced. 	The poles must make up the difference in incoming 
radiation by raising the temperature, and simple use of Stefan's 
law would require an increase in temperature in excess of 50 K, i.e. 
a quite considerable decrease in the equator-pole temperature 
difference from 170 K. 	Of course, enhanced greenhouse effect due 
to greater water vapour amounts would further decrease the difference, 
which begins to bear some resemblance to Taylor's (1980) result cf 
a 90 K difference. 
Secondly, the effect of including latent heat release on the 
model circulation ought to be investigated. 	If the conclusions 
above are correct, then the increased strength of the Hadley cell 
that would result would further decrease the equator-pole difference, 
although it is only likely to be by a few degrees. 
Thirdly, the transport of heat by the oceans will undoubtedly 
lead to a decrease in the temperature gradient. 	Some attempt to 
model an ocean, as opposed to using observed fluxes, would seem 
desirable, so that the response of the temperature difference may 
be looked at more consistently. 
Finally, some consideration of the effect of clouds on the 
radiation field is obviously essential. 	Although the effect of 
clouds on the overall radiation budget of the globe is a matter of 
some debate (see.e.g. Stephens and Webster, 1981), nevertheless 
locally they must exert an influence such as to decrease the 
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temperature gradient. 	In high latitudes where solar radiation 
(in the mean) is lower, the greenhouse effect of clouds, is likely 
to dominate. 	Their presence would then increase surface temperatures. 
The increased albedo due to cloud amounts in low latitudes will 
reduce the. amount of energy available and most likely will reduce 
surface temperatures. 
There are, of course, a large number of mechanisms that can be 
added,. such as latitudinal albedo variation, ice-albedo feedback, 
variable surface heat capacity with latitude to simulate differing 
continentality, etc., which would all influence in some way the 
equator-pole temperature difference. 
However, before getting carried away, two points must be firmly 
adhered to. 	Firstly, at all stages the sensitivity of the circula- 
tion to variations in specified parameters has to be ascertained, 
and the validity of the parameterizations already present must be 
examined more closely. 	It was mentioned in chapter 2 that it 
was felt that the convective adjustment scheme was unsatisfactory.and, 
similarly, the inertial stability scheme needs further investigation. 
Closer study might show many of the other parameterizations to be 
unsatifactory and tests, such as those performed by varying the 
coefficient for vertical turbulent exchange of momentum,need to be 
performed each time a new parameter is introduced. 
Secondly, it has to be recognised how convoluted all the 
various atmospheric mechanisms are in producing the observed 
circulation. 	While it was pointed out earlier in this section 
that imposing sea surface temperatures meant that a role of the 
eddies was being negated, no lesser objection could be raised when 
cloud amounts are imposed on the atmosphere. 	If they do exert a 
strong influence, and an observed or highly tuned cloud field is 
used, then what can be concluded about the role of the eddies? 
Probably very little, since in reality much of the middle and high 
latitude cloudiness is due to cyclonic activity. 	Similarly, the 
oceanic heat flux is likely to be driven to some extent by the 
eddies. 	And so on. 	One cannot test the effect of a mechanism 
without carefully considering whether any of the model's para-
meterizations believe them to be present. 
CHAPTER 6: FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis the early stages of development of a climate 
model have been described. 	A two-dimensional (pressure and 
latitude) approaöh was adopted which modelled the dynamics and 
thermodynamics of the atmosphere. 	A zonally averaged model was 
seen as a compromise between the vastly complex and computer hungry 
general circulation models and the simplified energy balance models. 
As was seen in a review, there are drawbacks in all types of climate 
model. 	In two dimensions, the principal ones are associated with 
modelling of the large scale eddy fluxes of heat and momentum,. and 
the difficulty of representing local phenomena such as cloud 
formation in terms of zonally averaged variables. 
The framework was a reformulation of the model of Harwood 
and Pyle (1975) for tropospheric study. 	The model is quasi- 
geostrophic and represents the atmosphere with 10 equally spaced 
levels in the vertical with grid points at 12 0 latitude intervals. 
Most work was performed on an investigation of computationally 
fast radiation schemes for interactive model use. 	At terrestrial 
wavelengths it was found that in clear skies, highly parameterized 
methods produced satisfactory results compared with more sophisti-
cated techniques. A parameterization was developed based on 
splitting the long wave spectrum into 3 bands and representing the 
transmission in these bands by polynomials, which had the attraction 
of requiring little computer time. 	When the absorption of solar 
radiation by water vapour was considered, it was found that large 
discrepancies exist between various published results, amongst 
which a consensus could not be found. 	The parameterization of 
Wang (1976) was adopted. 
For both radiation fields, problems were encountered when 
cloud was included. 	For long wave radiation it was found that there 
was little support for the use of simplified black body clouds. 
Comparison of the calculated fluxes with satellite derived data 
showed that quite different cloud fields could produce similar, 
outgoing fluxes at the top of the atmosphere. 	A test of the 
effect of zonally averaging cloud, temperature and humidity profiles 
showed that surprisingly little error resulted when compared to 
fluxes calculated at different longitudes and then zonally averaged. 
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For solar radiation it was seen that the radiative properties 
of cloud are dependent to a considerable degree on factors such as 
cloud.drop size distribution, áloüd geometry, and solar zenith angle, 
such that our ability to properly model the radiation field was 
questioned in the absence of detailed knowledge on the nature of 
the cloud field. 	A "ray tracing" model of the solar radiation was 
constructed which followed beams through reflections with ground 
and clouds. 	When a comparison was made with satellite derived 
data and previous theoretical estimates, it was found that there 
was a large spread of results and that systematic differences 
between theory and observations awaited satisfactory explanation. 
Finally, some trial integrations were performed in order to 
investigate the behaviour of an, as yet, embryonic model. 	The 
circulation in the absence of large scale eddies was considered, 
and it was found that the strength of the circulation was dependent 
to a considerable degree on the coefficient of vertical turbulent 
transfer of angular momentum in a simple parameterization. 	Together 
with an experiment using fixed surface temperatures, comparison of 
model results with observation stressed the importance of eddy 
momentum fluxes in reducing an otherwise too high subtropical jet. 
It was proposed that experiments be performed to investigate the 
primary mechanisms involved in reducing the equator-pole temperature 
difference, which was found to be several times the observed value 
in the initial integrations of the model. 
It has been stressed throughout that caution must be used at 
all stages of developing climate models and interpreting their 
results. 	Not only is it important to try and avoid the imposition 
of present day climate statistics on the model, but it was shown 
that similarity between model results and observations did not 
necessarily mean that the model's features were being correctly 
produced. 
From the broad look at the various different climate models 
and from the detailed look at certain individual processes, it has 
to be concluded that the present generation of models is not yet 
equal to the task of answering the "climatic questions" for which 
they have been set up. 	It has to be borne in mind with all classes 
of model that they might not be answering the question that you 
think you are asking them. 
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APPENDIX 1: 	DERIVATION OF STREAM FUNCTION EQUATION, (2.26) 
The required equations. are (refer to chapter 2 for details.), 
-- 
at - - 	
vc - --rwc + H  
ap 





Differentiating equation (3) with respect to time and sub-
stituting from equations (1) and (2) gives 
+ 	 - -wc + H) 	= 	( -$vc - - 4WC + Q + ap 39 	
j	ap 
Letting subscripts p and p denote differentiation with respect 
to that variable, the left hand side of this equation becomes, after 
some rearrangement., 
T H + tH - r vcr - 2t rcv + 2t tvs - wct 2 - 3cw rt 
C p 	p 	p p 	p 	p 	p 	p 	pp - VCTT pp 
- CT 
p p 	cpp 	p 	pp 	pp 
tv - t 2 cv + t 2 sv - wctt -t 2cw 	(4) 
and the right hand side becomes 
-( 	+ t +4-)v + ( t - 2 )v - 	- 	- 	w - w pp 	p 	C 	 pp pp pp pp 	pp 
-w 	+-1(Q+q') 
C 	
+---Q + q') 	 (5) 
	
Recalling that 	v 	and 	wc = (pc) 	then the 
derivatives of v and w become, in terms of. , 
p 	pp 	p 	pp 	ppp 	pp 	p 	pp 	p C 
VV 	=-p 	; v =-4 	; 	=4 	-tI)
pCP 	 pp ppcp 	p 	pp pp 	ppp 	pp 
These can be substituted into terms (4) and (5) to give, after 
some manipulation, 
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APPENDIX 1 (contd.) 
FrnP 	-2 	+4, 	+ (F(tT T+TT +rt ) - 	) , 
P PP P PP 	P PP p 	P P 	Pp 	(p 	p 
+ (-F( T2  + T 	- 	t + 	) 	+ (Ft( 	+ t ) 	to ) 
p 	pp p 	ppp p pp c 	pp 
+ q') + (Q + q')y - 	+ tH)
(P 	 c 
and, finally, using - 	and $-:f equation (3) gives equation (2.26): 
FT T4-2 	
+p 
	-( 	-t 	--p 
P pp 	P PP 	p PP SC 	p p 	p p C 
= ((Qq)') - 
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APPENDIX 2: DERIVATION OF FINITE DIFFERENCE FORM OF 
STREAM FUNCTION EQUATION, (A2) 
Referring to chapter 2 for details, the thermal wind equation 
about a point (0,0) in figure 2.1 gives (equation (2.32)) 
A 3 (u' 	+ u' 	) — A 1 (u' 	+ u' 	) 9_Q( 1 	+  +r —,— +,+ 	—,+ 2 	++ 
Equations like (2.29) and (2.30) are used to substitute into 
the above which, using the finite difference replacement for v and w 
(equations (2.27)) are 
-1 	[c2 A6( ~ ,- 	- cA1(0- 	+ !A2 ( 	c - 	c ) _______ ++ ,0 ++ OtO 0 L 
+'+ 2pp + 
H 
— -2. A 5 (4 	c — 	0 	c )] ++ -4—I- ++ -4--i- 0 	+ 
+ 	 + 
- -1 '4) 	C—'4 	C 
—,+ 	
2p [cA10 ,— 0 	— 	
+ &A( 0,0 0 	--tO --) 
H 
)I + 1 A l2 ( 	c- 	c 0++ 0 --I++ -- 	C 2 
	
-p 	c ) - 1 	[cA7 , 0 -*,__) - cA,(,, 0 - ,,__) + 	A 	,_-c  + i,-- u ' 	= 
+t - 2cpip + 
H 
A 2 (p 	c — '4' 	C 
 
++, 0 + 	070 0 	C 2 
+ 	 + 
- - 1 	[cA3(0 ,o_ 	 - cA 10(- '4) __ ,__) - 2pp 
H 
A, 	c — __ , __c_j - 	 A( 070 c , - __ 10 c__ )] + c- 0 
A similar set of equations can be written down for the 
terms except that -1 
	 1 is replaced by 	, the A coefficients 
2cpp pp 




These equations can then be split up into nine expressions 
giving the coefficients for each of the nine 's on the grid of Fig. 2.1, 
thus 
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For 'L.' 
010 
: c 2 [A 1 (A 2 -A 1 c 2 ) + A 3 (A 2 - A 3 c 2 ) + F 00 (B 3 - B 1 )] 
+ c 3 [A 1 (A 1 c 3 _ A) + A 3 (A 3 c 3 - A) + F 00 (B 3 - B 1 )] 
For 4, 	: c 2 [A 1 (A 1 c 2 - A 5 ) + F 00 (B 1 _B 5 )] 	+ c 3 [A 2 (A l2 -A 1 c 3 ) + F 00 (B 1 - B 12 )] 
0 
For 4, 	: c 1 [A 1 (A 5 -A 6 c 1 ) + F 00 (B 5 - B 6 )] ++ ,++ 
For 4, 0 	: C1 [A 1 (A 6 c 1 -A 2 ) + A 3 (A 7 c 1 -A 2 ) + F 00 (B 6 - B 7 )] 
For q. ++,-- : c 1 
[A 3 (A 5 -A 7 c 1 ) + F 00 (B 7 - B 8 )] 
For 4,. 	: c3 A3E69_A3c3) + F 00 (B 9 - B 3 )] 	+ c 2[A 3 (A 3 c 2 - A 8 ) 
+ F 00 (B 6 - B] 
For 4, 	: C4 [A 3 (A 10 c 4 -A 9 ) + F 00 (B 10 _B 9 )1 
-- I  
For 	: c 
-- 
[A 1 (A_ A 11 c) + A 3 (A- A 10 c) + F 00 (B 11 - B 10 )] 4,  
For 4, 	: C4 A 1 (A 11 c- A l2 ) + F 00 (B 12 - B 11 )] --,++ 
The eddy flux and diabatic terms are contained in a term, 
r 2 
RHS', where RHS' 	-APPL 1 [ 	(A 1 H 	- A 3H) + F 00 (Q 	+ Q 	
)] +1+ +- + + 	+1+ 
+! 
[. 
(A I H 	- A 3 H 	) - F 00 (Q ,+ C 	c 	-i+ 
- q_, ~ ) + p
-K 
_ (q~ ,_- + +1+ 
7 
1 	 2 
3 
5 
If the coefficients of each of 
the $'s is divided by the coefficient 
of 4, 	(including RHS') then using a
of 
coefficient 0.1 , where the I is as 
shown in the figure, then 
8 
4, 	+ 	D.4. 	= RHS 	•(A2) 
i=1 
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APPENDIX 3: LONGITUDINALLY DEPENDENT TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY 
AND CLOUD PROFILES AT 20°N AND 60°N 
The following data were constructed to investigate the effect 
of zonally averaging of the atmosphere on the calculation of 
zonally averaged long wave fluxes. 	It consists of data at 300 
longitude intervals for January at 20°N and 60 0 N. 	The data were 
extracted from a variety of sources (see section 3.8 for details). 
It is not intended to be an authentic set but is just an attempt 
to represent the large variations in conditions that occur around a 
latitude circle. 
Latitude 20 P4 January 
Pres 150E 120 90 60 30E 0 30U.  60 90 120 1501 180 Z 
(m b) AVE. 
Temperature K 
25 222.7 222.7 222.7 222..7 222.7 222.7 222.7 222.7 222.7 222.7 222.7 222.7 222.7 
100 198.9 199.0 198.0 197.8 199.1 203.8 200.8 198.8 199.6 196.8 195.3 197.0 198.8 
200 219.4 218.5 218.2 218.1 218.3 220.9 220.4 219.1 220.5 220.4 220.2 219.9 219.4 
300 238.2 237.6 237.6 238.0 237.5 238.6 238.7 237.8 239.9 240.8 241.0 239.8 238.8 
400 252.7 252.7 253.2 253.5 253.0 252.7 254.6 252.6 254.7 255.7 255.7 254.7 253.7 
500 265.1 265.2 265.3 265.4 265.1 263.5 264.1 264.8 265.8 266.1 267.0 266.2 265.3 
700 280.8 280.2 280.5 280.5 280.3 279.8 280.3 279.3 280.4 279.3 281.9 280.3 280.3 
850 286.9 288.0 287.8 287.9 288.0 289.9 289.4 288.0 287.9 285.4 288.4 288.0 287.1 
950 291.9 292.0 292.3 293.0 292.4 292.7 292.6 292.0 291.3 288.8 292.3 292.1 292.0 
1000 294.4 294.1 294.6 295.6 294.8 294.1 294.3 294.1 293.1 290.6 294.3 294.2 294.1 
Humidity 9/kg 
25 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 3E-3 
100 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 5E-2 
200 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 7E-2 
300 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
400 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.25 0.25 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.442 
500 0.9 1.4 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.8 1.3 0.9 1.5 1.3 0.933 
700 2.9 2.8 3.8 2.4 0.5 1.0 2.0 2.3 4.0 3.4 3.2 2.9 2.60 
850 7.7 6.0 8.1 7.9 4.2 1.4 2.8 5.3 5.8 6.8 8.6 7.5 6.01 
950 10.4 .8.93 11.0 11.6 9.07 3.14 3.93 7.43 7.8 7.93 11.6 11.0 8.66 
Cloud amounts 	in %(assuMed randomly overlapping) 
Tot. 50 45 40 50 45 10 9 20 30 50 60 50 38 
low 17 23 30 12 38 0 0 14 20 38 35 17 20 
Mid 25 15 15 12 12 10 9 0 3 10 20 25 13 
high 20 16 10 35 0 0 0 7 10 11 23 20 13 
____ 150E 120 90 60 30E 0 30W 60 90 120 150W 180 _____ 
249. 
Latitude 60 N January 
5300 
 150E 120 	90 	60 	30E 	0 	30W 60 	90 	
120 150W 180 ZONAL 
AVE.
Temperature K 
 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 216.0 
 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 216.3 
 219.1 219.1 218.6 218.1 216.1 213.1 213.6 213.1 210.1 208.6 214.1 219.1 215.2 
 221.1 219.1 219.1 219.1 222.1 220.1 218.1 217.1 215.1 213.1 216.1 220.1 218.4 
400 232.3 229.1 228.1 233.1 233.9 231.6 229.6 228.8 225.6 222.1 223.6 230.1 229.1 
500 241.6 239.1 237.1 239.1 245.6 243.1 241.1 239.6 236.1 231.1 231.1 240.1 238.8 
700 258.1 255.6 247.1 249.1 258.1 258.1 258.1 255.1 250.6 243.1 247.1 258.1 253.2 
850 264.6 257.1 251.1 255.1 265.1 266.1 263.1 258.1 255.1 246.1 245.1 263.1 257.5 
950 266.5 252.4 247.0 256.4 272.4 274.0 264.4 256.0 252.0 241.7 248.4 264.4 258.0 
1000 267.5 250.0 245.0 257.0 276.0 278.0 265.0 255.0 250.5 239.5 250.0 265.0 258.2 
Humidity ./k9 
25 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 6E-3 
100 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 4E-2 
200 IE-2 1E-2 IE-2 1E-2 1E-2 1E-2 IE-2 1E-2 IE-2 1E-2 IE-2 IE-2 1E-2 
300 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.1 0.095 
400 0.2 	0.2 	0.1 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	
0.1 	0.1 	0.2 0.175 
500 0.3 0.23 0.18 0.23 0.39 0.29 0.37 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.15 0.15 0.249 
700 0.87 0.6 	0.41 0.55 1.75 1.75 1.15 0.93 0.67 0.41 0.41 
	0.77 0.856 
850 0.4 	0.73 0.5 	1.28 2.4 	2.45 1.75 1.05 0.73 0.31 0.46 1.4 1.18 
950 1.89 0.58 0.38 1.07 3.31 4.02 1.82 0.90 0.58 0.21 0.46 1.71 1.4 
Cloud amounts in Z(assuMed randomly overlapping) 
Tot. 78 	82 	62 	66 	60 	39 	60 	75 	52 	38 	
55 	72 	62 
low 	42 54 25 20 5 4 30 40 30 
25 45 52 31 
Mid 15 	32 	45 	48 	44 	35 	40 	48 	30 	
30 	10 	18 	33 
high 55 40 8 18 25 2 5 20 
2 9 10 29 19 
1 150E 120 	90 	60 	30E 	0 	30W 	60 	90 	120 	150W 180 
APPENDIX 4:. AVERAGE COSINE (SOLAR ZENITH ANGLES) AND FRACTIONAL 
DAY LENGTHS AT EACH MODEL GRID POINT 
41iP 
4.7, the cosine of the 
h were calculated for 
year. 	Equation (4.25) 
No account of the 
solar width have been 
Using the method described in section 
solar zenith angle and fractional day leng 
each model grid point for each week of the 
was evaluated using a 3-minute time step. 








Table A4.1: Cosine of solar zenith angle 
latitude 
•840 S 	72 	60 48 36 24 120S 0 12°N 24 36 48 60 72 	84°N 
3 0 3763 	0 3590 	0 4603 0. 	l4 0. 6043 0. 6279 0. 6233 
0. 3893 0. 5286 0. 4454 0. 3409 
0.2209 0.99050-01 0 00000 00 0.00000 00 0.00000 00 0 00000 00 
04, 0 3399 0 3441 0 4624 0.3482 0.6017 0.6269 0.6239 
0.5935 0.5363 0.4542 0. 3510 312
0.2451 
10 9 
0 	$134 0 00000 00 0.00000 00 
0 3380 	0 3232 	0. 4380 0 5433 0. 5987 0 6270 0.6267 0.3987 0 5439 
0.4642 0 3633 
0. 3777 0. 2610 0. $342 0. 0000D 00 0.00000 00 
i3 0 3109 0. 2973 0 4495 0. 3368 0 5953 0.6200 0.6291 0.6047 
0. 	33 0 4747 
0.4897 0.3950 0.2821 0. 1549 0. 19840-01 0.00000 00 
3 3 2790 	3 3*49 	0 4400 0.3271 0. 3094 0.6250 
0.6334 0.6111 0. 5610 
0. 5040 0.4126 0. 5022 0. 1766 0. 44670-01 0.00000 00 
i 0 2426 0 :074 0. 4270 0. 5178 0, 5832 0. 6221 0.6343 0.6174 
0. 5737 
0.5194 0.4319 0.3260 0.2034 071820-01 0.0000000 44 02023 	0.2961 	0.4120 0.3030 0.5743 0.6185 0.6341 0.6233 0.5851 0. 5353 0. 432* 0. 3498 0. 2296 D. $006 	0.00000 00 
%4 0 1566 0 2779 0.3942 0.4808 0. 3635 0.6124 
0.6350 0.6285 0 5943 
0 6055 0 5510 0.4776 0.3721 0.7566 
0. *298 0.00000 00 




0.6353 0,6*3* 0,5636 0.4907 0.3962 
0.7036 0.1591 	026210-01 
to 0 1011 0.2320 0.3509 0.4336 0.5370 0.3970 I 
0.6363 0.6320 0. 3776 0.5*01 0.4196 
0.3100 0 1873 0. 57100-01 
17 0 75600-01 02058 	0. 3263 0 4322 0, 3*99 0. 3055 0. 6733 
0,6260 0.5901 0.3259 0.4400 0.3352 0. 2153 
	003350-01 
( 046120-01 0.1775 0.3008 04113 0.5033 0.3724 0.6*80 0.6363 0.6299 0.3904 0.5422 0.4603 0.3507 0.2413 
0. *077 
4* 0 	14930-01 	0 *404 	0.7745 0 3879 0.4841 0.5606 0.6113 
0.6343 
0.6340 0. 6074 0. 3584 0. 4789 0. 3801 
0. 2843 	0. *204 
It $ 0 00000 00 0 $196 0 3481 0. 3843 0. 4642 0. 3457 
0.8009 0.6313 
06339 O.6144 0. 5663 0. 4940 0. 4003 
0. 2841 0 	$720 
000000000 9*3413-01 02211 03411. 0. 4469 0,5304 0. 5924 0.6269 
0.6350 0.6196 0. 5760 0. 508* 0. 4163 
0.3003 	0 2142 
is 0 00000 00 0 63070-01 0 1964 0.3190 0. 4273 0. 5153 0. 3809 0.6217 0.8323 0.6228 0.5855 0.5205 0.4308 0.3118 
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	 Table A4.2: Fractional day lengths 
latitude 
60 48 36 24 120S 0 120N 24 36 48 60 72 B40 N 
0.6300 05958 03583 0.5211 0.5000 
0.4729 0,44(7 0.4042 03900 0.2500 
0.00000 
00000000000000 
00 0 00000 
OC 
00 .07500 
0. 7354 0 64(1 0 59(1 0 5562 0. 5271 0 3000 
3 4729 0. 4437 0. 4003 0. 3583 
0.3687 
0.2646 
0.2054 0.00000 00 0 00000 00 
0 7*46 0 63(2 0 5054 0. 5521 0.5250 0. 5000 
0. 4750 0 4479 
0.4342 
0.4(46 
04229 0.38*2 0.3062 0.00000000.0000000 
08937 06(07 0.3771 0.5450 0,5229 03000 
0,471* 
0 4303 0. 43(2 0, 3937 0. 33*2 0. 1431 
0 00000 co 
o. 8e7 0 6062 0 5b8 0 54(7 0. 5(87 0. 5000 0. 0. 4833 0. 4646 0. 4417 0. 4104 0. 3562 0. 2187 
0.00001) 00 
0 8437 0 5876 0 5583 0 5354 0. 5*67 0 5000 
0. 4054 0. 4708 0. 4921 0. 4250 0. 3033 
0. 2792 0 00000 00 
0 6(67 0 5750 0 9479 0 5292 0. 5*46 0. 5000 0 4896 0 477* O. 4825 0. 4417 0. 4104 
0. 3333 0 00000 00 
0 589*, 0 5583 0 5375 0 5229 0. 5104 
0. 5000 
0. 47(7 0 4033 0. 4729 0. 4604 
0. 4375 0. 3854 0 00000 00 
0 5625 0 5396 0. 5271 0 5*67 0. 5083 
0. 5000 
05000 04958 0. 49(1 0. 4054 0. 
4771 0. 4648 0 4354 02013 
0 5354 03229 05(46 0 3003 03042 
5000 0 4979 0. 4979 0. 4990 
0. 4931 0. 49(7 0. 4854 0 4521 
0 5083 0 5062 0 5042 0 5021 0. 502* 
p. 
0,5000 0. 5021 0.5042 0. 5Oe3 
0. 5(25 0,5(07 0,5333 0.8042 
048(2 04015 0,4917 0.4938 0. 4979 
0. 5000 0 5062 0.5(25 0.9(87 
0.5292 0. 5450 0.5812 0 7875 
0 4542 0 4708 0 4812 0 4875 0. 4931 
0.5000 05003 0.5(01 0.5292 
0.5450 0.5729 0,6312 (.000 
04271 04542 0.4708 0,48*2 0. 	917 
0. 5000 0. 5125 0.5250 0. 5417 
0. 5625 0. 5979 0.6833 (.000 
0 402* 0 4375 0 4583 0 4750 0.4875 
0 5000 0 5146 0. 53*2 0. 5521 0. 
5192 0. 6250 0 1375 I 000 
0 3750 0 4208 0 4479 0. 4681 0. 4854 
0. 3000 0. 3(07 0 5375 0. 5604 
0. 5937 0. 6300 0. 7979 (.000 
0 3500 0 4062 0 4396 0 4623 0. 4812 
05000 0.3208 0 	341 0.5708 
0.6083 0.6130 08750 (.000 
0 32?'O 0. 3917 0. 4292 04903 0.4192 
0. 5000 0 5279 0. 5479 0. 5792 
0.6208 0. 6979 I. 000 I. 000 
00 0 302* 0 3792 0 4208 0 432* 
0. 477* 
0 5000 0 5750 0.5521 0. 5054 
0,6333 0 7167 (.000 (.000 
00 0 28*2 0 3867 0 4(48 0 4479 0. 4150 
0. 5000 0 5271 0.5562 0 59*7 
0,6417 0 7354 1.000 * 000 
00 0 2646 0 3583 0.4083 0.4431 
0.4729 
0 527* 0. 5583 0. 5958- 0 6500 
0.7500 1.000 I 000 
00 0 2500 0 3500 0 4042 0.44(7 
0. 4729 0 5000 
0 5292 0,3804 0.6000 0.6562 
0. 1604 1.000 1.000 
00 0 2396 0 3431 0 4000 0 4396 0.4708 
0 9000 
0. 5292 0.9804 0 6000 0.6903 0. 7667 
(.000 (.000 
00 0 2333 0 3417 0 4000 0 4396 
0. 4708 0 5000 
0 5792 0.5604 0. 6021 0.6583 0. 1667 
(.000 (.000 
00 0 2333 0 3411 0. 3979 . 	0 4398 
0 4708 0 5000 
0.5000 0.5292 0. 3604 0 6000 
0.6562 0. 7629 1.000 1.000 
00 0 2375 0.3437 0.4000 0.4396 
0.4700 
0 4729 0 5000 0 527* 0. 9583 0. 5958 
0.0500 0. 752* 1.000 1.000 
00 0 2479 0 3500 0 4042 0 44*7 
0 4729 0. 3000 U. 527* 0.5962 0. 
5917 0,8437 0. 7375 1.006 (.000 
00 0 2825 0 3962 0 4003 0 4437 
4750 0. 0 9000 0. 5250 0.5521 0 
5054 0.6333 0.720a 1.000 I, 000 
00 0 2792 0 3887 0 4148 0. 4479 
0.452* 04771 0.5000 0.5229 
0.5419 0.5792 06229 07000 (.000 
I 000  
- 0003000 0377* 0,4208 
0. 4792 0. 3000 0. 5708 0. 5437 ' 0. 5708 ' 
0.6104 0. 677* 0.09*1 (.000 
0 3229 0 3896 0 4292 0 4562 
0. 4625 0.48(2 0. 5000 0.5(87 0.5375 
0.5825 0.5958 0.6542 0.0*04 1.000 
03458 0. 4042 0. 4375 
4450 0 0 4667 0 4854 0. 5000 
0. 5*46 0. 5333 0. 5542 0. 58*2 0. 6272 0. 
7479 1.000 
0 3708 0 4107 
0 4729 0. 4075 0 5000 
0 5125 0. 527* 0 5437 0. 5867 0. 6042 0. 6937 (.000 
0 3958 O 4333 0 4562 
0 4792 0. 4896 0.9000 0. 
5104 0. 5208 0.5333 0. 5500 0. 572 0. 6417 
(.000 
0 4208 0 4500 0 4667 
0 4792 0 4875 0. 4931 0 5000 
0 5062 0. 5*25 0. 5208 0. 5333 0.3521 0.5937 0 0500 
0 4479 0 4667 
0 4937 0. 4919 0 5000 
0. 502* 0. 5062 0 5*04 0. 5167 0. 5250 0. 5490 0. 6437 
0 4790 0 4033 0 4096 
0 5000 0. 5000 0. 5000 0 
9000 0.9000 0.5000 0.3000 0.4979 0.4979 0.4917 
0 302* 0 9000 0 5000 
0.5082 0. 5042 05000 04990 
0.4917 0.4975 04012 0. 4700 0. 4500 0. 3375 
05292 05(07 09*25 
0.5146 0 3062 0. 5000 0 4937 0 4054 0. 
4771 0. 4646 0 4437 0. 4000 0. 302*  
0 5962 0.3354 0 5229 
'3208 0. 3104 0.5000 0,4896 0,4792 
0,4667 0.4479. 0 	4113 0.3500 0.0000000 
05812 0. 13321 05333 0. 
0 5211 0. 5125 0. 5000 0 
4875 0. 4729 0. 4542 0 4312 0. 3911 0. 2979 
0 00000 00 
0 6083 0 5687 0 5458 
0. 5*87 0. 5000 0 4033 0. 4667 0. 
4437 0 4148 0 3846 0 2396 0.00000 00 
0 6354 0 5854 0 5562 0 5333 
0 5396 0. 5*07 0 5000 0 4812 0. 
4604 0 4354 0 4000 0 3396 0. 1708 0,00000 00 
0 6804 0 6000 0 5646 
5450 0.5208 0.5000 0.4792 0.4542 
0,4250 0.3054 0.3(46 0.10930-0* 0.0000000 
06894 0. 6146 05750 0. 
0 5229 0. 5000 0. 477* 0.4500 0. 
4107 0.3729 0. 2917 0.0000D 00 0.00000 00 
0 7063 0.6271 0 5012 0 5500 
0 5250 0 5000 0 4150 0. 
4458 0. 4*04 0. 3625 0. 2100 0 00000 00 0.00000 00 
0 721* 0 63 7 5 0 5096 0 5542 
0 521* 0.5000 04729 04437 0. 4062 
0. 357* 0, 2342 0.000000000000000 
0 7450 06479 0 5937 0 5582 
0.5272 0.5000 0.4708 04396 
0402* 0.3458 0.2411 0 00000 00 0.0000D 00 
0 1383 08547 05979 05604 
0 5292 0 5000 ' 0 4708 0 4396 
0. 4000 0 3417 0 2394 0.00000 00 0 00000 00 
0 7646 0 6503 0 6000 0 5604 
0 5292 0 9000 0 4700 0. 4398 0 
4000 0 34*7 0. 2333 0.000000000000000 
0 7667 08503 08000 0 5804 5000 0 04708 0.4396 0 4000 0. 3437 
0 2315 0. WOOD 000,0000000 
J 	7 6.2 5 08967 06000 05804 
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